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ENGLISH SUMMARY
The thesis envisions a future where humans and robots collaborate as team-
mates in manufacturing space for execution of tasks conventionally considered 
irrelevant to automation. The success of human-robot collaboration depends on 
the ease of integrating and reconfiguring robots as teammates considering con-
straints of a manufacturing space. The goal of the thesis is to build knowledge 
and develop tools and techniques for a simple, easy and natural integration and 
reconfiguration of robots in manual manufacturing systems. 

The author of the thesis hypothesizes that industrial assembly - the process of 
joining parts and components into functional products - carries a high potential 
for human-robot teaming.  Industrial assembly, during the past century, has seen 
a progress from conveyor belt assembly lines to lean assembly cells comprising 
of small flexible human teams. But one thing has remained constant in assembly 
– the humans. Due to the complex nature of assembly work the manufacturing
rationalization efforts for automation have largely remained away from assembly
systems making it the most labor, cost and time intensive process in a manufac-
turing value chain.

When integrating robots in a team-oriented and semi-structured environment – 
such as assembly - several questions need to be answered in design, development 
and operation constituting both the technical and social facets. The research pre-
sented in the thesis is made in cooperation with a manufacturing company inter-
ested to increase the level of automation in its manual assembly cells by the use of 
human-robot collaboration. 

The thesis explores manual assembly cells for their human-robot automation po-
tential. A structured design method is documented for developing human-robot 
collaborative production systems. Distribution of assembly tasks between human 
and robot is discussed. Flexible feeding of assembly parts is explored. Human-ro-
bot virtual simulation models as digital prototype are developed for validation of 
the design of human-robot production system. Digital twins as simulation models 
with a lifecycle approach are explored for their usefulness in dealing operational 
complexity of human-robot manufacturing team. 

A human-robot assembly cell – AssemBot – is designed and developed to demon-
strate that human-robot collaborative systems result in less human-effort and in-
crease productivity. The results support the hypothesis that human-robot teams 
can be enabled in assembly cells for variant oriented manufacturing.
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DANSK RESUME
Afhandlingen ser for sig en fremtid, hvor mennesker og robotter samarbejder 
som teamkammerater om at fremstille og udføre opgaver, der traditionelt er 
blevet betragtet som irrelevante eller vanskelige at automatisere. Succesen med 
menneske-robot-samarbejde afhænger af, hvor let det er at integrere og rekonfig-
urere robotter som ”teammedarbejdere” i forhold til konkrete og veldefinerede 
produktionsopgaver. Målet med forskningen og afhandlingen er at opbygge viden 
og udvikle værktøjer og teknikker til på en enkel og naturlig måde at integrere og 
rekonfigurere robotter i forbindelse med manuelle fremstillingssystemer.

Forfatteren til afhandlingen antager, at industriel montage med at sammenføje 
dele og komponenter i funktionelle produkter, har et stort potentiale for menne-
ske-robot-samarbejde HRC (Human Robot Collaboration). Industriel montage har 
i det forløbne århundrede set en udvikling fra montagelinjer til lean montageceller 
med dygtige og fleksible medarbejdere, ofte arbejdende i teams. På grund mon-
tageopgavers ofte komplekse natur ses mindre rationalisering og automatisering 
ved montageopgaver end ved andre fremstillingsprocesser. Det gør montage til 
den mest tidskrævende og mest mandskabstunge del af fremstillingskæden.

Når man integrerer robotter i et team-orienteret og semistruktureret miljø, som 
montage kan betegnes som, er der mange spørgsmål, der skal afklares ved design 
og udvikling af produktet, ligesom der er under driftsopgaven. Det være sig både 
i forhold til tekniske og sociale aspekter. Forskningen præsenteret i afhandlingen 
er udført i samarbejde med en fremstillingsvirksomhed, der ønsker at øge au-
tomationsgraden af virksomhedens manuelle montageopgaver, blandt andet ved 
hjælp af menneske-robot-samarbejde.

Afhandlingen udforsker manuelle montageprocesser for at vurdere potentialet 
for menneske-robot-automatisering. En struktureret designmetode er doku-
menteret til udvikling af HRC-produktionssystemer. Til fordelingen af opgaver 
mellem menneske og robot i konkrete montageopgaver, er der blevet udviklet en 
systematisk og dokumenteret fremgangsmåde, som en del af forskningsarbejdet. 
Fleksibel tilfødning af montagedele udforskes og diskuteres ligeledes i projektet. 
Menneske-robot virtuelle simuleringsmodeller som digitale prototyper er blevet 
udviklet til validering af design og udvikling af menneske-robot produktionssys-
temer. Digitale tvillinger som simuleringsmodeller med en livscyklustilgang un-
dersøges og valideres med henblik på deres nytte ved dynamisk og operationel 
kompleksitet i forbindelse med menneske robot samarbejde.

En menneske-robot montagecelle - AssemBot - er designet og udviklet for at 
demonstrere, at menneske-robot-samarbejde vil resultere i reduceret bemand-
ing og dermed øget produktiviteten. Resultaterne understøtter hypotesen om, 
at menneske-robot-teams med fordel kan anvendes ved varierende montageop-
gaver.
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1
INTRODUCTION
This chapter presents an introduction to the general context and the specific background of this dis-
sertation. The relevance of the dissertation for the manufacturing and society is discussed together 
with the industrial motivation which is largely driven by the industrial partner. A summary of the 
contents of the dissertation is also described.

1.1. SCIENTIFIC MOTIVATION

The manufacturing industry, since its birth around two centuries ago, has experienced several 
revolutionary paradigms driven by (1) the plight of new market and economy, and (2) emerg-
ing societal imperatives driven by customers. The desire to customization to individuals’ tastes, 
preferences or the buying power are examples to shape societal needs and market demographics. 
The altering market demographics require manufacturers to develop new types of manufacturing 
systems (to produce products), and new business models (to sell products). The integration of 
new manufacturing system with new business models and with new product architecture con-
stitutes new manufacturing paradigms (Koren 2010). An example of this is that the societal need 
to reduce automobile price was materialized by the invention of moving assembly line (a new 
manufacturing system) that was combined with the technology of interchangeable parts. Hence 
the paradigm of mass production was realized (Figure 1).

Figure 1. The manufacturing paradigm (Koren 2010).
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1.1.1. IMPORTANCE OF MANUFACTURING
 
Manufacturing was, is, and shall remain the foundation of a strong economy, and no other sector 
can replace it (Koren 2010). Manufacturing has demonstrated a high potential to ensure a sus-
tainable society with high standards of living by creating (better) jobs and increasing national 
GDP. Manufacturing sector has appeared with the highest multiplier effect on an economy and is 
a major driver of knowledge building and job creation. Manufacturing sector accounts for 15% of 
value-added in global GDP and 23% of total employment (Azevedo 2013). In Europe, manufac-
turing defines 15% of total EU value-add and has a share of 15% in total employment (Veugelers 
2017). 

However, manufacturing companies of today are facing unpredictable market variations both in 
national and international stages (Leurent & de Boer 2018). As a result, in the last two decades, 
the proportion of total value-add and employment in relation to manufacturing has declined (Up-
adhyaya et al. 2017) from 19% to 15% ( Eurostat 2018). The declining of manufacturing jobs has 
attracted attention of the governments and policy makers (Gopinath et al. 2019) to turn manu-
facturing play its role as a catalyst for productivity growth and income convergence for future 
societies. But it is also agreed that the importance of manufacturing for society is not only due to 
its sheer volume of jobs and activities it entails but more due to the nature of jobs and activities 
it represents (Veugelers 2017). 

As the manufacturing companies in the high-wage countries have been set under pressure due to 
lower production costs in low-wage countries, a way to respond to this issue was by relocating 
the production facilities from high-wage countries to the low-wage countries. The strategy was 
actively adapted by many Europeans companies and for now, according to Eurostat Statistics Ex-
plained, the sales made by EU affiliates located outside the EU are greater than those made by EU 
affiliates located in other EU Member States. Since manufacturing sector is highly dependent on 
other sectors such as services, the net effect of relocation of manufacturing results in relocation 
of services as well as research and development activities (Brecher et al. 2012). 

1.1.2. MANUFACTURING AND AUTOMATION 
 
A manufacturing system can be defined as a collection of manufacturing machines or stations 
integrated to perform a controlled set of repeatable operations on raw materials altering the raw 
material achieving a final form, or to assemble a final product (Koren 2010). A manufacturing 
system or a production system, as a part of a factory, is a combination of humans, machines and 
equipment that are bound together by a common material and information flow (Francalanza et 
al. 2014). To increase productivity and reduce labor costs, manufacturing sector has always been 
struggling to achieve a higher degree of automation. 

A general understanding of automation is to independently operate, act, or self-regulate without 
human intervention (Nof 2009). Automation in manufacturing context is defined as, ‘the con-
version of a procedure, a process, or equipment to an automatic operation without intervention 
by a human operator’ (Sami et al. 2019). Automation can be achieved in multiple ways, such as, 
through computers (decision support systems, aviation administration etc.), automation includ-
ing robotics (e.g. spaceship with robot arm) and robotics (e.g. factory robots) (Nof 2009). Man-
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ufacturing automation, has not only relieved humans from dangerous, and boring tasks but also 
has proven to be an efficient way to achieve cost-effective production both in discrete and process 
industry (Frohm 2008). 

The transformation of a manual system (being operated by humans) to an automatic system (be-
ing operated without humans) is not a one-step progression (Frohm 2008). Rather, it must be tak-
en as a continuum of automation levels from fully manual to fully automated. Since, humans are 
the most flexible element in a manufacturing system, the transition towards automation is a trade 
off between flexibility and productivity. The relationship between production volume, flexibility, 
automation and product variety is shown in Figure 2. As automation is a process of taking advan-
tage of some mechanism, either physical or cognitive, to gradually reduce human effort ultimately 
making humans unnecessary, the next question is how much automation is the right automation?

  Figure 2. Decision making factors in production strategy (Heilala & Voho 2001).

With continuous increase in customers’ expectations for customization and personalization, the 
change, in products and systems, is becoming a manufacturing constant. The proliferation of va-
riety is present in wide-range of products (ElMaraghy, 2014). To meet with this challenge, change 
enablers and adaptation mechanisms in manufacturing are increasingly needed. Aligned to this, 
innovative product designs, manufacturing processes and technologies are needed to remain 
competitive, flexible and responsive (Koren 2010). It is well aligned with the Charles R. Darwin’s 
statement in his book 'On the origin of species': 

“It is not the strongest species that survive, nor the most intelligent, but the 
ones most responsive to change”

To address the notion of being resilient, new generation of manufacturing systems need to be 
adaptable in two categories i.e. product quantities (changed capacity) and product mix (changed 
functionality) (Koren 2010). The contemporary manufacturing needs are unfamiliar to the con-
ventional automation approaches. Automation rationalization needs to make logical and system-
atic analysis of the objectives and constraints of modern development to develop state-of-the-art 
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automation solutions (Nof 2009). 

1.2. INDUSTRIAL MOTIVATION
 
The research presented in this dissertation has been conducted in collaboration with an indus-
trial manufacturer, LINAK A/S, located in Denmark. The industrial challenges being faced by the 
industrial partner are the primary drivers for the accomplishment of this research dissertation. 
The industrial partner has been incorporated for data collection, problem formulation, case stud-
ies, interviews, workshops etc. The following chapter introduces the industrial partner and its 
challenges that motivated this research.   

1.2.1. INTRODUCTION TO THE INDUSTRIAL PARTNER
 
LINAK A/S designs and manufactures electronic linear actuator systems for a wide range of appli-
cations. An electronic linear actuator is a mechatronic device that converts electrical energy into 
straight line motion and is used to automate various machine tools and industrial machinery (see 
Figure 3). LINAK actuators are used in workplaces as diverse as offices, hospitals, industrial pro-
ductions, and within farming. With more than 2,400 dedicated employees, production facilities in 
Denmark, Slovakia, China, Thailand and the USA, and with subsidiaries and offices in more than 
35 countries worldwide, LINAK is an international innovator of electronic actuator technology.

The LINAK Group is divided into four divisions organized as individual business units. With more 
than 7.000 different articles – while 80% of them being customized solutions - the company holds 
a high mix of variants for its customers’ needs. LINAK’s complete selection of products includes 
actuators, lifting columns, control boxes, controls and a wide range of accessories. 

  Figure 3. An electronic linear actuator (left); and applications of linear actuator (right) (LINAK)

1.2.2. TRANSITION TOWARDS FLEXIBLE HUMAN-ROBOT ASSEMBLY CELLS

 The company is effectively employing different types of assembly cells ranging from fully manual 
to fully automated (Figure 4). The assembly cells are organized according to product families. 

Linear actuator

Agriculture machinery Hospital beds

Home beds Home furniture
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The level of automation in these cells is depending upon the product variants and the required 
throughput. Manual assembly cells are the ones producing product families with multiple vari-
ants and with product designs requiring human dexterity, while fully automated products are for 
product families with fewer or no variants and requiring higher throughput. In high automated 
cells, automation is achieved through large and bulky industrial robots. Since, it is not possible to 
use these robots in manual assembly cells, therefore they have been kept manual. However, the 
challenges of globalization and increasing labor costs are requiring increased productivity by a 
higher level of automation to reduce labor costs without sacrificing flexibility.

 Figure 4. Automation and production strategies at industrial partner.
 
LINAK, fifteen years ago, had adapted and implemented lean principles and, during the last ten 
years, has automated a large portion of its production, leading to an increase in productivity and 
competitive advantage. LINAK, catering for the challenges in manual production, is aiming to cre-
ate a future road-map for digitalization and automation to increase the competitive advantage, 
flexibility, productivity, quality and location of production facilities.  

Figure 5. Lean Automation Strategy adapted by the industrial partner.

To achieve the objectives, the company has formulated a Lean Automation Strategy (Figure 5). 
Collaborative robots, the new form of lightweight and safer industrial robots, is the center of at-
tention in the strategy to increase productivity in manual assembly cells.
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- Collaboration of automation and humans: Framework of easily integrating robots in as-
sembly cells enabling humans and robots to co-exist and collaborate. 

- High-mix low-volume production: To research and develop automation solutions that, in 
small batches and short lead times, can produce according to custom specifications. 

- No or flexible fixtures: Fixtures need to be avoided or, if needed, flexible and adjustable fix-
tures, adaptable to a variety of product variants, must be explored.

- Flexible material feeders: A challenge in assembly automation is the feeding of material, es-
pecially in high-mix low-volume production. The research will point at innovative solutions 
for feeding a big variety of objects; in size, material, geometry etc.

1.3. AIM AND OBJECTIVE 

The aim of this thesis is theoretical and practical development in forming human-robot teams 
in production systems. Assembly, conventionally having a lower degree of automation, is inves-
tigated for the human-robot interaction for productivity gains. Novel approaches to design and 
operation of human-robot assembly systems are discussed. 

1.4. DELIMITATIONS

The thesis is emphasized on human-automation interaction in assembly cells. The assembly area 
has a broad spectrum and the integration of human-robot team has many other aspects that are 
not discussed in this thesis. These include, for example, the social and psychological aspects. Fur-
thermore, the thesis has minimally explored the safety techniques in human-robot interaction. 
The research is also limited by not exploring the possible changes in the product design for ease 
of automation, rather the existing designs are evaluated. 

1.5. THESIS CONTENT

The thesis is consisting of seven chapters. The contents of each chapter are presented below.

Table 1. Summary of each chapter in the dissertation.

Chapter 1: INTRODUCTION

Summary: This chapter presents the scientific and industrial motivation of the dissertation. 
Introduction to the industrial partner is presented. Aim and objective of the thesis, contents 
and delimitations of the research are given.

Chapter 2: THE RESEARCH PROCESS

Summary: The chapter gives an overview of the research questions that are addressed in the 
dissertation. To answer the questions, the overall research methodology is discussed and em-
pirical as well as scientific research methods are documented.
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Chapter 3: EMPIRICAL FOUNDATION

Summary: The chapter presents an overview of the theoretical background of the disserta-
tion. It starts with an introduction to lean automation, industrial assembly, human-centered 
automation, and the challenges of using human-robot systems. The chapter concludes with an 
introduction to the developments in simulations for the design of production systems.

Chapter 4: EXPERIMENTATION

Summary: The chapter gives a summary of different experimental studies carried out at the 
case company. These experiments are in relation to different production areas of the industrial 
partner.

Chapter 5: THE INTERACTION OF HUMANS AND ROBOTS

Summary: The chapter documents a literature based yet futuristic look of assembly cells where 
humans and robots are working as teammates. The discussion on teams is linked to human-ro-
bot teams and, in this context, the focus of this dissertation is discussed.

Chapter 6: SUMMARY OF RESULTS

Summary: The chapter documents the summary of results achieved during the research pro-
cess. The discussion on human-automation interaction is extended with the tools and tech-
niques of integrating human-robot teams in production space. The support of virtual environ-
ments and digital twins is discussed for design, build and operate of HRC.

Chapter 7: CONCLUSION

Summary: This chapter stages the extent to which the research questions have been answered 
and associated challenges are presented. The chapter ends with a recommendation to future 
work. 

1.7. SUMMARY OF APPENDED PAPERS

The thesis builds upon a collection of papers each addressing research question (s) derived from 
the overall thesis objective. In Table 1, a summary of the appended papers is presented.

Table 2. A summary of each paper appended with the dissertation. 

Paper 1: Lean automation: Literature review and research trends 

Summary: This paper presents a structured and updated systematic literature review about 
lean automation highlighting application areas and key methodologies and tools. The review 
further presents a schematic of lean automation research, identifying five promising research 
streams ranging from conceptual models to empirical applications.

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
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Paper 2: Human centered Lean automation in assembly

Summary: he paper relates the theory of Lean automation with human-machine interaction; 
thereby taking benefits from the bests of humans and machines in a combination. The result is
biomechatronic production systems. We present a framework that discusses the physical, sen-
sorial and cognitive capabilities of humans; and the technologies that can enhance them.
Paper 3: Drive the cobots aright: Guidelines for using cobots in manufacturing

Summary: This study explores three use-cases of cobots in a large manufacturing company 
located in a high-wage economy. The cobots - in the subject case studies - were implemented to 
have human-centered automation in assembly tasks. Each case is evaluated for its productivity 
and flexibility against conventional industrial robots. The conclusion is made as a set of guide-
lines for practitioners for the implementation of cobots.

Paper 2: Developing a reference model for human-robot interaction

Summary: To define the relationship between humans and machines, several taxonomies are 
available in the literature. It is observed that the ‘level of interaction’ in humans and robots has 
been discussed in several contexts by the researchers. A morphology model is presented to 
structurize the human-robot interaction forms.

Paper 3: Complexity-based task allocation in human-robot collaborative assembly

Summary: To share the workload between humans and robots, the unique and common skills 
acquired by the both need to be considered. Based on the assembly-complexity-model devel-
oped by ElMaraghy, a structured method for task distribution between humans and robots in 
presented. 

Paper 4: Developing a reference model for human-robot interaction

Summary: To define the relationship between humans and machines, several taxonomies are 
available in the literature. It is observed that the ‘level of interaction’ in humans and robots has 
been discussed in several contexts by the researchers. A morphology model is presented to 
structurize the human-robot interaction forms.

Paper 5: Complexity-based task allocation in human-robot collaborative assembly

Summary: This paper aims to present a methodology for tasks distribution between human 
and robot in assembly work by complexity-based tasks classification. The method differentiates 
the tasks with higher complexity of handling, mounting, human safety and part feeding from 
low complexity tasks, thereby simplifying collaborative automation.
Paper 6: Framework to Implement Collaborative Robots in Manual Assembly: A Lean 
Automation Approach 
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Summary: This paper presents a systematic framework based on Roozenburg’s engineering 
design cycle for the deployment of cobots in existing assembly cells for enhanced productivity.
A model for defining evaluation-parameters for a cobot are presented. The effectiveness of vir-
tual simulations is discussed for validation and optimization of human-robot work environ-
ment.

Paper 7: Advances in machine vision for flexible feeding of assembly parts

Summary: This work explores the developments in machine-vision for flexible feeding systems 
for human-robot assembly cells. A specification model is presented to develop a vision-guided 
flexible feeding system. Various vision-based feeding techniques are discussed and validated 
through an industrial case study. The results helped to compare the efficiency of each feeding 
technique for industrial application.

Paper 8: A case study to develop human-robot symbiotic assembly-station

Summary: A structured framework is documented to develop an HRC assembly cell. The frame-
work is used for developing an industrial assembly case. It is shown that human-robot produc-
tion results in less human-effort and generates business value. The cycle times are achieved 
equal to the current production which justifies the investment in a collaborative system.

Paper 9: Digital twins of human robot collaboration in a production setting

Summary: The paper aims to present a digital twin framework to support the design, build and 
control of human-machine cooperation. In this study, computer simulations are used to develop 
a digital counterpart of a human-robot collaborative work environment for assembly work.

Paper 10: Virtual reality in manufacturing: Immersive and collaborative artificial-reali-
ty in the design of the human-robot workspace

Summary: The paper explores the technological development in virtual reality (VR) for design 
of human-centered production systems and develops a unified framework to integrate human- 
robot simulation with VR. The simulation as an event-driven simulation helped in estimating 
the human-robot cycle times, developing process-plan, layout optimization and robot control 
program. The same simulation is used in VR to interact with the production equipment and 
particularly with the robot. Additionally, AWS Sumerian environment is used to create a virtual 
robot to assist VR user in the design process.

Paper 11: Digital twin driven human-robot collaborative assembly

Summary: The paper discusses an object-oriented event-driven simulation as a digital twin of 
a flexible assembly cell coordinated with a robot to perform assembly tasks alongside human. 
The digital twin extends the use of virtual simulation models developed in the design phase of 
a production system to operations for real-time control, dynamic skill-based tasks allocation 
between human and robot, sequencing of tasks and developing robot program accordingly.

Paper 12: Human-robot collaboration in practice: Man, machine, and work in a digi-
tal-twin setup

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
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Summary: This paper explores the opportunities of using a digital-twin to address the complex-
ities manifestation of collaborative production systems through an industrial case and a demon-
strator. A digital twin, as a virtual counterpart of a physical system, is built as a ‘front-runner’ 
for validation and control of design, build and operation of a human-robot assembly station.
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RESEARCH DESIGN
The expected novelty and industrial relevance of this thesis require a research approach that is col-
laborative, knowledge based, experimental and iterative. A set of research questions and the meth-
odological research approach adapted in the thesis and in the appended papers are presented in 
this chapter. 

2.1. RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

Following the aim of the dissertation, following specific research questions have been posed and 
are addressed in the dissertation presented. 

Table 3. Outline of the research domains and research questions. 

Purpose of research

Overall thesis objective: Establish systematic design methods for easy and safe integration 
of human-robot teams in assembly cells benefiting the transition towards variety oriented, re-
sponsive and cost-effective industrial production. 

Research domain 1: Problem analysis based on theory and practice

Research question 1: What are the theoretical and practical implications when perceiving 
lean automation in context of human-centered automation? 

Research question 1.1:  What is lean automation and how can it support the notion of high-mix 
low-volume production? (Paper 1 & 2) 

Research question 1.2:  How lean automation is connected to human-robot automation? What 
types of production spaces are suitable for use of human-robot interaction? (Paper 3)

Research domain 2: Synthesis and models for integrating human-robot teams
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Research question 2: How can a design methodology for human-robot collaborative assembly 
cells be established and implemented in industry?

Research question 2.1: What are the possible forms of human-robot interaction in a manufac-
turing space? (Paper 4) 

Research question 2.2: Which steps and phases makeup the structure of the design process 
for human-robot production system? Can product design methods be used to develop a generic 
HRC design method? (Paper 5,6 & 7)

Research question 2.3: Which tools and techniques can be applied in order to support prac-
titioners for integrating human-robot team in new as well as exiting assembly cells? (Paper 8)

Research domain 3: Virtual simulations and digital twins in complex systems

Research question 3: How virtual simulated environments can support faster design, build 
and operate of human-robot production systems?

Research question 3.1: How can the design of human-robot assembly cell be validated through 
virtual simulations? How simulation and virtual reality (VR) can be integrated to support the 
design decisions in human-robot space design? (Paper 9 & 10)

Research question 3.2: How can the concept of a digital twin answer the complexity manifes-
tation of human-robot assembly cells? (Paper 11 & 12)

As seen in the Table 3, each research domain is scribing an overall research question driven by the 
thesis objectives. Furthermore, each research question is decomposed into sub research ques-
tions that are addressed in the appended papers.

2.2. RESEARCH PHILOSOPHY

An academic research project can have multi-fold expectations. The purpose of a research project 
is the creation of knowledge while its value is attributed towards the contribution to academia 
and practice. 

The creation of knowledge, in broad terms, can be an explicit exploration of an existing knowl-
edge for its confirmation, falsification or exploration. However, the contribution from a research-
er should be substantial and not too specific to a single unique situation (Karlsson 2010). Keeping 
aside the complexities of defining knowledge, the knowledge can be described as, ‘information 
that has been organized and analyzed to make it understandable and applicable to problem solving 
and decision making’ (Turban and Frenzel 1992). While the contribution of research to practices 
is largely related to its economic qualification. 

A challenge for researcher is the contribution of knowledge to both the academia and practice. 
Universities and researchers are increasingly being directed to endeavor the economic gains of 
the research. Universities are aiming to contribute to the regional development as well as eco-
nomic growth in general. Commercialization potential is becoming a mandatory part in research 
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grant applications. As a result the cycle times for research and the time for impact in industry are 
getting shorter (Karlsson 2010).

2.3. RESEARCH PROCESS

A research process is analogous to detective work (Karlsson 2010) –  since detectives and re-
searchers are investigators and their success is dependent on dedication, insights, attention to 
detail and a steady methodical approach to the organization of work. According to Gill and John-
son ‘… the research process is not a clear-cut sequence of procedures following neat pattern but a 
messy interaction between the conceptual and empirical world, deduction and induction occurring 
at the same time’.  This is the reason that very few research projects follow a linear research pro-
cess. It is worth mentioning that research is a very individual and personal process subjected 
to inspiration, motivation and opportunities arising and dissolving during the research process 
(Karlsson 2010).

Nevertheless, a mental image of the end point is necessary for the researcher to comprehensively 
plan the research. Following this, the interdependent activities on the way to reach the end point 
are planned accordingly. This does not require that the researcher must or can stick to a per-de-
fined binding research plan, however, the cohesiveness to the product, process and expectations 
is paramount for quality. A mental image of the end point will also create a holistic approach for 
the researcher to apply an end-to-end logic.

Action research as a comprehensive research methodology is adapted in the research project. 
Several research methods, such as case studies, observations, simulations, literature review and 
interviews, are used to address the research questions. Engineering design process is used for 
experimentation and the empirical data used in the research process is based on the long-term 
collaboration with the industrial partner. 

2.4. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

2.4.1. ACTION RESEARCH

Action research (AR) is a methodology of doing research by exploiting the knowledge in action. 
“Action research aims to contribute both to the practical concerns of people in an immediate prob-
lematic situation and to the goals of science by joint collaboration within a mutually acceptable 
ethical framework” (Karlsson 2010). A research-in-action approach can be used to study resolu-
tion of important organizational problems involving those who are directly facing the problems 
(Coghlan 2019). Since, the outcome of action research is both an action and a research-based 
knowledge, AR has broad relevance to practitioners and can also contribute to theory. It is in con-
trast to traditional positivist science which is aimed at creating knowledge only (Table 4). 
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Table 4. Comparison of positivist science and action research (Karlsson 2010).

Positivist science Action research
Aim of research Universal knowledge

Theory building and testing
Knowledge in action
Theory building and test-
ing in action

Type of knowledge 
acquired

Universal
Covering law

Particular
Situational
Praxis

Nature of data Context free Contextually embedded
Validation Logic, measurement

Consistency of prediction and 
control

Experiential

Researcher’s role Observer Actor
Agent of change

Researcher’s relationship Detached, neutral Immersed

Figure 6. (a) Design-based action research model (Keskin & Kuzu 2015); and (b) spiral of action 
research cycles (Coghlan 2019)

Though action research is a generic term referring to many types of action-oriented research. The 
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epistemological assumption of action researchers is that the academic research and discourse is 
not only to describe, understand and explain the world but also to change it (Reason & Torbert 
2001). The process of an action research is fundamentally based on a cyclical four-step process of 
planning, taking-action, evaluating the action and leading to further planning (Figure 6). 

The properties of action research (Klein 2012) are described as:

• AR is not a solitary activity, rather AR is conducted when two or more practitioners pur-
sue questions of similar interest.

• AR requires rigor, commitment and a critical eye towards all phases of inquiry. Hence AR 
can’t be argued as a simple or soft way for conducting research. 

• AR is not a method for research, rather it is a methodology or a set of theories and 
principles, that guide a research process. AR includes multiple methods for gathering 
and analyzing data. (Methods are a set of techniques for data collection and analysis e.g. 
interviews, questionnaire, etc.)

In the presented thesis, action research is identified as the most suited approach. The project 
involves (a) a commercial manufacturing company that is facing some challenges and is inter-
ested in a research-based solution to the problem; (b) a university that is interested in creating 
knowledge; and (c) a researcher to conduct the research. Different activities and aspects need to 
be investigated for their academic innovation and industrial applicability. Therefore, an iterative, 
cyclic and action approach is most fitted in the given context (Figure 7).  

 

Figure 7. Illustrating the action research cycle adapted in the research project.
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2.5. EMPIRICAL RESEARCH METHODS

Iterative or collaborative use of different research methods make the research projects advance 
more effectively than using any single method alone (Bennett 2004). This requires the researcher 
to understand the comparative advantages and limitations of each method used and an ability 
to translate between different methods. This dissertation involves different research methods to 
understand, redefine, assess and resolve the research problem. 

2.5.1. CASE STUDY RESEARCH

Cases are narratives presenting real life scenario or problem (Davis & Wilcock 2004). Case study 
research is referred to an in-depth exploration of a program, event, activity, process or individ-
ual(s). Case study research is most relevant when the research question is of nature of how and 
why and the phenomena under observation has a real-life context (Klein 2012). Eisenhardt (Ei-
senhardt 1989) described case study as a preferred scientific method to understand a scientific 
phenomenon within its natural context. The fewer the number of sources are the more in depth 
analysis are possible (Karlsson 2010). Case study research as a qualitative method has been used 
by researchers across a variety of disciplines to add strength or extend experience to what is al-
ready known through previous research. 

The cases under study are bounded by the nature of activity and time. To study the case, research-
ers collect detailed data using different data collection techniques, over a sustained period of time 
(Creswell 2013).  Multiple data sources can be involved to enhance data credibility (Yin 2003). 
The sources might include documentation, archival records, interviews, images, videos, physical 
artefacts, direct observation and participant observation (Klein 2012). The critics of case study 
research describe the inability to render a reliable judgement on representativeness of particular 
cases and the weak capability to estimate average causal weight for the involved variables (Ben-
nett 2004). 

Case study research has been a dominant method for empirical analysis in this dissertation. Since 
multiple aspects of human-robot collaboration have been explored in the case company, there-
fore multiple case studies (within the case company) have been the subject of consideration but 
all were bounded by their nature to one another. 

2.5.2. OBSERVATIONS

The reason of using observations is the collection of information and making an understanding of 
how experienced technicians believe in the automization of a particular process. Observation are 
used in the case studies presented in appended papers 2 and 3. 

2.5.3. COMPUTER SIMULATIONS 

(DeMatteo, Marczyk, and Festinger 2005) argued that, ‘Quantitative models are based on a set of 
variables that vary over a specific domain, while quantitative and causal relationships have been 
defined between these variables.’ Quantitative models are often in the form of mathematical mod-
els. When modelling real-world system mathematical modelling often becomes so complex that 
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analytical solutions are impossible. When the problem is too complex for mathematical analy-
sis, simulation is used. Simulation software translates mathematical equations into less abstract 
symbols, with a higher intuition and less mathematical representation yet rigorously based on 
mathematical models (Misselhorn 2015). To conclude, computer simulation models are based on 
mathematics and are therefore mathematical models, yet, simulations are more suited to situa-
tions where analytical solution is not possible.

Simulations, in a broader context, can be developed with physical objects, virtual objects or a 
combination of both, but a computer simulation is using a computer software for building and 
coding an operating and quantifiable model of real-world process, system, or events (Law and 
Kelton 2000 ; Davis et al. 2007), whose variables can be manipulated (Berends and Romme 1999 
; Law and Kelton 2000 ) and the resulting output is available immediately. 

Simulation model (as computer supported calculations) projects past or future outcomes of the 
process, system or event. Once a model is developed, the effect of manipulation of variables over 
time, the time of a simulation can be fast forwarded or reversed to reach a specific instance of 
time and seeing the artificial past or future (similar to time-machine concept). The accuracy of a 
model comparing to the real world is highly important to achieve reliable results. Although this 
thesis is mainly focused on computer based digital simulations, yet the combination of both the 
physical and virtual simulations are also discussed. 
 
2.5.4. INTERVIEWS

A deliberate and informed conversation where researcher seeks to understand how participants 
make meaning based on their own experiences (Klein 2012). Interview is a good choice of data 
collection if exploring finely shaded human issues, if question can better be answered in prose 
rather than number if exploring a trend or experience (Beck & Manuel 2008). A formal suitability 
of interviews as research method is described by (Kvale & Brinkmann 2009) as, ‘interviews are 
particularly suited for studying people’s understanding of the meanings in their lived world, de-
scribing their experiences and self-understanding, and clarifying and elaborating their own per-
spectives on their lived world.’ Interviews, as a research method, seem to be an easier approach 
than quantitative methods but a carefully planned interviews require a long-term commitment 
involving scheduling per-sessions, reviewing and collecting consent forms, multiple interview 
sessions, digitally recording the sessions, transcribing and analyzing the transcripts (Klein 2012). 
The types of interviews are described as structured, semi structured and unstructured (Wilson 
2012). 

Semi structured interviews were used in the paper 1 to understand the organizations’ experience 
with a specific production strategy. Semi structured interviews are driven by a set of questions to 
keep the interview on track but allow flexibility that the interviewee can follow topics of interest. 
Unstructured interviews were dominant in the Paper 5. For unstructured interview the research-
er carries an idea of the avenues to be explore but the interview is more kind of a conversation 
– flexible and unstructured (Wilson 2012). 
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2.5.5. ENGINEERING SYSTEM DESIGN

The presented thesis is also concerned with the design of a production system carrying 
a novelty domain. Production system is an organized ordination of hardware, software, 
people, facilities and procedures intended to accomplish common objectives. Designing a 
system is referred to as defining the design problem and the architecture or physical rep-
resentation of the system. A generic understanding of design (as a verb) is, “Defining solu-
tions and pertinent structures for problems not solved before, or new solutions to problems 
which have previously been solved in a different way.” 

Engineering design describes defining the geometry and materials of the system in a fash-
ion that intended physical behavior is realized in the most effective way (Roozenburg and 
Cross 1991) and considers system’s entire life cycle (Buede and Miller 2016) where the life 
cycle can be expressed as, “birth to death” or “lust to dust” (Jackson 2018). In context of an 
engineering system, the life-cycle can be seen in the Figure 8a that includes initial system 
design, synthesis, modeling, analysis, simulation, realization, implementation, operation 
and reconfiguration (ElMaraghy 2005).

Professional engineering practice is largely concerned with design, and design is taken as 
the essence of engineering (Dieter and C. 2012). Engineering design often relates to use 
of engineering methods and models during the system design process, but the need of 
the ‘artistry’ element is of utmost importance for the system to be successful (Buede and 
Miller 2016). The importance of design in product development can be envisaged by the 
fact that 5% cost of the product is associated with design activities however, it involves 
accumulation of commitments that affect 70 to 80% of the developed cost of the product 
(Dieter and C. 2012). Several approaches of concurrent engineering have been adapted to 
avoid the dilemma of “over the wall design” (a dilemma where designers and manufactur-
ers are working in silos and the manufacturer has to wrestle with the problems created by 
the designer) (Boothroyd and Alting 1992).

The difference between design process and scientific knowledge has been a topic of dis-
cussion in several studies (Eekels & Roozenburg 1991)(Cross 1993). The Nobel Prize–win-
ning economist Herbert Simon advanced the discussion by expressing the difference as 
science is concerned with knowledge about naturally occurring phenomena and objects 
while design is concerned with creation of knowledge about artificial phenomena or ob-
jects (Dieter & C. 2012). Artificial concepts are made by humans instead of nature and can 
be characterized in terms of functions, goals and adaptations.  

It is difficult to form a standard design methodology (Cross 1993) but still, engineering 
design cycle (Figure 8b) provides an insight to the elements of the design process. It can be 
seen from the figure that engineering design is a cyclic process  and displays an iterative 
character (Eekels and Roozenburg 1991). Nevertheless, it is worth to mention that, “A sci-
entist can discover a new star but he cannot make one. He would have to ask an engineer to 
do it for him”. (Glegg and others 1969).
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Figure 8. (a) The lifecycle an engineering system (ElMaraghy 2005); (b) the Engineering design 
cycle (Eekels & Roozenburg 1991)

2.6. THEORETICAL METHODS

2.6.1. LITERATURE STUDY

Literature review is a fundamental part of any academic research. Literature review establishes 
the authority and legitimacy of research and ensures the research ability of the topic before initi-
ating any empirical analysis (Karlsson 2010).  According to Psychology Writing Center (PWC), the 
first step in conducting a literature review is to identify and form the topic of review as a research 
question. For example, if the interest is on human machine interaction then the question can be 
“What are the forms of interaction in humans and machines?” Keywords such as “human machine 
interaction” are picked from the question. The next stage is to identify, read, evaluate the articles 
in the knowledge area. Finally, the findings are documented in a review article. 

Literature review is an important method in most research studies. Besides, according to (Karls-
son 2010), scan of research literary can give two other advantages. Firstly, the research literature 
offers research inspiration to research issues and quite often contains suggestions for future re-
search. A second reason is that a lot can be built on and used i.e. constructs, research protocols, 
and reference to other relevant literature. 
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EMPIRICAL FOUNDATION
This chapter presents an overview of the theoretical and empirical foundation of the thesis. 

3.1. FROM LEAN PRODUCTION TO LEAN AUTOMATION

The philosophy of lean manufacturing finds its roots in manufacturing best-practices of Toyota 
Motor Corporation. The primary characteristics of lean manufacturing are elimination of wastes, 
focus at value adding activities and strict integration of humans in the production process. Sev-
eral lean manufacturing tools and methods were devised and integrated such as Just in Time 
(JIT) management, Quality Management (QM), and Total Productive Maintenance (TPM) (Davim 
2018). Over the last decades, lean philosophy has been embedded in many manufacturing indus-
tries globally. In addition to being simplistic, several advantages of integrating lean in manufac-
turing activities have been quantified such as productivity increase of up to 25% (Kolberg et al. 
2017). However, given the fact that the lean manufacturing philosophy originated in the 1950s, it 
can fail to consider the potential of ICT (information and communication technologies) develop-
ment taken place in the recent decades  (Kolberg & Zühlke 2015).

Figure 9. (a) Japanese words for automation and autonomation (Baudin 2007); (b) Jidoka or auto-
mation with a human touch (Google search).

Another approach to increase manufacturing productivity is through automation (referring to 
mechanization of a task to replace or reduce human effort). The vision with automation has been 
CIM (Computer Integrated Manufacturing) paradigm, that envisions fully automated factories 
without light, heat or employees (lights-out manufacturing). 

The ideation of integrating lean and automation had already emerged in the lean literature and 
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was referred to as autonomation or automation-with-human-touch (M. Jackson et al. 2011). Us-
ing automation with a human touch, Taiichi Ohno at Toyota, had redefined the Japanese term of 
Jidoka. The original meaning of Judoka was automation and later it was changed with the addition 
of two extra lines referring to humans, thus adding the human element in the automation system 
(Figure 9). In a broader context, as (Baudin 2007) explains, ‘… Jidoka is the engineering of the way 
people work with machines’.

In 1990s, attempts were made to combine lean manufacturing with automation technologies re-
ferring it to as lean automation (Hedelind & Jackson 2011). But lean automation couldn’t get 
much attraction for the years to follow. With the emergence of the Industry 4.0 paradigm and 
advances in digitalization technologies, questions arise such as: will the lean maturity achieved 
by manufacturers remain undisturbed while transiting towards smart manufacturing? This is 
driven by the fear of manufacturers who believe that the benefits of lean manufacturing are in-
contestable however, when moving towards personalized and order-oriented production the lean 
concepts (e.g. fixed cycle times and laborious adjustment of Kanban bins) can get challenged 
(Kolberg & Zühlke 2015). 

Figure 10. Research streams of lean automation.

Regardless of the fears and excitements, the strict divisions between manual and automated 
systems are fading out. A re-emergence of lean-automation has been happening in the recent 
years (Kolberg, Knobloch, and Zühlke 2017) and is carrying a broader context than merely a hu-
man-centered automation. Lean automation has been envisioned, contrary to the idea of CIM, 
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finding and achieving a right level of manufacturing automation. A definition for lean automation 
(Jackson et al. 2011) has been documented as:

“Lean automation is a technique which applies the right amount of automation to a given 
task. It stresses robust, reliable components and minimizes overly complicated solutions.”

Some first lean automation solutions have been developed, they are proprietary solutions and 
need to be tailored to the individual needs (Kolberg, Knobloch, and Zühlke 2017). Here (Bilberg 
and Hadar 2012) presented lean semi-automated cells, where the automation is focused around 
the manufacturing process, while the planning, the material flow and testing/inspection is han-
dled by the employees. This conception was later cited in lean automation literature (Kolberg and 
Zühlke 2015) to discuss the merger of smart and lean manufacturing. 

A research survey aimed at forming a research-oriented understanding of lean automation was 
carried out by the author of the dissertation and is presented in Paper 1 of the appended papers. 
The literature concludes that neither lean not Industry 4.0 are going to fadeout each other. Yet 
they are going to further benefit the manufacturing landscape by complementing each other, and 
the intersection of them is lean automation. It is observed that many different approaches to lean 
automation can be derived from the literature. Figure 10 shows a schematic of research streams 
that have been explored by various researchers in pursuit of lean automation. 

3.2. INDUSTRIAL ASSEMBLY

Assembly can be described both as a noun (object) and a verb (action). Assembly, as an action, 
defines the sequential aggregation of parts, sub-assemblies and/or software (see Figure 11) re-
sulting into functional products (Wiendahl et al. 2015). The parts and sub-assemblies are often 
manufactured at different times and locations. Assembly tasks result from the need to build to-
gether all the parts into final product of higher complexity in a required quantity and in a giv-
en time period (Nof et al. 2012). Large number of variants, dexterous grasping of components 
and frequent production changes are a few characteristics that differentiate assembly from other 
manufacturing processes. Industrial assembly can be differentiated from a non-repetitive or hob-
by-assembly by its goals of efficiency, productivity and cost-effectiveness.

Figure 11. Components and structure of an assembly product (Wiendahl et al.  2015).
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Since assembly, as a product, is composed of different parts and components (Figure 12), a task, in 
an assembly process, is defined as the manipulation of human or robotic arm to reach a target and 
execute an action (e.g. grasp, insert and release) to integrate these parts (Pellegrinelli et al. 2016). 
It is possible to decompose an assembly task into three components i.e., grasping the object being 
assembled, transporting the object to a desired location and placement of the object in a required 
orientation (Krüger et al. 2014). The information content of these tasks is what referred to as 
assembly complexity (Elmaraghy 2012). 

Figure 12. Parts of a laptop assembly in an exploded view (Dell Technologies).

For any product produced, over 50% of the total labor cost and time is incurred in assembly (Fig-
ure 13). The statistics differentiate from one sector to other, e.g. the assembly labor costs are 50% 
for automotive and 20-70% for precision instruments (Nof et al. 2012). Assembly also represents 
25-30% of the total cost of any manufacturing company (Shneier et al. 2015) and one-third of 
the workforce employed in the manufacturing sector (Li et al. 2014) (Malik & Bilberg 2019). The 
statistics illustrate the significance of assembly for the GDP (gross domestic product) of countries. 
The three leading industrialized countries (US, Japan and Germany) have their 40% of manufac-
turing in assembly (Nof et al. 2012). While the total value add of assembly is higher than its per-
centage of total manufacturing. 

Figure 13. Typical average breakdown of (a) production time and (b) production cost of industrial 
products (Nof, Wilhelm, and Warnecke 2012).
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The statistics reveal the assembly significance and opportunities of potential-savings by improv-
ing the final assembly systems. Yet, assembly has been the least interesting area for the drive to-
wards automation. In components manufacturing, a high level of sophistication has been achieved 
through automation resulting in a relatively low proportion of labor costs. By contrast, besides 
the economic and technical significance of assembly, the rationalization measures developed for 
assembly automation are limited. A study documented that over 90% of assembly tasks are man-
ual (Fast-Berglund et al. 2016), while for smart phone manufacturing 90% of the assembly tasks 
are manual. It is not incorrect to say that assembly has not been an area of prime research for 
automation experts.

3.3. RATIONALIZATION IN ASSEMBLY AUTOMATION 

Rationalization in assembly automation implies the efforts to improve the quality and reduce the 
cost of the assembled product (Nof et al. 2012). A variety of engineering and management meth-
ods can support rationalization such as development of new materials, time-and-motion studies, 
methods analysis and improvement, new manufacturing and joining techniques, product devel-
opment and design, mechanization and automation. Figure 14 shows the evolution of assembly 
starting from pre-industrial craft assembly to assembly lines and to modern day assembly cells. 

Figure 14. The evolution of assembly (adapted from, Nof et al. 2012).

Conventional heavy load industrial robots, even though being immobile and hard to reconfigure, 
are the backbone of a great proportion of modern day industrial automation (Malik & Bilberg 
2017). They are applied in various areas of value addition in a manufacturing value-chain to boost 
productivity. But when it comes to assembly work, they are not practical. Assembly accounts for 
only 7.3% of robotic sales (Shneier et al. 2015).

Assembly work is characterized with a large variety of simple to complex physical tasks requiring 
human dexterity and flexibility. Nevertheless, many of the tasks are repetitive. The tasks in an 
assembly process can be physical or cognitive. A combination of physical and/or cognitive skills 
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are needed for each of the task execution. In manual operations, human capabilities are used to 
achieve the needed skills. The automation of many of these tasks is possible provided the skills 
are achievable through the use of some technology and the technology is safe to be used alongside 
humans (that are taking care for the rest of the tasks). 

(Fasth-Berglund & Stahre 2013) described the high degree of intelligence required in the assem-
bly process as a challenge for automation of the final assembly systems. Tight tolerances, exten-
sive use of a variety of tools/assistive devices and difficult orientation requirements further add 
to the assembly complexity for (robotic) automation (Shneier et al. 2015). Therefore, the impact 
of mainstream automation on assembly is significantly less than other manufacturing domains. 
For manufacturing of discrete products, assembly is considered the most labor intensive process 
(Boothroyd 1984).

The challenges on the way to assembly rationalization are:
• Assembly tasks are highly product specific exhibiting a variability of handling, joining, 

adjusting and testing
• The continuously shifting market dynamics require assembly, being the final production 

stage, to adjust with regards to timing, batch sizes and product style

As a result, rationalization measures adapted in medium and short-run manual assembly are 
limited to making improvements in work-structuring and workstation-design through motion 
study to avoid wastes. 

3.4. VITALITY OF HUMANS FOR MANUFACTURING AND ASSEMBLY

‘Capability’ of an entity is defined as the objective-achieving property that helps it realizing its 
overall mission (Malik & Bilberg 2019). For production systems, the capability of a resource is 
to have the ability to accomplish the desired tasks. Next to capability, the other desired property 
from a production resources is ‘adaptability’. Adaptability is the ability of a resource to switch to 
new objectives. The natural intelligence of humans enables them to easily adapt to production 
changes and requirements (Peschl et al. 2012), while for machines some kind of hardware/soft-
ware modifications are needed to make it adapt to new objectives. 

Nevertheless, a human-centered production system can have drawbacks (Yamazaki et al. 2016) 
such as:

• Lengthy training process for the operator
• Risk of job-hopping (especially for specialist workers)
• Difficulty to find right trained and skilled operators
• Inconsistency and impossibility of zero defect

A high level of automation and maximum exclusion of humans seem to be a best choice but it 
comes with several challenges as described by Bainbridge in her 1983 acclaimed article, ‘Ironies 
of automation’ (Bainbridge 1983). Therefore, when moving towards automation, humans, should 
not and cannot be replaced by machines rather machines must assist humans in increasing their 
productivity or informing them the state of the system when automation will be nearing its abil-
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ities (Norman 2015). For this purpose, a growing research base is getting available examining 
human capabilities involved in manual work and the changes observed when interacting with 
automation (Parasuraman & Wickens 2008).

Capability classification (Romero et al. 2016) is described as: (a) Physical capabilities: humans’ 
capacities to undertake physical work, characterized with multiple attributes of physical func-
tions (lift, walk, manipulate) and non-physical functions (speed, strength, precision); (b) Sensori-
al capability: the capacity of an operator to collect and use data from the environment to accom-
plish the daily tasks; (c) Cognitive capabilities: operator’s ability to perform mental tasks such as 
reasoning, decision and perception. 

Assembly automation has often been referred to as the mechanization of physical tasks requiring 
physical capabilities. However, assembly process is a complex process with both physical and 
cognitive tasks. Physical tasks are the basic tasks such as handling, joining, screwing etc., and 
cognitive tasks deal with control and support of physical tasks (Frohm et al. 2008). 

3.5. HUMAN-MACHINE AUTOMATION

Efforts to develop human-centered automation rather than machine-centered automation had 
begun already in 1989 (Hancock & Scallen 1996). Machines are good at most of the tasks where 
humans are bad at creating the opportunity to devise systems based on the bests of each other. 
This can make humans an active part of the automation system at a level appropriate to their 
abilities. 

Figure 15. Examples of workplace sharing hybrid systems (Krüger et al. 2009).

The term of human-centered-automation was introduced within the domain of aviation sciences 
as an approach of system design, “in which humans and machines collaborate cooperatively in 
order to reach stated objectives” (Billings 1997). A hybrid combination of human and machine, 
taking benefit from the synergistic effect of human-machine collaboration (Figure15), can po-
tentially offer an increased productivity and higher product mix. The concept is aligned with 
lean-automation (Jackson et al. 2011); (Bilberg & Hadar 2012); (Mrugalska & Wyrwicka 2017) 
to achieve flexible manufacturing structures as automation with a human touch. The core of the 
process is on the argument that humans and machines both have strengths and weaknesses. By 
keeping humans as the core of the automation system the required and right automation level is 
attained. Thereby achieving a production structure of having worker and machine tightly bound 
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together taking benefit from each other’s strengths and compensating for each other’s weakness-
es (Krüger & others 2017).  

3.6. COBOTS FOR FLEXIBLE AUTOMATION IN MANUFACTURING AND 
ASSEMBLY

A collaborative robot (Figure 16) is a mechanical device for object manipulation in direct physical 
contact with humans (Krüger et al. 2009). The concept of a collaborative robot was introduced by 
Colgate (Peshkin M et al. 1996)(Edward et al. 1996)(Wannasuphoprasit et al. 1998) as an Intelli-
gent Assist Device (IAD) that can manipulate objects in direct collaboration with a human oper-
ator. The concept was embraced by robot manufacturers and a newer hardware in the industrial 
robotics arena was introduced referred to as cobots (collaborative robots). The purpose was the 
automation of physical tasks in closer and safer proximity to humans.

The cobots available today are articulated with multiple rotational joints (degrees of freedom) 
resulting in a flexibility to reach every coordinate of their workspace in multiple configurations 
(Djuric et al. 2016). In addition to the safer interaction with humans, cobots through a light-
weight structure and easier reconfiguration, can enable mobility and adaptability. These benefits 
are tempting the manufacturers to automate processes that conventionally were not easier to 
automate due to closer presence of humans. The benefits are aimed to enhance productivity, effi-
ciency, better ergonomics and improved safety (Wannasuphoprasit et al. 1998)(Grigorescu et al. 
2010)(Fast-Berglund et al. 2016). 

Cobots, equipped with required safety devices, can conjoin the strengths and weaknesses of 
machines with fellow humans, creating workspaces exhibiting the right amount of automation 
(Müller et al. 2016). Cobots can provide strength and endurance of machines, while human oper-
ators offer motive-power, flexibility and intelligence to execute a task. The result is a balanced au-
tomation formed at the splendid intersection of flexibility of humans and efficiency of machines. 
 

Figure 16. Schematic of human–robot collaboration (Malik & Bilberg 2019a).
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3.7. CHALLENGES IN DESIGN AND USE OF HUMAN-ROBOT COLLABO-
RATION

When the cobots are placed to collaborate with humans a human-robot hybrid workspace is gen-
erated. The HRC work space is complex and dynamic. Since these systems are supposed to han-
dle product variety, and often need to be reconfigured, they must be resilient and adaptable to 
various configurations during their operational life. Besides the advantages documented about 
cobots, the challenges of using cobots in industrial environments are enormous.

• Humans’ safety in HRC is of primary and vital consideration when designing HRC workspace 
(Pedrocchi et al. 2013) (Zanchettin et al. 2016). The workspace should ensure no harm to any 
human can occur, either direct or indirect, during an operation or during a failure. 

• Cobots are slow (or need to be operated slower) due to the safety implications. When collab-
orating with another production resource (e.g. robot, human or machine), the processes must 
be balanced taking care of the cycle time of preceding and subsequent tasks.   

• Methods and frameworks have been documented for developing human-robot hybrid pro-
duction systems (Tan et al. 2009) (Francalanza et al. 2014). However, new approaches are 
required to minimize the time and effort for integration, validation and reconfiguration of 
HRC production systems.

• The flexibility and adaptability require easier ways of programming the cobots as it is not 
aimed to be a one-time activity, rather it is a frequent activity for a high-mix low-volume pro-
duction strategy.  

3.8. VIRTUAL SIMULATIONS IN MANUFACTURING SYSTEM DESIGN

Simulation-based digital prototyping is a well-grounded method in research and practice to sup-
port decision making in design and reconfiguration of manufacturing activities (Flores-Garcia et 
al. 2015), yet the reduction of development time through the use of CAD tools in manufacturing 
systems' development has not been parallel to advancement in product development (ElMaraghy 
2005). Digital simulations make it possible to make insights into complex manufacturing systems 
to form and validate optimizations before translating them into the real world (Mourtzis et al. 
2014)(Uhlemann et al. 2017). Reduction in development time and cost is the primary motive to 
make virtual experimentation and validation (Azab et al. 2012). As the need for changeability 
and flexibility is increasing, the need for virtual experimentation is also gaining more attention 
(Thomas et al. 2016). 

Robotics simulations are used to plan, predict, and safely test what if scenarios when planning a 
robot based system (Schluse & Rossmann 2016). Similarly, the digital human modeling, through 
integrating a computer-rendered avatar, can examine ergonomic viability of human actions (Chaf-
fin 2008)(Poirson & Delangle 2013) (Polávsek et al. 2015). 

These virtual models are created as the first form containing maximum details of the proposed 
physical system. However, in practice, these virtual models become dead once the system has 
evolved into its operational phase. Or are reused if and when a change needs to be created. This 
verifies the usefulness of virtual models for safe validation of new policies. 
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Simulations, when used in production systems (see Figure 17), reduce complexity, enable flex-
ibility, make tests, reduce time, possess locational independence, support communication, and 
lead to structured data (Misselhorn 2015). Besides the classical use of simulations in product 
and system design, an emerging trend is to flexibly combine different aspects of production in 
a digital space at various stages of production system life-cycle. To create and simulate a digital 
representation of a factory with multidisciplinary technologies and with different and comple-
mentary points of view can help to test various process and production configurations. This can 
help to evaluate and react in a timely manner to the impact of external and internal production 
variations (Weyer et al. 2016). 

Figure 17. Exemplary simulation applications in production engineering (adapted from, 
Wiendahlet al. 2015).

Recently, the concept of a digital twin, in relation to simulations, has got attraction. The DT con-
cept emphasizes to utilize the virtual models during operation by linking each virtual-element to 
the corresponding physical asset. And then use it as a mirror and ‘front-runner’ to what is happen-
ing at the shop floor. Such a digital representation that mirrors the real-time operating conditions 
of a physical system is defined as a digital twin (DT) (Rosen et al. 2015). 

3.9. DIGITAL TWINS: VIRTUAL SIMULATIONS WITH A LIFECYCLE AP-
PROACH

According to Rosen (Rosen et al. 2015) a prototype that mirrors the real-time operating con-
ditions of a physical system is a twin. The concept of a digital twin evolved from a hardware 
twin that was developed in NASA’s Apollo program that consisted of two identical space vehicles. 
During the space mission, one vehicle remained on ground while the second space vehicle went 
up-to the space. The ground vehicle was continuously mirroring the flight conditions of the in-or-
bit vehicle to enable ground experts to better assist astronauts in orbit (Schleich et al. 2017). A 
different approach to the concept of DT as “Conceptual Ideal for PLM” was presented at Univer-
sity of Michigan (Kahlen et al. 2016) in relation to product lifecycle management (PLM). This 
approach consisted of an idea that every system can be a subset of two systems i.e. the physical 
system that exists physically, and a virtual system that exists virtually but contains all the infor-
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mation of the physical system. 

The real-time communication of virtual simulations with physical production defining produc-
tion control logics was discussed by (Bilberg & Alting 1991). The authors presented the virtual 
simulation as an integral part of the information system of a factory for online decision making 
and production planning. The concept is very much aligned with the digital twins as later defined 
by various researchers.  (Schluse & Rossmann 2016) describes DT as a virtual representation of a 
real world object (person, machine, component) and contains models of its data, its functionality 
and its communication interfaces. Grieves (Kahlen et al. 2016) described DT as to design, test, 
build and use a digital informational construct of a physical system. Grieves further described 
the elements of DT as a real space, a virtual space, a link for data flow from real to virtual space 
and a link for information flow from virtual space to real space. A practical approach to digital 
twins in manufacturing is presented in (Vachálek et al. 2017). Scientific review of digital twins 
has been published by (Negri et al. 2017) compiling scientific definitions of DT and its application 
in manufacturing. However most, if not all, researchers recognize computer simulations as an 
integral part of digital twin conception (Figure 18). It is also concluded that since the emerge of 
the Industry 4.0 paradigm the concept of DT has got a lot more attention. However, the research 
is mostly available in conference proceedings and it can be argued that the scientific knowledge 
is still in its infancy. 

Figure 18. Simulation and the concept of digital twins (adapted from, Hehenberger & Bradley 
2016).

Grieves (Grieves & Vickers 2017a) classified digital twins into DT-prototype and DT-instance. The 
first type contains informational sets required to describe and produce the physical system while 
the former denotes to a digital representation physically linked to the physical system for opti-
mization analytics. Even without a real-time connectivity (DT-prototype) the digital model of the 
production system can make it possible to experiment several what-if scenarios for faster, safer 
and better design. Once the design is completed, the virtual system can be connected to a real 
controller to detect potential errors. This method is referred to as virtual commissioning (VC). 
VC helps in reduction of development time by virtual testing and integration well before the real 
commissioning (Lee & Park 2014). Next, the same digital model is extended for real-time commu-
nication with the physical system for performance optimization on system level. 
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Simulation allows a 
systematic approach to 
multilevel and disci-
plinary systems with 
enhanced range of ap-
plications, e.g. model 
based systems 
engineering. 
 
2000+

Digital Twin 
Concept

 
Simulation is a core 
functionality of sys-
tems by means of 
seamless assistance 
along the 
entire life cycle e.g. 
supporting operation 
and service with direct 
linkage to op0eration 
data.   

2015+

The next wave in modelling and simulation: the “Digital Twin Concept”
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A recent comprehensive work on digital twins (Stark et al. 2019) for production systems, defined 
a digital twin as, “a digital representation of an active unique product or service or production sys-
tem that is characterized by certain properties or conditions used in order to analyze, understand 
and improve the product, product service system or production”. 

As with all twins, there is a first born. In the case of digital twins for production systems, the first 
born is the virtual or the digital twin because the idea, shape, functionality always precedes the 
actual realization of the physical form of the product. First born almost always have an advantage 
over the later sibling. However, the physical model is extremely important without which the dig-
ital twin is merely a fantasy (Grieves & Vickers 2017b).
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EXPERIMENTATION
The chapter introduces to the different experimental studies carried out with the industrial partner. 
These studies have been used as case studies in the appended papers. 

The case company, through its Digital-Transformation-Strategy, is aiming to develop automation 
solutions to increase efficiency in its high-mix low-volume production. The high-mix low-volume 
production is largely manual due to its low automation potential. To solve the problem of low 
potential for conventional automation, the company decided to explore collaborative robots (co-
bots) for partial automation. The company arranged workshops with automation experts and 
manufacturing engineers to identify low volume manual production processes that are facing 
pressure for productivity improvements and cost reductions. Among the identified production 
areas, few cases (based on their relative ease of automation) are selected for cobot integration.

4.1. AIMS AND OBJECTIVES OF EXPERIMENTATION

The objective with the experimentation is to design viable concepts for human-robot workspace 
to be implemented in the case assembly cells. Once solutions were conceptualized, the tests were 
first made in the virtual simulation models. For this purpose, continuous event-based simulations 
were used. Later, physical tests were made in a designated test area with a real robot to examine 
the assembly cycle times and safety risks. 

4.1.1. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

A set of guidelines were developed to form boundary conditions for rationalizing the automation 
solutions:

• Since the products being evaluated for cobot automation are well-accepted by the custom-
ers and making any design changes may affect the product performance, therefore no chang-
es in the products’ designs have been considered for automating the assembly process. 

• It is aimed that minimum rebuilding of the production cells and maximum use of existing 
resources is ensured to integrate the automation solution. 

• The robot - together with its attachments - is required to be safe both during operation and 
in case of a fault. 

• It was aimed that minor changes (with introduction of a variant, for example) are easier to 
introduce and can be taken care of by the operators or the production supervisors. 

• Work holding devices and fixtures are expansive and often are product/variant specific. It 
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was aimed to avoid or minimize the use of fixtures in HRC cells. Or, fixtures made with cost 
effective manufacturing techniques (e.g. 3D printing) need to be used. 

4.1.2. CRITICAL DECISIONS: 

Selection of an optimal robot manipulator is of prime importance. This is based on several fac-
tors starting from the product design, its variants, assembly process, payload required, range, 
price, ease of use and after sales service. For integration and reconfiguration, programming has 
remained a constant challenge in industrial robotics. It was required to decide if the programming 
of cobots can be done in-house and the effort required for it. Last but not least, flexible parts feed-
ing solutions were also decided to be explored. 

4.2. COBOT IMPLEMENTATION – ASSEMBLY CELL 1 

The first case for cobot integration is an actuator named LA23 used in hospital beds. The product 
has several variants and is assembled in a manual cell in batches. Each batch can vary from one 
unit to several hundred units. The complete assembly process is distributed among eight manual 
workstations in the assembly cell. The assembly process is initiated at station 1 and exits after 
station 8. The product, its components and the schematic of the manual assembly cell is shown 
in Figure 19.

 
Figure 19. (a) Product used for cobot evaluation in use-case 1; (b) Exploded assembly view of the 
parts selected for automation; (c) Individual parts; (d) U-shaped manual assembly cell and two 

stations assembling the selected parts.
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The product design, and its assembly process is evaluated for cobot automation. It was concluded 
that the stations 1 and 2 (taking 40 and 70 seconds each to complete its tasks) can be partially au-
tomated. It was decided to use two robots for pick and place of components, while for mounting 
of screws an additional robot is needed. 

4.2.1. LAYOUT OF THE HRC CELL

The HRC cell needs to host two UR-5 and one UR3 robot and the operator needs to stand next 
to the robots (Figure 20). A rotary fixturing table is suggested to be used both for the operator’s 
tasks and the robotic tasks. The parts are placed in containers placed on rolling conveyors. Once 
all the parts are used, new parts are fed manually. Initial design and layout of the proposed HRC 
assembly cell is modeled in a computer simulation for cycle time evaluation.

 Figure 20. Layout of the HRC cell in HRC case 1.

4.2.2. TESTS WITH ROBOT

After identifying the robotic tasks, they were tested with a robot to examine the effectiveness 
of automated assembly. The purpose of experimentation was to evaluate the ability of the robot 
and the gripper to successfully assemble the product and estimate the cycle times to be com-
pared with the takt time. For the tests, a UR-10 robot is used and the gripper is a parallel-fingers 
SCHUNK EGP-60 (Figure 21).

 
 

Figure 21. Assembly tests with robot.

Human 
operator

Robot 1
Robot 2

Robot 3 Assembly parts

Assembly 
station

Task 1 Task 2 Task 3 Task 4 Task 5 Task 6
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4.2.3. DISCUSSION

After the tests, both in the simulation model and the physical robot, it was concluded that the 
operator needs to closely work with the robot raising safety challenges. If the robot is operated 
slower, the station will become a bottleneck for subsequent stations. As a final solution, the cobot 
was replaced with a conventional industrial robot and a closed cell is developed where a robot 
performs the complete assembly. The tests built the knowledge when a cobot should and should 
not be used. This discussion is presented in paper 3. 

4.2.3. SIMULATION VIDEO (YOUTUBE LINK): 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c-9zn5acbVI&t=1s

4.3. COBOT IMPLEMENTATION – ASSEMBLY CELL 2

The second case for cobot integration is an actuator named LA36 used in agriculture machinery. 
The product is assembled manually in a U-shaped assembly cell. The final assembly tasks are 
performed by two workers while the product is moving on a conveyer line. The product, its com-
ponents and the schematic of the manual assembly cell is shown in Figure 22. 

Figure 22. Manual assembly cell and product in case 2.
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4.3.1. LAYOUT OF THE HRC CELL

To design the new cell with minimum re-building, a robot manipulator was suggested to be used 
reducing the  human effort to a half. The robot is suggested to be a UR-10 with a reach of 1000 
mm (see Figure 23). The operator needs to stand next to the robot. The product remains moving 
on the same existing conveyer. Once all the parts are used, new parts are fed manually. A layout of 
the HRC cell is developed as CAD model and is used in a simulation. 

Figure 23. Proposed HRC cell in case 2.

4.3.1. TESTS WITH ROBOT

The tasks identified for the cobot are tested with a robot to examine the assembly process. The 
purpose of experimentation was to evaluate the ability of the robot and the gripper to success-
fully assemble the product and find the cycle times to be compared with the production require-
ment. For the tests, a UR-10 and a UR-3 robots are used and the robot-gripper is a Robotiq RG-2 
(Figure 24).

Figure 24. Assembly tests with robot in case 2.
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4.3.3. SIMULATION VIDEO (YOUTUBE LINK): 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Drg399tyzOE

4.3.4. DISCUSSION

The solution is under further investigation for integration. The challenges observed in the pro-
posed HRC cell are the safe speed limits and desired production rate. 

4.4. FLEXIBLE FEEDING OF ASSEMBLY PARTS IN HRC CELLS

Note: Further details on this study is described in section 3 in the Results chapter and in Paper 7 of 
the appended papers.  

Figure 25. Parts selected for flexible feeding evaluations.

 
 

Figure 26. (a) Tests with 2D vision camera; (b) Vibratory flexible feeder; (c) 3D camera; (d) CAD 
matching with a 2D camera; (D) Bin picking.
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Feeding of parts to the robot is of vital importance for a successful integration of robot in an as-
sembly cell. The feeding system is desired to be accurate, easier to configure and cost effective. 
To examine the state of the art in feeding technologies a series of tests were conducted using 
different parts from the previous two case studies. The parts included both the metal and plastic 
components with varying sizes (Figure 25).  

The parts are tested with different vision technologies (see Figure 26). The technologies were 
selected based on detection principle, cost and ease of reconfiguration. The tests with 2D vision 
were performed in house while for the remaining tests the parts were sent to the suppliers for 
evaluations. It is observed that the vision technology is mature enough that all the parts can be 
detected and communicated to the robot for their location and orientation. However, important 
criteria are the cost and ease of implementation. 

4.5. DEVELOPMENT OF MOBILE-APPLICATION FOR HRC TASKS DIS-
TRIBUTION
 
This section presents the work for mobile application development for simplifying the use of 
human-robots task distribution. The method was developed and tested using spreadsheets. How-
ever, the process takes time to evaluate each single product. A software application (app) can 
simplify the process of tasks assignment an easy to use interface. 

Figure 27. Software application developed in Microsoft Power Apps for HRC tasks distribution.

The application is developed in Microsoft PowerApps, and the interface is designed to simplify 
the task distribution spreadsheet for any user (see Figure 27). Each task is evaluated separately 
and is saved in the app. Finally, a balanced assembly process is generated at the last step. For fur-
ther details on the process refer to paper 5 appended with the thesis.  

APPLICATION DOWNLOAD LINK:
https://home.dynamics.com/

NAME OF THE APP: 
AssemBot
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4.6. ASSEMBOT – A CASE OF DEVELOPING A DEMONSTRATOR FOR HU-
MAN-ROBOT ASSEMBLY

Note: Further details on this study is described in Paper 8 and Paper 12 of the appended papers.  

The accumulated knowledge from multiple studies lead to the need of practically demonstrating 
the usefulness of collaborative robots working in close proximation with humans. A cobot-demon-
strator was decided to be developed to automate a manual assembly process at the case company. 
The cobot-demonstrator was intended to exhibit the usefulness of HRC in assembly cells along 
with exposition of its economic implications. The demonstrator may also pinpoint the challenges 
of integrating cobots thereby defining future academic and applied research directions.

4.6.1. REQUIREMENTS

The planned demonstrator was expected to satisfy the requirements of:
• Automating a product considered not good for conventional automation
• Automating a high-mix low-volume production process
• Implementing a collaborative robot in cooperation with human
• Demonstrating advantages of the use of collaborative robots
• Increasing output per operator in the production cell

4.6.2. CASE SELECTION: 

The company develops a biennial technology-road-map identifying the production processes 
having automation potential. Some areas are selected for automation and others are left out. The 
left-overs are production cells that were identified difficult-to-automate either due to the product 
design, too many variants or too small production volume. Following the expectations for co-
bot-demonstrator, a list of twelve production-cells were identified from the left-overs. The identi-
fied assembly cells were re-examined for automation potential using quantitative analysis (refer 
to chapter 5) and interviews with the production-supervisors. 

Figure 28. As-is manual assembly cell for the case product.
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Figure 29. (1) Complete assembled product; (2) Assembly precedence sequence; (3) Parts to be 
assembled; (4) Assembly exploded diagram.

Figure 30. Schematic of the designed cobot cell.
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A manual assembly cell producing battery-packs was selected as a potential use-case to integrate 
a cobot. In the manual cell, two operators assemble the product taking 60 seconds each (Figure 
28). Most of the tasks are pick and place, attaching the wires, applying stickers and mounting of 
screws (Figure 29). A buffer storage in between the two stations is used to avoid any bottlenecks. 
The battery-packs (being produced in the cell) are used to power electronic linear actuators 
during in their application. 

4.6.3. DEVELOPING THE DEMONSTRATOR:

A human-robot assembly cell is developed to partially automate the assembly process. The cell 
is based on a table having geometrical dimensions of 1600 x 1400mm and a height of 1200mm. 
It is a modular fixturing table with options for easy mounting and dismounting of attachments 
(Figure 30 & 31). The selection of cobot and the gripper may have a various viewpoints from 
technical, economic and(Malik & Bilberg 2017) social. For this case study, technical aspects are 
only considered (Table 5).  

Figure 31. The developed assembly station for human-robot collaboration. 

Table 5. Selection of cobot manipulator and gripper. 

Selection of robot Selection of gripper
Maximum 
weight of parts

> 2 Kg Universal robot 
(UR5e)
Payload: 5 Kg
Reach 500mm
Accuracy: 
0.1mm

Size of parts 
range

> 100mm 
and < 150 
mm

SCHUNK 
gripper 
EGP 
64-N-N-BReach ≤ 400 mm Gripping surface 

available?
Yes

Accuracy 0.5 mm Contact area > 900mm2
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The product needs to be assembled on a fixture. A fixture is designed offering the opportunity to 
hold the parts both for human and robotic tasks. The fixture is 3D printed (Figure 30) and is fixed 
on an aluminum plate and the metal plate is mounted on the fixturing table. 

4.6.4. ROBOT END-OF-ARM TOOLING

The robot needs to perform four different tasks and for three of them a different tool is needed. 
The primary gripper used with the robot is an electric 2-fingers parallel SCHUNK gripper EGP 
64-N-N-B, with a fingers’ length of 50 mm. The gripper in its default design is not enough to 
handle large parts (>120mm) as in the case study. Therefore, extended fingers are designed and 
developed using aluminum and 3D printed components (Figure 32). 

Figure 32. (a) The developed robot gripper and 3D printed jacket for human-safety; (b) Screw-
driver; (c) Suction tool.

4.6.5. ROBOTIC TASKS:

The assembly process has twenty tasks in total. Each task is evaluated for its automation potential 
and four of the tasks are selected for automation corresponding to 60% of the initial manual time. 

The robotic tasks are:

• Pick and place of batteries: Each battery weighs 1000g and each product is equipped with 
two batteries. Batteries have a flat shinny surface and are supplied in a box, offering no 
grasping features. Therefore, a suction gripper is selected to be used. The tool holder is de-
signed and developed to be frequent handling by the robot (Figure 33a).  

• Transfer product from station to station 2: The robot picks the product from station 1 to 
station 2. This is done through a parallel finger SCHUNK gripper. Extended fingers are de-
signed and developed using aluminum (Figure 33b).

• Mounting of screws: The robot picks the tool and mounts the six screws. The robot is pro-
grammed so that it finds the screws and tightens it until it is fixed (Figure 33c). 
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• Deliver the product: Finally, the robot picks the product and delivers it to the delivery table. 
The robot uses the same holding features as the task two (Figure 33d). 

Figure 33. Robot tasks simulated for cycle time estimation.

4.6.6. HUMAN INTERACTION AND SAFETY: 

The interaction of the operator and safety is enabled through the following measures (Figure 34):

• The operator interacts with the robot through a capacitive touch switch placed next to the 
operator. There are two switches for each workstation. Once the operator is done with her 
tasks, she presses the switch instructing the robot to perform the next task in the sequence. 

• A force-torque sensor is implemented. The robot moves back if it collides with an object 
with a force of 14N. 

Figure 34. End of arm tooling, fixture and switch to instruct the robot.

Plain face of gripper 
towards human during all 

robot movements

Control - switch 
for the operator

Screw driver

3D printed plastic jacket to 
cover sharp edges of gripper

Force-torque sensor to 
reverse the robot  in 
case of colliding with 

an object (14 N)
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• The gripper is equipped with a 3D printed plastic jacket, to cover the sharp edges of the 
gripper. 

• The robot is programmed in a way that it always moves towards operator with its plain faces 
towards the operator. 

4.6.7. HRC ASSEMBLY PROCESS AND ECONOMIC JUSTIFICATION
 
For an industrial application, besides technical requirements, the HRC strategy should justify the 
investment. The human effort in HRC is reduced than manual system resulting in less labor cost 
(Figure 35). The cost of production in the said case is 0.74 Euro/minute. For 80,000 units pro-
duced per year, the saving per year is 72,000 Euro (Table 6). The investment in building the HRC 
system is approximately around 70,000 Euro, which justifies the investment in HRC system. 

 

Figure 35. Process balancing in human-robot assembly cell.

Table 6. Economic analysis of the HRC solution.

Business value analysis
Manual assembly (2 operators) Human-robot as-

sembly (1 operator)
Man hours 60 sec + 63 sec 86 sec
Man hours 2.05 min 1.43 sec
Cost of human labour 0.74 Euros/min
Cost per product 1.5 Euros 1.05 Euros

Saving by investing in cobot
Cost saving per product 1.5 – 1.05 
Cost saving per product 0.45 Euros
Production per year 80,000
Saving per year 0.45 x 80,000
Saving per year 36,000 Euros
Saving for 2 years 72,000 Euros

Place Batteries 
22 sec

Cover & screws 
22 sec

Deliver 
13 sec

Transfer 
12 sec

Attaching wires 
30 sec

 5   10   15  20   25  30  35   40  45   50  55   60   5    10  15   20  25  30   35  

Mounting of Screws 
41 sec

1st minute 2nd minute

Mount axle & spring 
37 sec
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Robots as teammates
5.1. TEAMWORK AND ASSEMBLY CELL ORGANIZATION

The previous chapters have explained the complex nature of assembly work requiring human in-
volvement due to humans’ dexterous flexibility and adaptability. The industrial assembly is usu-
ally comprising of a series of sequential tasks and is often carried out in teams. Assembly cells 
are formed with multiple stations organized in different configurations. A U-shaped assembly cell 
with flexible workforce is shown in Figure 36. In given layout, 2 to 3 workers can work in area A 
and 1 or 2 workers can work in area B, while a separate worker is needed to transfer the parts 
from the picking store to individual stations (Wiendahl, Reichardt, and Nyhuis 2015).

Figure 36. Layout of a U-shaped assembly system (Wiendahl, Reichardt, and Nyhuis 2015).

The tasks in industrial assembly process are usually well defined and involve complex coordina-
tion between team members under constraints and are executed under time pressure (Nikolaidis 
and Shah 2012). The expectation to remain waste-free in every aspect of their job while working 
on continual repetitive tasks causes assembly workers to experience physical and mental fatigue. 
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5.2. SMART ROBOTS 

The future of robots, as capable members of human-robot teams, is being envisioned for homes, 
hospitals, offices and for more advanced settings such as space exploration. The technological de-
velopment in robots is expeditious and robots are being discussed as humans’ future teammates. 
Examples of modern day robot progress are: Robonaut, a humanoid robot to work with human 
astronauts for maintenance operations in space missions (Hoffman and Breazeal 2004); BigDog  
– a humanoid military robot to take part in combat operations; HANDLE- mobile robot to move 
boxes in the warehouse; SPOT – a nimble robot to climb stairs and to traverse rough terrains; AT-
LAS-  a robot to demonstrate human-level agility (see Figure 37). Besides agility, modern robots 
are being enabled to be intelligent of their environment and plan their actions accordingly. Many 
studies on robots as human teammates have been reported in the past years covering both the 
technical and social facets of team forming and performance. Similarly, industrial collaborative 
robots have also been explored as teammates of manufacturing operators.

Figure 37: Advancement in smart robotics.

5.3. ROBOT AS TEAMMATES

When working in teams, teammates need to have three capabilities. They need to know what 
teammates are thinking, anticipate teammate’s actions and make fast adjustments as needed 
(Shah 2011). This is a challenging subject of human-robot interaction in unstructured environ-
ment. However, assembly cells are semi structured environments where the requirement of robot 
intelligence is lesser as compared to non-manufacturing spaces (such as homes and hospitals). 
Therefore, robots - as teammates - can already be exploited in assembly cells given the safety 
constraints. 

HRC aims a shared work environment where human(s) and robot(s) share their best and compli-
menting competencies to solve some complex tasks (Wang et al. 2019). The result is a society of 

(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
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agents capable to solve problems that would otherwise be impossible to accomplish under given 
constraints. The cooperation between the human and robot agents can be at various types of col-
laboration and team composition (see Figure 38).

An aspect of collaboration in human-robot teams is task cohesion (i.e. commitment to team’s 
goals and tasks). Task cohesion in a team increases team performance. More cohesive teams dis-
play greater amount of efficiency, viability, and satisfaction (Vegt et al. 2018). 

Figure 38. Architecture model for human-robot collaboration (Wang et al. 2019).

Secondly, the teaming also needs to be studied in its very contexts. Many researchers hypoth-
esized the variation in team performance explained by team structures. The team structure is 
defined as the team relationships defining the allocation of tasks, responsibilities and authority 
(Stewart and Barrick 2000). Regardless of the team structure, humans and robots can work good 
only when they are working in a synergistic fashion. A system that enables humans and robots 
to communicate and to collaborate is less brittle, more robust and better performing (Fong et al. 
2006). Human teaming is a well-researched area and numerous studies are available on human 
teaming in production settings but little work is available on applying these models to human-ro-
bot teams (Nikolaidis and Shah 2012). A conceptualization of a future human-robot team based 
assembly cell is shown in Figure 39. 

Scholtz defined the roles that humans may take in an HRC scenario (Scholtz 2002). 

These roles are:

• supervisory role: human supervising the behavior of the robot but not directly controlling 
it

• operator: a higher interaction with robot needing to change robot’s behavior
• teammate: human working with a teammate robot to accomplish a group of tasks with di-

vided tasks in between human and robot
• mechanic: human changing the robot hardware or programming it;
• bystander: when human is not controlling the robot but understands its behavior in order 
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to execute some task within robot space. 

A dynamic switch between these roles can be observed during performance of a goal. 

Figure 39. Conceptualizing a future human-robot collaborative assembly cell.
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS
6.1. TAXONOMY OF HUMAN-ROBOT INTERACTION 

When developing an HRC workspace several aspects of teaming between humans and robots 
comes into question encompassing both the social and the technical facets. Interaction of humans 
and robots can be examined at various dimensions ranging from the alternatives of space and 
time sharing to safety systems involved (Figure 40). Besides several developments in the use of 
collaborative robots, the response to productivity due to the form of human-robot engagement 
is minimally answered. This signifies a lack of measurement science to assess the needed form 
of HRC and associated safety risks for industrial applications. HRC structures, for new as well as 
existing production systems, need to be designed given the limitations of required productivi-
ty, safety and investment. For a faster and easier integration of an HRC structure, the designers 
should be able to assess the required interaction under the said limitations. 

Figure 40. Factors of workspace and time in human-robot interaction  (Van Oosterwyck 2018). 

Paper 4 explores the types of interaction in humans and robots as a sub-branch of human-ma-
chine interaction (HMI). Inspired from HMI literature, several modes of interactions and collab-
orations between human and robot have been discussed. A careful analysis elucidates that HRC 
forms have been documented in distinct dimensions of hierarchy, cooperation and safety. These 
dimensions affect each other in terms of safety risks and allowable robot speed. The dimensions 
are placed on a three-dimensional model for further analysis (Figure 41 and 42). The 3-dimen-
sional model, as a unified taxonomy of HRC, highlights the aspects of HRC i.e. team composition 
(number of humans and robots as part of a team), team cohesion (level of collaboration) and the 
required safety strategies.

The horizontal right axis (HRA) discusses the team composition starting from a robot and a hu-
man to multiple robots and multiple humans. The horizontal left axis (HLA) explains the level of 
engagement or collaboration. This defines the workload sharing strategy and amount of engage-
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ment required between human(s) and robot(s) to accomplish a common goal. This defines the 
team cohesion quantified on a scale of sharing space and time at any instance of time. The vertical 
axis (VA) is the safety axis that can comprise of several safety layers. These layers are based on 
the safety risks driven by the magnitude of workspace sharing between humans and robots. An 
example of it is ISO-15066 standard for collaborative robots. 

Figure 41. Architecture model for human-robot collaboration  (Malik & Bilberg 2019c).

Figure 42. Forms of interaction between humans and robots (Malik & Bilberg 2019c).
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HRA (right axis) discusses the number of required humans and robots in a team. The more re-
sources there are, higher is the productivity and longer is the ROI time. As the level of engagement 
(HLA- left axis) increases corresponding to a higher cohesion, it can increase the productivity 
but with higher safety risks. This will press the need to have more safety layers or the robot be 
operated below safe speed limits resulting in reduced productivity. The three domains of HRC in-
tegrated in a taxonomy model results in understanding the multitudes of possible configurations 
for determining the appropriate type and level of interaction and safety implications. 

6.2. FRAMEWORK FOR DESIGN OF AN HRC ASSEMBLY CELL

Systems’ theory defines a system as: ‘two or more components that combine together to produce 
from one or more inputs one or more results that could not be obtained from the components individ-
ually’ (Schlager 1956). Manufacturing systems can be characterized as complex technical systems 
(Francalanza et al. 2014). The paradigm ‘Factory is a life-long and complex product’ has been 
of interest for many researchers for design and development of manufacturing systems (West-
kämper et al. 2006). In pursuit of simplification, many studies have used product-design models 
for the design of manufacturing systems, thus strengthening the argument, ‘factories-are-prod-
ucts’. 

An iterative process for design of technical products is Roozenburg’s engineering design cycle 
(Eekels & Roozenburg 1991). The method has been studied for design of manufacturing systems 
(Francalanza et al. 2014)(Francalanza et al. 2018). A design method for an HRC production sys-
tem has been documented in Paper 5 and Paper 8. The papers derive a systematic framework to 
implement a human-robot production system (see Figure 43). The framework is comprising of 
four phases of concept development, design, verification and decision. The phases are identical to 
a system’s lifecycle. However, the subsequent phases of operation, maintenance, and disposition 
are out of the scope.

6.2.1. IDEA AND CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT 

Still and all, the goal of a production system is to produce a product at a required time, cost, 
quality and flexibility (Chryssolouris et al. 2013). The concept development starts by defining 
the need for a human-robot cooperative production system. The need can arise from a desire of 
better work conditions, surge in efficiency, cut in human effort or a new business strategy. The 
potential of the manual process for automation will be determined by evaluating the complexity 
of the assembly product and process description. The limitations and constraints of an HRC au-
tomation may be driven by the physical attributes of the product, the task complexity in relation 
to tolerance limits, takt time, and product variants. The result of the analysis will be a set of tasks 
having potential for robotic automation. After which, given the automated and manual tasks, an 
HRC process plan is developed allowing an initial comparison with the needs of HRC automation 
as identified in the beginning.

6.2.2. HRC DESIGN 

The phase covers the activities of selecting the hardware solutions, given the product and process 
characteristics, for the desired HRC manufacturing system. Initial layouts are planned and the re-
sources are organized in the given space aimed at minimum alterations in the existing setup. Af-
ter selecting the hardware, the process planning, is extended with an optimization of human-ro-
bot tasks distribution, outlining strategies for robot programming, and safety system design. A 
preliminary design of the HRC system is conceived at this stage.
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6.2.3. VERIFICATION AND VIRTUAL SIMULATIONS

Virtual simulations make it possible to develop the proposed HRC system in a virtual-computer 
environment with three-dimensional CAD models of robots, human mannequins and equipment. 
Thus, allowing the workspace analysis and optimizations in a safe virtual space. Various types of 
simulations can be combined to make detailed analysis. Layout planning tools (e.g. NX Line De-
signer) can help develop the workstation/cell layout. Continuous simulations (e.g. Process Sim-
ulate) can be used to estimate accurate cycle times by modelling detailed process both for the 
human and robotic tasks. Accurate controller for the selected robots would need to be integrated 
with the simulation. Discrete statistical simulations (e.g. Tecnomatix Plant Simulation) can esti-
mate the productivity under various production facets and their occurrence probabilities. Virtual 
simulations help to develop and run a virtual production system and its process plan thus making 
optimizations and achieving a refined design for the HRC system. 

Figure 43. Framework to design an HRC system (Malik 2019a).
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6.2.4. IMPLEMENTATION

The final design is achieved by making analysis for fulfillment of needs as defined in the begin-
ning and technical and economic feasibility of HRC implementation. A few iterations can arise 
until a final design is achieved and is moved further for implementation. 

6.3. COMPLEXITY BASED ASSEMBLY TASK DISTRIBUTION BETWEEN 
HUMANS AND ROBOTS 

When integrating a collaborative robot in an assembly cell for splitting of the work-tasks with hu-
mans, a challenge is the ‘right’ work-load distribution. The challenge is associated with assigning 
tasks to the robot or the human given their skills and the optimal use of each resource avoiding 
any bottle necks or idle times. The complexity of a number of assembly tasks keep humans a 
need. Nevertheless, many of the tasks are repetitive with lower complexity. Since conventional 
automation and humans can’t coexist, therefore conventionally all the tasks have to be carried 
out by the humans. If identified rightly, tasks (requiring human skills) can be separated from less 
ergonomic, repetitive tasks and can be assigned to a robot working next to the human operator.

In practices, the separation of tasks is done through gut-feeling without any structured methods 
available. Alternatively, there are complex mathematical models to verify a robot’s applicability 
for a given task, but these methods are contextual, and are complex for industrial application. A 
structured quantification of tasks for ease of automation would make it possible to prioritize the 
tasks based on their automation potential in an assembly process thereby simplifying the work-
load distribution. The quantification will also help in formulating logics for a dynamic online HRC 
workload balancing.  

Figure 44. Assembly task assignment logic for human and robot.
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is summarized in Figure 44. The method quantifies the physical properties of the components 
that need to be assembled and complexity of joining the components. The tasks requiring precise 
human sensing abilities, dexterity characteristics of humans’ hands or quick decision making are 
ranked low for automation. While the tasks of repeated nature and ease of grasping/handling 
are identified suitable for the robot. The quantification classifies the tasks as absolute human, 
absolute robotic and human or robotic. The final process balancing is based on robotic and hu-
man cycle times to execute a task, availability of the resource from the previous task and task 
precedence sequence.

Figure 45 shows the attributes that drive the complexity of an assembly process for ease of auto-
mation. The attributes presented are aligned with earlier studies of reporting assembly complex-
ity (Samy & ElMaraghy 2012) and factors involved in design for assembly (DFA) methods defin-
ing ease of assembly (Leaney & Wittenberg 1992)(Boothroyd & Alting 1992). Furthermore, the 
method developed at T.U. Dortmund named “Quick Check” (KoMPI: Verrichtungsbasierte 2018) 
for HRC potential evaluation in assembly systems, helped to form the scoring for HRC tasks dis-
tribution.

Each assembly task is divided into three types of attributes in relation to the part, process and 
workspace. Part/component is the entity or material integrated into a subassembly to gradually 
complete a product. The two elements of part-dependent attributes are the physical characteris-
tics (giving rise to handling complexity) and part presentation to the robot. The next category is 
process which is further classified into mounting and joining methods involved. The third catego-
ry is the workspace. This has previously been ignored in assembly complexity quantifications, but 
in human-machine cooperative assembly the safety of the workspace also needs to be considered.

Figure 45. Components of an assembly task for complexity evaluation (Malik & Bilberg 2019a).

6.4. FEEDING OF ASSEMBLY PARTS TO THE ROBOT

To perform an assembly task, the robot needs to be aware of the location and pose of the com-
ponent to be picked in the required orientation. Feeding has two primary components i.e. part 
structuring and part presentation (Hansson et al. 2017). Part structuring is singulation of indi-
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vidual parts from a bulk and arranging it to have a known orientation, while part presentation 
defines moving an individual structured part to the point of use or assembly. Conventional part 
feeding techniques utilize mechanical structures e.g. vibratory bowl feeders. Mechanical feeders 
are specific to a single part geometry (Edmondson & Redford 2001) and are inflexible to any 
variation in component’s shape. Feeding flexibility can be achieved by avoiding mechanical struc-
tures and inclusion of vision-based feeding techniques (Connolly 2009). Machine vision systems 
enable visual sensing to recognize the environment for the robot for many different shapes of 
components (Oh et al. 2012).  

Figure 46. Techniques for vision-based parts feeding evaluations (Malik & Bilberg 2019a). 

The scientific knowledge of automated assembly feeding is not as mature as in other areas of 
manufacturing or assembly operations. This is challenging in HRC assembly cells where collabo-
rative robots are being explored to raise the automation bar of manual work but feeding flexibil-
ity is restricting their scope. 

Figure 47. Specification model for developing a vision-based parts feeding techniques in HRC as-
sembly cells (Malik & Bilberg 2019a). 
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ure 47. The presented model describes the arrangement of the assembly parts i.e. if they are 
arranged in a known orientation or are disordered. The next layer describes the presentation of 
the parts to the robot i.e. if the parts are on a flat surface, in a bin, vibratory plane or in a bowl 
feeder. The next layer describes the technology being employed for part recognition. i.e. 2D, 3D or 
structured light cameras with an addition to CAD based part recognition (Figure 46). 

Results from this study are briefed in Paper 7 and elucidate the economic effects of multiple 
machine vision technologies for flexible feeding. The final solution would still be contextual de-
pendent on the component(s), process and economics. Several factors can influence the decision 
for feeding technique employed. Camera mounting techniques, for example, can affect the cycle 
times. Future research should focus on designing flexible and economical feeding solutions. 

6.5. DIGITAL TWINS ANSWERING THE COMPLEXITY OF HUMAN-RO-
BOT TEAMS

Simulation-based virtual prototypes of physical products are of sheer prominence in research and 
practice to support decision making in manufacturing systems’ design and operation (Flores-Gar-
cia et al. 2015). Digital simulations provide insights into complex production systems to develop 
and test new operating policies before implementing them in the real world (Mourtzis, Doukas 
and Bernidaki 2014) (Uhlemann, Lehmann and Steinhilper 2017). 

These virtual models are created as the first form containing maximum details of the proposed 
physical system. However, in practices, these virtual models get obsolete once the system has 
evolved into its operational phase. The concept of a digital twin emphasizes to utilize the virtual 
models during operation by linking each virtual-element to the corresponding physical assets. 
And then use it as a mirror and ‘front-runner’ to what is happening at the shop floor. Such a digital 
representation that mirrors the real-time operating conditions of a physical system is described 
as a digital twin (DT) (Rosen et al. 2015). 

Figure 48. Digital twin in an HRC system (Malik 2019b).

When it comes to HRC space, a digital twin needs to correspond to three dimensions of a work cell 
i.e., man, machine and work. For an HRC setup, the digital twin model is shown in Figure 48. For 
new systems, the digital twin is often developed earlier than the physical twin. Although, at this 
stage, there is no physical system existing, but the digital space is referring to a future physical 
system. Moving from design to development of the production system, the digital twin data is uti-
lized to generate BOM and BOP to develop the elements of the physical system. Hence, the digital 
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twin is driving the development process and each element (machines, equipment, tools etc.) in 
the physical space is developed corresponding to a counterpart existing in the virtual space. 

Figure 49. The digital twin model for system evaluation (adapted from (Naticchia et al. 2019)).

At both phases, a probe, sense, respond and act (PSRA) cycle is used (Figure 49). A digital twin 
(prompt assessment) model integrated with PSRA cycle has been discussed by (Naticchia et al. 
2019) for emergency situations in high-rise building. The prompt assessment model is used here 
for HRC design and operation. In the DT process, PSRA cycle generates a forward simulation un-
der the changed variables, a future is predicted, and a strategy is developed that is implemented 
in the physical space. In the design and development phases this cycle is driven manually, and 
the ‘sense’ is mostly a manual activity. However, during the operation phase, when the compo-
nents are connected physically to the virtual system’s elements, the PSRA cycle can be automated. 
Human effort still needs to be involved when a solution to the given situation is generated and 
is presented to the human-user before implementing it (taking advantage of human’s judgment 
capabilities).

It is important that a digital twin must create value for the end-user(s). When connecting the 
physical elements back to their virtual parents, not all elements need to be connected. This is an 
important decision because information retrieval has a cost and is a tradeoff decision between 
time, energy and effort. For example, the rotation of the screw-driver for a screwing task can be 
tracked in the digital twin and can get real-time data for the torque, and angular speed. However, 
if in the given case, this information is not creating any value then it is of no use and is only com-
plicating the process. 

6.5.1. DIGITAL TWINS SUPPORTING THE DESIGN PROCESS OF HRC

Optimal placement of production resources is important in a production setup to avoid wastes of 
human movements, have minimum cycle time and making the workspace and ergonomic for the 
human operators. The co-existence of humans and robots demands additional safety aspects to 
be considered when designing the layout. To do so, a digital dynamic model of the proposed HRC 
system can act as virtual testbed before building the physical setup. 

At this stage the digital twin is corresponding to a future production system. The tests made at 
this stage can identify unpredictable undesirables that may come in the future (Figure 50). The 
tests optimal placement of equipment, right placement of robot, evaluation of human ergonomics 
and collision tests in a dynamic virtual HRC model can contribute to achieve right HRC design. 
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Figure 50. Digital twins for design of HRC system; (a) Layout of the workstation, developing bill of 
material and bill of processes; (b) ergonomic analysis of the human; (c) placement analysis for the 

robot; (d) robot occupied volume for safety and risk assessment of human. 

6.5.1.1. USER-IN-THE-LOOP DESIGN SIMULATIONS  

The use of simulation in manufacturing systems’ development is discussed in the above sections. 
The design as well as optimization of production systems require several stakeholders to get 
involved in the early planning phase. Involving the end-users in the design process opens-up 
constructive discussion and escalates the design validation process. Different forms of artificial 
reality can be combined with actual reality to experience a system that doesn’t exist yet. It is par-
ticularly useful when designing a human-centered system where the end-user has to cooperate 
with a mechanical agent and has technical as well as social implications. In doing so, virtual simu-
lations are an integral part for making productivity forecasting and estimations. But if the virtual 
simulation model can be linked to a higher visual immersion, the users can better experience the 
production system when it doesn’t exist yet. 

• VIRTUAL REALITY (VR) IN THE HRC DESIGN PROCESS 

Virtual reality (VR) is a way to involve team members to experience the future. This sec-
tion presents a framework (Figure 51) for designing HRC workplace combining simula-
tion and VR (refer to Paper 10). Designing a production system is a systematic, goal-ori-
ented and structured design process starting from the idea to the start of production. 
The first element (ELEMENT-1) of the VR-framework describes the steps for designing 
an HRC system (Malik & Bilberg 2017) (refering to Paper 8). The ELEMENT-2 is the sim-
ulation environment for test and validation as described in Paper 9. The purpose to use 
simulation is to identify the errors and validate the final design by a repetitive process of 
modelling, analyzing and optimizing (Bilberg & Alting 1991) shortening the development 
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time and effort. To make human movements more realistic an RGB-D (Red, Green, Blue & 
Depth) camera for motion recording is used for capturing motions of a real human. 

Figure 51. Framework for unifying simulation and VR for HRC design and planning (Malik 
et al. 2019).

In the simulation modelling phase, the precision and accurate interpretation of the sim-
ulation results define the authenticity of the whole design and development process. At 
this stage, the use of VR can help the designer and end-user to get into the scene and make 
realistic evaluations. The end-user can experience the scene in as perceing the scene to be 
real thus enabling better and faster evaluation. 

 
Figure 52. (a) Analysis in VR by the user; (b) VR hardware and its room setup (Malik et al. 

2019).

Thereby, the ELEMENT-3 defines the process of utilizing VR capability to mature the de-
sign. At this stage the digital model can be experienced with a head-mounted display for 
immersive VR experience (Figure 52). The immersive effects of visual and haptic virtual 
reality, assists the user to intuitively visualize the model and its dynamic simulation and 
thereby deduce results that help to finalize the HRC effectively. The interlinking of the VR 
process with the simulation process and finally to the HRC design cycle reduces the total 
design and development time. 
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• DESIGN SUPPORT WITH SIMULATION AND PHYSICAL OBJECTS

To simplify the user (not directly working with simulation) interaction a setup is devel-
oped that connects the simulation objects (machines, equipment, humans in the simula-
tion) with physical objects (blocks, LEGO bricks etc.) placed on a table (Figure 53). The 
approach consists of two main components i.e. a physical space and a digital space. The 
physical space is based on a plan view with fixed assets i.e. walls, machines etc. of the fac-
tory. The layout is printed on a paper and is placed on a table. Scaled models (3D printed) 
and LEGO bricks represent machines and assets in the factory and each is having a unique 
marker. A camera above the table reads the markers and any dispalcement observed to 
the simulation, enabling the users to see the change in layout of the production system. 
The virtual space is built in Tecnomatix Plant Simulation in 3D environment. All the rules 
and constraints regarding stochastic simulation are defined in the simulation software. A 
software Edddison is used as a bridging component that develops a connection between 
the collaborative design-platform and virtual simulation through a camera.

Figure 53. Physical objects interfaced with virtual models in the simulation environment.

6.5.2. DIGITAL TWINS FOR THE OPERATIONAL COMPLEXITY OF HRC

Paper 11 and Paper 12 form methods and discuss the opportunities of digital twins in 
addressing the complexities of operational phase of human-robot interaction. 

6.5.2.1. DIGITAL TWINS FOR TASKS DISTRIBUTION AND WORK-LOAD BAL-
ANCING

forms methods to make a dynamic work-load balancing of the assembly tasks based on 
the skills of humans and robots. The task complexity evaluation as described in the chap-
ter 5 is linked to a continuous simulation. The elements of the balancing logic are defined 
as logic gates which generate a balanced assembly process as shown in the Figure 54. 

6.5.2.2. GENERATING ROBOT CONTROL PROGRAM

The conventional industrial practice to program collaborative robots is through teach-pen-
dants, hand-guiding or offline-programming. Each of these methods require significant 
manual work to define all the key points that the robot need to follow to execute a task. 
Further refinement of the robot program may also be needed to take care of the inter-
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references with human and production equipment surrounding around. In an assembly 
operation, with multiple robotic tasks, it becomes a tedious task to do all the program-
ming with each production change. While the simulation model acting as DT has saved 
key points for the robot tasks. The tasks assigned to the robot are simulated given the 
assigned keypoints to generate robot trajectory. The intermediate positions between the 
keypoints are generated automatically (Figure 55). The generated paths are transferred 
as a script code to the robot. The new approach is use of live interface with the robot that 
helps to make a live communication of physical robot and the virtual robot.  

Figure 54. Modelling of assembly tasks in the digital twin (Malik 2019b).

Figure 55. The robot program in physical and digital twin (Malik 2019b).
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6.5.2.2. OPTIMIZATION OF ROBOT TRAJECTORIES 

A Kinect sensor is used to monitor human positions and the presence inside the work 
space. This study focuses on the potential of DT in HRC to track the interference-volumes 
between human and robot, and the frequency of interferences. This data is then utilized 
to optimize robot trajectories periodically to accommodate for the locations where hu-
man often enters. The historic data of human positions will make simulation to get self-
learned about constantly occurring human-robot collisions and generate robot trajecto-
ries free from possible human intervention. 

6.5.2.3. HUMAN FACTORS IN THE HRC CELL

A virtual network computing (VNC) protocol is enabled for the operator to remotely ac-
cess to the robot controller. Through a hand-held device (e.g., smartphone or tablet) the 
human-machine interface of the robot is remotely accessible (Figure 56), enabling the 
operator to pass an instruction to the robot or interact with I/O devices interfaced with 
the robot.

Figure 56. Remote interface for the robot (Malik 2019a).
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CONCLUSION
The thesis envisions the future of industrial assembly where humans and robots are working 
together. The future picture of industrial assembly is backed  by the new generation of industrial 
robots referred to as collaborative robots or cobots. Besides the developments in their design, 
and ease of use, several challenges does exist for their integration in assembly lines working close 
to humans. Therefore, the thesis aimed to create and validate systematic methodologies for de-
sign of human-robot cooperation in assembly cells. It was also explored if the concept is aligned 
with the lean manufacturing theories of human-centered automation, or lean automation. Since 
as an optimal solution emerges at the verge of knowledge , experience and innovation, together 
with an industrial partner, the research was conducted as an action research involving multiple 
research methods.

Assembly, conventionally having a lower degree of automation, is investigated for the human-ro-
bot interaction for productivity gains. Besides micro and macro-economic significance  of assem-
bly, it is recognized as the most important aspect of manufacturing to enable cost effective prod-
uct variety. Thus, the assembly area is more dynamic in a manufacturing space than other areas, 
and hence the use of collaborative robots also poses several risks and challenges. 

The development in cobots should not be aimed to take humans out of the job rather providing 
humans the opportunity to contribute their efforts to value-added tasks. Due to the complexity of 
certain assembly tasks, humans have to take all the non-interesting tasks together with the tasks 
where they are really needed. With HRC, the opportunities have arisen to make the manual in-
dustrial work more interesting for human operators. This is equally important to attract younger 
generations towards manufacturing sector for future jobs. 

7.1. RESEARCH CONTRIBUTION

Knowledge regarding lean and human-centered automation: In this thesis, lean automation is 
regarded as human-centered automation. It is derived from the systematic literature review that 
pointed to five dimensions of using lean with automation. Nevertheless, each of them is signifi-
cant for the realization of a factory of the future. The capabilities of humans are discussed that 
are required when accomplishing assembly tasks, and it is discussed that the technologies are 
getting available to achieve the skills from machines. Cobots are recognized as a way to achieve 
human-machine automation or Jidoka. A set of recommendations are made to for the effective use 
of collaborative robots.

Knowledge regarding methods for design of human-robot assembly cells: The level of auto-
mation in relation to level of interaction is discussed. A model is developed that links human robot 
teams along the dimensions of team composition, degree of engagement and safety implication. 
The challenge of tasks distribution between humans and robots is addressed through design for 
assembly techniques and quantification of assembly complexity. After going through experimen-
tation with use-cases, a design framework is developed to integrate conventional engineering 

7
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design with the phases of product development and the learnings from implementing cobots. 
Cost effective machine-vision based flexible parts-feeding technologies are tested and discussed 
for their application alongside cobots. A human-robot physical cell is developed to validate the 
ideas and tools for fast and safe integration of humans. The developed cell has enlightened the in-
dustrial partner to explore further in human-robot automation. The developed cell is tested with 
operators and they found it safe, and exciting to work with.

Knowledge with regards to simulation and digital twins: A human robot collaborative system 
is a complex system that can be managed with a probe, sense and respond approach. Its useful-
ness is based on its promise of being agile, adaptable and safe for human colleagues. The idea of 
digital twin simulates the behavior of the system as a ‘forward run’ by creating time dependent 
virtual models of the physical system.  In the design phase the digital twin acted as a virtual in-
formative twin to design each component considering its relation to the rest of the system. The 
dynamic simulation helped to make quantitative analysis of the feasibility or business vale  of 
the proposed solution. The assessment tools also made it possible to choose the right equipment 
given the layout size constraints. With advancement in information and communication technol-
ogies, DT can continuously be evolved in real time offering greater usefulness at system level. The 
main contributions of this paper  are as follows. (1) It presents the need and usefulness of digital 
twins to design, develop and operate human-robot production systems. (2) A demonstrator is 
presented of an HRC digital twin based on an industrial case; Several results from design to oper-
ation of an HRC system are discussed. 

7.2. FUTURE WORK 

Future of Industrial Assembly: Tasks allocation and developing work scheduling in human-ro-
bot assembly is not a one-time activity. With ever decreasing product life cycles, this is going to 
be a frequent activity of the shop floor The usability of cobots can be increased by simplifying 
the user-interfaces through software. Future research can explore developing user-friendly com-
puter-based application to complete the task assessment and linking it up-to simplified ways of 
robot programming with each changing scenario. With advancement in artificial intelligence, the 
assessment system can self-learn for assembly scores and generating robot programs.

Dynamic work scheduling between humans and robots: Tasks allocation and developing work 
scheduling in human-robot assembly is not a one-time activity. With ever decreasing product 
life cycles, this is going to be a frequent activity of the shop floor The usability of cobots can be 
increased by simplifying the user-interfaces through software. Future research can explore de-
veloping user-friendly computer-based application to complete the task assessment and linking 
it up-to simplified ways of robot programming with each changing scenario. With advancement 
in artificial intelligence, the assessment system can self-learn for assembly scores and generating 
robot programs.

Intelligent and responsive digital twins in HRC:  The research presented in this dissertation 
explored the concept of a digital twins for human-robot collaboration. The concepts are used in 
context of workspace design, robot program and tasks assignment. However, the fundamental 
question of safety in HRC has a potential to be solved through digital twins. The literature on 
DT documents its suitability for simple or chaotic decision making. In theory, the usefulness of 
digital twins has been documented for complex systems by predicting the unpredictable. The 
significance of digital twins for HRC systems as future research direction has been discussed in 
the keynote paper (Wang et al. 2019) of the CIRP (Society of Production Engineering) to combine 
and align the function, structure and behavior of an HRC cell together with symbiotic interplay of 
the human in virtual models. Grieves (Grieves 2019) also documented the field of cobotics having 
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potential value by using DT.  Malik and Bilberg have discussed the relevance of DT in HRC (Malik 
& Bilberg 2018) (Bilberg & Malik 2019). However, more test beds are needed to verify the phe-
nomenon. Similarly, the studies presented in the dissertation also need to be investigated further 
with other businesses and product designs to validate the methods.

Design for Cobot Assembly (DFCA): The methods and tools are developed on the basis that no 
design change in the product is suggested. However, design for cobot assembly can significantly 
reduce the effort to use robotics in assembly operations. Significant work in the previous decades 
had been made in Design for Assembly and Design for Automatic Assembly, similar efforts are 
needed for Design for Cobot Assembly where the element of human safety also need to be con-
sidered. 

CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSION
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LEAN AUTOMATION:  

LITERATURE REVIEW AND RESEARCH TRENDS 

Abstract: 

Lean manufacturing is a known strategy for manufacturing excellence. A 

general understanding of lean is the avoidance of waste and inclusion of 

humans. With the advancement in computer and information technology and 

its significant impact on manufacturing, several ways of mechanization and 

automation have been developed. However, lean and automation appear to be 

contradicting in several discussions, and force manufacturers to think if their 

lean achievements are at the brink of an end. Several studies have been aimed 

to combine lean concepts with automation strategies to answer the challenges 

of modern manufacturing. The approaches are referred to as lean automation 

and have emerged as a scientific term to refer to non-conventional or 

innovative automation solutions. 

This paper presents a structured and updated systematic literature review 

about lean automation highlighting application areas and key methodologies 

and tools. The review further presents a schematic of lean automation 

research, identifying five promising research streams ranging from 

conceptual models to empirical applications. To the best of authors’ 

knowledge, no other structured literature review is available on the lean 

approach of manufacturing automation.   

Keywords: Lean, automation, human-centred automation, Jidoka, 

Autonomation, Industry 4.0.  

1. Introduction

The philosophy of Lean production finds its roots from Toyota Motor Corporation in their 

manufacturing best-practices such as Just in Time (JIT) management, Quality Management 

(QM), Total Productive Maintenance (TPM) [1]. The primary characteristics of Lean 

production are elimination of wastes, focus at value adding activities and strict integration 

of humans in the production process. Over the last decades Lean philosophy has been 

embedded in many manufacturing industries. The advantages of productivity increase of up 

to 25% in addition to being simplistic are the reasons that Lean has been well-known and 
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used in Western economies since the 1990s. However, given the fact that the Lean 

production method originated in the 1950s, it can fail to consider the potential of ICT 

(information and communication technologies) developments that have taken place in 

recent decades  [2]. 

Already in 1990s, first attempts were made to combine Lean production with 

automation technologies and was referred to as Lean automation. The concept of Lean 

automation was an emergence of an existing concept in Lean literature referred to as 

autonomation or automation-with-human-touch. Using automation with a human touch, 

Taiichi Ohno at Toyota, redefined the Japanese term of Jidoka. The original meaning of 

Jidoka was automation and later it was changed with the addition of two extra lines 

referring to humans, thus adding the human element in the automation system [3].    

Since then there was little attention in research directed towards Lean automation, 

but with the emergence of the Industry 4.0 paradigm and advances in ICT and digitalization 

technologies, Lean automation has experienced a re-emergence in recent years [4].  While 

some first Lean automation solutions have been developed, they are proprietary solutions 

which must be tailored to the individual needs [4].  

Jackson [3] documented a definition of Lean automation as: 

“Lean automation is a technique which applies the right amount of automation to a 

given task. It stresses robust, reliable components and minimizes overly complicated 

solutions.” 

Contrary to the idea of CIM (Computer Integrated Manufacturing), which is a 

previously established concept for manufacturing automation in which the fully automated 

factory without light, heat or employees was a vision, Lean automation is concerned with 

finding the right level of automation. Here, Bilberg and Hadar [5] have presented Lean semi-

automated cells, where the automation is focused around the manufacturing process, while 

the planning, the material flow and part of the inspection is handled by the employees. This 

conception was later cited in Lean automation literature [2] to explore Lean automation 

developments in smart manufacturing paradigm.  

 

2. Research method 

2.1. Location of articles and paper database  

The scientific search engines i.e. Google Scholar and Scopus are used to search the 

relevant articles by inserting search strings. For the purpose the publications published in 

between years 2000 and 2019 are considered. The basic terms for screening of the articles 

include, ‘Lean automation’, ‘Industry 4.0’ and ‘human-centred automation’. After the first 
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filtering, the articles published in ISI/ Scopus international journals and peer-reviewed 

conference articles addressing the field of manufacturing systems and production planning 

are considered. The articles are further categorized based on the specific electronic 

database (ED) they belong to, of which the main identifiers are Elsevier 

(emeraldinsight.com), Springer (springerlink.com), IEEE (ieeexplor-e.ieee.org) and 

Inderscience (inderscience.com). A total of 57 articles are selected for this review. All the 

articles deal with Lean and automation in manufacturing planning systems. The selected 

articles include 33 journal papers (58%), 12 indexed international conference papers 

(21%), 5 technical reports (9%), 4 master theses (7%) and 3 book chapters (5%).   

 

2.2. Sources of publications and papers classification 

The paper database classification is provided in the following graphs according to 

some relevant metrics. The temporal distribution of the selected papers is shown in Figure 

1, while Figure 2 and Figure 3 are presenting the Eds of the papers they belong to and 

geographical classification of the authors’ affiliation. It is evident that up to 54% of the 

papers are published starting from 2015, proving the increasing relevance of Industry 4.0 

and Lean according to the emergency of Industry 4.0 paradigm. The geographical 

distribution is of significance since the understanding of manufacturing-automation and its 

variables are different in different parts of the world [6].  

 

Figure 1. Paper database, classification per year of publication. 
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Figure 2. Paper database, classification per year of publication. 

Figure 3. Paper database, geographical distribution as per authors’ affiliation. 

3. Schematic of Lean automation research trend: Lean

automation in the age of smart manufacturing

Manufacturers believe that the benefits of Lean manufacturing are incontestable.

The productivity gains by using Lean techniques over the past decades are manifold. But 
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now when the interest in Industry 4.0 and smart manufacturing techniques is growing, 

manufacturers and researchers are forced to think that will the Lean maturity they have 

achieved remain undisturbed while transiting towards smart manufacturing.  

Some notable arguments favouring this Smart vs Lean confusion are strong 

deviations in market demands conflicting with required levelled capacity utilization. Thus, 

a production which is decoupled from market demand is needed. Although Lean Production 

supports a higher variety of products, its fixed sequence of production and fixed cycle times 

are not suitable for individual single-item production. Besides, Lean production was 

invented in the 1950s and thus does not consider possibilities of modern ICT. In traditional 

Lean production, changes in production processes, buffer stocks or cycle times require 

laborious adjustments of Kanban cards or Kanban bins.  

However, the literature concludes that neither Lean not Industry 4.0 are going to 

fadeout each other. Yet they are going to further benefit the manufacturing landscape by 

complementing each other, and the intersection is referred to as Lean automation. Many 

different approaches to Lean automation can be derived. Figure 4 shows a schematic of 

research streams that have been explored by various researchers in pursuit of Lean 

automation: 

Stream #1, Human-centred automation 

Stream #2, Lean the system before automation 

Stream #3, Applying industry 4.0 concepts to Lean production 

Stream #4, Applying Lean on automation equipment 

Stream #5, Low cost and simple automation 

The mentioned streams are according to the main content of the selected paper. 

Table 1 addresses the match between the research stream and the papers. A tick indicates 

that the paper in row addresses the stream in the column. Furthermore, in Table 3 articles 

are listed per year, from past to date, allowing tracking the rising and evolution of each topic 

by the literature. The discussion of the streams is in the following of the present. 
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Figure 4. Schematic of Lean automation research trend. 

 

Table 1. The match between research stream and selected paper. 

Author(s) Year Stream#1 Stream#2 Stream#3 Stream#4 Stream#5 Reference 

Hollingum 1994 ✓     [7] 

Parasuraman et al.  1997 ✓     [8] 

Parasuraman et al.  2000 ✓     [9] 

Jovane et al. 2003 ✓     [10] 

Bley et al. 2004 ✓     [11] 

Sheridan et al. 2005 ✓     [12] 

Coffey et al. 2006  ✓    [13] 

Garcia et al. 2007  ✓    [14] 

Parasuraman et al.  2008 ✓     [15] 

Harris et al. 2008     ✓ [16] 

Weber 2008  ✓ ✓ ✓  [17] 

Villa 2010  ✓    [18] 

Matthew et al. 2010 ✓     [19] 

Chen et al. 2010  ✓   ✓ [20] 

Bond 2010     ✓ [21] 

Hedelind & Jackson 2011 ✓     [22] 

Jackson et al. 2011 ✓     [3] 

Bilberg & Hadar 2012 ✓    ✓ [5] 

Bortolotti & Romano 2012  ✓    [23] 

Delkhosh 2012 ✓     [24] 
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 2012      [25] 

Nicoletti 2013   ✓   [26] 

Elmoselhy 2013 ✓ ✓    [27] 

Zafarzadeh & 

Jackson 

2013 ✓     [28] 

Zafarzadeh  2013 ✓     [29] 

Hancock et al. 2013 ✓     [30] 

 2015      [31] 

Kolberg & Zuhlke 2015   ✓   [2] 

Norman 2015 ✓     [32] 

Doh et al. 2016 ✓  ✓   [33] 

Petersen et al. 2016  ✓    [34] 

Sanders et al. 2016   ✓   [35] 

Yamazaki et al. 2016    ✓  [36] 

Rattimann et al. 2016   ✓   [37] 

Ma et al. 2017   ✓   [38] 

Dombrowski et al. 2017   ✓   [39] 

Wagner et al. 2017   ✓   [40] 

Leyh et al. 2017   ✓   [41] 

Kroger et al. 2017 ✓     [42] 

Lodding et al. 2017   ✓   [43] 

Kolberg et al. 2017   ✓   [4]  

Malavasi & Schenetti 2017   ✓   [44] 

Yamazaki et al. 2017    ✓  [45] 

Mrugalska & 

Wyrwicka 

2017   ✓   [46] 

Zuniga et al. 2017   ✓   [47] 

Karadayi et al. 2017   ✓   [48] 

Ustundag & Cevikcan 2017   ✓   [49] 

Nafais 2017 ✓ ✓  ✓  [50] 

Tortorella et al. 2018   ✓   [51] 

Mayr et al. 2018   ✓   [52] 

Buer et al. 2018   ✓   [53] 

Shigematsu et al. 2018    ✓  [54] 

Sony 2018   ✓   [55] 

Chanarungruengkij 

et al. 

2018   ✓   [56] 

Satoglu et al. 2018   ✓   [57] 

Malik & Bilberg 2019 ✓     [58] 

Stadnicka et al. 2019 ✓     [59] 

 

3.1. Lean automation stream #1: Human-centred automation 

As already said, Lean production does not exclude automation. Ohno had claimed 

that production systems should be automatized and supervised by humans and described 

this principle as autonomation. This is aligned with Industry 4.0 where humans, in support 

with smart technologies, are taking the same role [28]. The operational flexibility required 

in many manufacturing processes has traditionally been achieved by humans [60][61]. 
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However manual production systems are not able to cope with the challenges of 

globalization and mass personalization [62]. To enhance manufacturing productivity, 

industrial automation has widely been researched both in academia and industry. But the 

traditional automation solutions make the systems rigid to adapt to production changes.  

Lean automation, in this context, suggests to take benefit from the synergistic effect 

of human-machine collaboration [5] [2]. Lean automation, by keeping human at the centre 

of an automation system and utilizing the bests of humans and machines in a combination, 

can offer to achieve high productivity especially in labour intensive work e.g. assembly [58]. 

The shift in mindset from human-less fully automated systems to human-centred Lean 

automated systems carries the potential to enhance the performance and productivity [63]. 

 

Figure 5. Hybrid automation with collaborative robots (Image: Google search). 

 

An approach to enable human-machine collaboration is using new generation of 

industrial robots or Robotics 2.0 (Figure 5). The next generation of industrial robotics are 

human-friendly robots, named as collaborative robots or cobots. The inherent dexterous 

flexibility of a cobot is enabled by its kinematical degrees of freedom (that allow it to reach 

every coordinate of its workspace in multiple configurations) and the variety of manageable 

tools, sensors and other supporting devices [64] [65]. Cobots together with advanced safety 

technologies are designed to form workspaces with the right amount of automation [60] 

creating a balance between flexibility of manual processes and efficiency and repeatability 

of machines [66].  

The robots can make the system leaner as compared to fixed automation and help 

reduce the operator’s efforts [67]. Further, smart technologies offering real-time data 

sensing and communication capabilities, decentralization, modularity and virtualization are 

going to support the phenomenon of safe and reliable autonomation.  

Another practical approach to hybrid production system is flexible Lean cells as 

presented by [5]. The complication of achieving the right level of automation is solved by 

automating the value adding tasks (e.g. machining tasks). Examples of machining tasks are: 
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mounting of screws and automated test stations. The authors have nicely described “the 

great divide” between humans and automation, defining the level of automation. Human 

supervision, human getting in the loop if an error occurs, or complex tasks are identified as 

human tasks. However, it is suggested to not to automate the non-value-added tasks. 

3.2.  Lean automation stream #2: Lean the system before automation 

This section starts with a quote from Bill Gates, “The first rule of any technology 

used is that automation applied to an efficient operation will magnify the efficiency. The 

second is that automation applied to an inefficient operation will magnify the inefficiency” 

[52]. This relates to the Lean automation approach of Leaning the system before automating 

it. This summarizes the conception of necessitating Lean for an efficient Industry 4.0 

integration. However, an iterative influence between Lean and Industry 4.0 techniques 

maybe observed hence the progression is not necessarily purely sequential [52]. 

An example of such is documented by [23] where automation of existing material 

handling was performed, but in doing so, the new system automated also the errors and the 

activities that did not create value for customers, resulting in deterioration in efficiency. 

Using the method ‘Lean first, then automate’, it was possible to redesign the automation 

system by including only those activities that create value for the customers (Figure 6). 

Another practical case is reported by [68] which is about service modularization of the 

maintenance activities in the wind turbine sector. The authors have developed service 

modularization architecture for maintenance tasks of offshore wind turbines and used the 

strategy of eliminating wastes (MUDA) before moving any further. This way they avoided 

all those maintenance activities to not be included in the modularization architecture.  

It can be argued that for a process to effectively automated it is needed that: 

• Processes are standardized, transparent, and reproducible for introducing Industry

4.0

• Decision-makers require Lean competence for considering customer value and

avoiding waste

• By reducing product and process complexity Lean management enables the efficient

and economic use of Industry 4.0 tools

A step wise procedure for “first Lean then automate” has been presented by [69]: 

• Assess the operation using a Value Stream Map and/or Map

• Evaluate the layout

• Identify Lean improvements & kaizens without automation
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• Implement Lean improvements using VSM plan 

• Identify Lean automation opportunities  

• Design and implement Lean automation  

•  Start the cycle again! 

 

4.3. Lean automation stream #3: Applying industry 4.0 concepts to Lean 

production 

Both, Lean manufacturing and industry, are ways to deal with increasing production 

complexity and offering strategies to solve future manufacturing challenges. Toyota 

Production System or Lean manufacturing tends to reduce wastes in order to minimize lead 

time while Industry 4.0 improves transparency through digital linking of each element in 

the production system forming a cyber-physical system. The two paradigms can work in 

parallel complementing each other making Industry 4.0 tools to support Lean methods 

resulting in a Lean automation [52].  

 

Table 2: Examples of use cases to combine Industry 4.0 with Lean production [2] 
Industry 4.0 Lean Production 

Principle: Just In-Time Principle: Jidoka 
Method: Kanban system Method: Andon 

Smart Operator Employee gets information about 
remaining cycle time via 
augmented reality  

Wearable computing systems receive 
failures and display it in real time to 
the employee 

Smart Product Smart Product contains 
information of Kanban to realize 
an order-oriented production 

 
- 

Smart Machine Machines offer a standardized 
interface for receiving and sending 
Kanban  

Machines send failures directly to 
Smart Operators and call other 
systems for fault-repair actions 

Smart Planner IT systems reconfigure production 
lines and update Kanban according 
to the new configuration 

 
- 

 
Looking at the industrial use-cases the following examples are of significance where 

smart technologies are combined with Lean techniques forming Lean automated smart 

manufacturing.  

 

iBin System: 

In 2013, Würth Industrie Services GmbH & Co. KG presented the optical order 

system iBin as an extension for Kanban bins (Figure 8). A camera in the module detects the 

charging level of the bin and iBin reports wirelessly the status to an inventory control 

system. Besides, iBin is also able to send orders automatically to suppliers. As a result, buffer 

stock can be reduced, and spare parts can be scheduled order-oriented. 
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Figure 8. iBin system installed in a bin [70]. 

QR code integrated Milk run System: 

Wittenstein AG and BIBA—Bremer Institut für Produktion and Logistik GmbH in a 

state-funded project CyProS have developed a flexible material supply system for 

production lines (Figure 9). The aim is to ensure guaranteed delivery of the right materials 

to the right machine at the right time. Instead of fixed intervals, an IT system calculates 

round trip intervals for the transport system based on real-time demands. In the first 

prototype, collection of data during this so-called milk run is done by scanning QR codes. 

Interaction with employees of the transport system is realized by conventional tablet PCs. 

Figure 9. The supply train "Dynamic Milkrun 4.0" optimally assembles orders according to 

demand and material flow is recorded by scanning QR codes [71]. 

Pick-by-Vision: 

In the DHL application, the warehouse worker sees the physical reality of the aisles 

and racks in front of her just as he could if she was not wearing a head-mounted display, but 

this is augmented by a superimposed AR (augmented reality) code in the form of a graphical 

work instruction (Figure 10), which appears after she scans the bar code at the storage 

location with his smart glasses. This code tells her where to go, how many items to pick and 

even where to place in her trolley. 
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Figure 10. Pick by vision [72]. 

Smart Planner: 

Within the state-funded project RES-COM, German Research Center for Artificial 

Intelligence (DFKI) GmbH, has demonstrated how a semantical description of working 

stations supports optimization of production processes by different business objectives, 

like throughput time or efficacy. 

Digitized Heijunka-Board: 

Heijunka, also known as levelling, describes a method for converting customer 

orders into smaller, recurring batches. This can be realized using boards holding Kanban 

cards to control the production program. Instead of conventional boards, displays with 

graphical user interfaces (GUI) which are connected to the production line and MES have 

been set up at WITTENSTEIN AG. By this, information flows and efforts for updating the 

board can be shortened (Figure 11) [4]. 

Figure 11. Conventional (left) and digitized Heijunka-Board (right). Source: WITTENSTEIN 

AG [4]. 
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The plant and the machines in the future smart factory will be monitored in real 

time. Intelligent algorithms can deduce failure patterns in advance thus making the 

maintenance plan, forecasting and making spare parts logistics easier and more efficient. 

Similarly Kanban, production smoothing, autonomation and waste elimination are believed 

to be benefited by real time capability, decentralization and interoperability [43] as promise 

in Industry 4.0 concepts. 

Figure 12. Industry 4.0 technologies and their potential impact on Lean tools [43]. 

Considering the above examples, Lean tools and smart technologies can 

complement each other if planned in a right way. However, some exceptions are available 

such as Takt Time. [43] argues that future factories will not have the concept of takt time. 

The reason being that newer techniques such as decentralization cannot support takt time, 

because decisions about takt time are made centrally with the help of forecasted demand 

and product variants. Therefore, rush orders cannot be integrated into the production. 

Realtime product demand fluctuations cannot be accommodated. Similarly, communication 

with other machines about delay and quality issues becomes useless if the takt time and 

work steps are already determined and a fixed production sequence need to be followed. 

Further, data collected from a physical process cannot be immediately implemented owing 

to limited flexibility, variants and output, already determined by the takt time.   

Lastly, the companies eager to be part of the Industry 4.0 journey, are being assisted 

by the developed Industry 4.0 reference or maturity models. These reference or maturity 

models have been researched by many authors over the past years. However, the 

integration of these models with Lean techniques has been rarely touched [41]. A similar 

need was assessed by [2] that these Lean automation examples provide confidence that a 

positive connection exists between smart manufacturing and Lean methods however a 
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detailed framework is needed containing recommendations that which Industry 4.0 

solutions can support which form of Lean production.   

 

4.4. Lean automation stream #4: Applying Lean on automation equipment 

 

Traditionally, Lean methods are applied at the process and the work cell level e.g. 

low utilization rates of a mechanism known as MUDA are applied at the station level [45]. 

By Lean automation the Lean concepts can be applied to the design of the automation 

equipment thus Leaning the equipment in terms of its design and operation. In the proposed 

Lean automation system, the machine cost is minimized by reducing all wastes by utilizing 

the full potential performance of the machine, while maintaining a necessary level of 

flexibility.  

[45] have identified three MUDAs of human, technology and production. However, 

the MUDA of automation system has never been defined in the literature. Further, the 

difference between human and machine is entirely neglected when defining the MUDAs of 

technology and production in Lean literature. If MUDAs of machines are identified the same 

way as they are identified for humans, there can be many MUDAs that can be eliminated 

with novel approaches. 

The production operations can be divided into two broad categories i.e. value-added 

operations and non-value-added operations. The cost of value-added operations accounts 

for 60% of total investment manufacturing cost e.g. in automobile parts manufacturing. 

These value-added operations are the core of a manufacturing enterprise and are directly 

related to product competitiveness. Therefore, it is difficult to discuss cost reduction of this 

equipment through Lean techniques. The remaining 40% cost comes from the cost of 

material handling operations. These operations are largely the same and can be executed 

by general purpose equipment. The operational ratio of these material handling equipment 

is quite low because each equipment is used only with one kind of operations. This is a waste 

in terms of Lean production and must be avoided.  

An approach of this kind of Lean automation is documented by [73]. The Lean 

automation system is designed using a standard equipment library. The operations are 

categorized into six classes: conveyance, feeding of material, feeding and discharging, 

positioning, inspection, and main operation (Figure 13 and 14).  

The design procedure of Lean automation system is proposed as: 

1)  After finishing the process design, each process is broken down into its 

operations 
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2)  The same kind of operations are aggregated as much as possible, regardless of 

the process to which they belong 

3)  The proper equipment is selected from the library, and the total time for 

executing the aggregated operations is calculated 

4)  The total cost of the designed system is evaluated, and compared with the cost 

of the conventional type system 

5)  Step 3) and 4) are repeated until the minimum cost is determined. 

Figure 13: Concept of a Lean automation system with material handling system to be 

utilized with multiple operations of similar nature [73]. 

 

The proposed methodology of designing (e.g. transportation equipment) aims at 

maximum utilization by allocating it to multiple operations. This results in a decrease in the 

wasted waiting time of each equipment. The approach is similar to modular production; 

however, the approach is unique in a sense that the efficiency criteria is moved from the 

station to the equipment, thus evaluating the same kinds of equipment across different 

stations.  

 

Figure 14: Outline of new material handling system and the results of development [73]. 
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4.5.  Lean automation stream #5: Low cost and simple automation 

A definition of low-cost automation is given as ‘An automation, which consumes zero 

or very little power (eco-friendly), with zero or minimum actuators (safety), highly flexible & 

reliable in nature, which occupies less space (lean concept), that needs zero or minimum 

maintenance (high efficiency), with minimum investment and running cost, is termed as LCA’ 

[74]. 

The objective of low-cost automation is to focus on simplicity, avoid complexity, and 

develop solutions that are easy to design, develop and operate. Another dimension to this 

phenomenon is to make reduce the complexity of complex systems. There may be situations 

when the complexity of a system is hard to reduce. However, to make it user-friendly, the 

human-machine interface can be designed in a way that hides the complexity and presents 

a simple interface to operate a system. Several approaches in this regard are available today. 

For example, the conventional robot programming has been made simpler with new 

approaches where the user needs to define fewer control parameters and UI are enabled 

with touch screens and visual aid, thus avoiding the user to interact with all the complex 

codes that are working behind the user-interface.  

 

Figure 15: Teach pendant for a Kuka robot (Kuka Robotics). 

 

An approach to achieve low-cost automation is ‘Karakuri’ which is a Japanese word 

translated as to achieve motion with no or now power. In conventional Karakuri 

automation, rope-pulley mechanism, counter weight mechanisms and cam-follower 

mechanisms are combines to convert one form to another e.g. vertical to horizontal and vice 

versa. In Lean automation, Karakuri can be applied to automation of any physical or 

cognitive value-adding task requiring minimum human effort at a very low cost. A example 

of this is 3D printed robotic end-of-arm tooling which is avoiding all the complex and 
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expansive materials and subtractive machining, while providing a solution in lesser cost and 

in less time.   

Figure 16: 3D printed easier-to-produce end-of-arm tooling for robots. 

4. Conclusion

As the need for agility in manufacturing paradigm is increasing the vitality of

humans in production systems is becoming important more than ever. It is agreed by all the 

researchers that smart factories are not going to fade away Lean but likely to become 

important for the successful implementation of Industry 4.0. However, it requires that the 

automation solutions are planned considering the right level of automation and ensuring 

flexibility or reconfigurability of the system. There might be cases that some of the Lean 

concepts might fade out and newer emerge. For example, takt time, an important tool 

to ensure continuous flow and utilization of capacities may get vanished considering 

decentralization and machine-to-machine real time communication. There have been 

defined five research streams that are combining Lean philosophies when designing an 

automation solution. Each of them is considered important for the realization of a factory of 

the future.    
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Abstract 

In today’s business environment, the trend towards more product variety and customization is unbroken. Due to this development, the need of 
agile and reconfigurable production systems emerged to cope with various products and product families. To design and optimize production
systems as well as to choose the optimal product matches, product analysis methods are needed. Indeed, most of the known methods aim to 
analyze a product or one product family on the physical level. Different product families, however, may differ largely in terms of the number and 
nature of components. This fact impedes an efficient comparison and choice of appropriate product family combinations for the production
system. A new methodology is proposed to analyze existing products in view of their functional and physical architecture. The aim is to cluster
these products in new assembly oriented product families for the optimization of existing assembly lines and the creation of future reconfigurable 
assembly systems. Based on Datum Flow Chain, the physical structure of the products is analyzed. Functional subassemblies are identified, and 
a functional analysis is performed. Moreover, a hybrid functional and physical architecture graph (HyFPAG) is the output which depicts the 
similarity between product families by providing design support to both, production system planners and product designers. An illustrative
example of a nail-clipper is used to explain the proposed methodology. An industrial case study on two product families of steering columns of 
thyssenkrupp Presta France is then carried out to give a first industrial evaluation of the proposed approach. 
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1. Introduction 

Due to the fast development in the domain of 
communication and an ongoing trend of digitization and
digitalization, manufacturing enterprises are facing important
challenges in today’s market environments: a continuing
tendency towards reduction of product development times and
shortened product lifecycles. In addition, there is an increasing
demand of customization, being at the same time in a global 
competition with competitors all over the world. This trend, 
which is inducing the development from macro to micro 
markets, results in diminished lot sizes due to augmenting
product varieties (high-volume to low-volume production) [1]. 
To cope with this augmenting variety as well as to be able to
identify possible optimization potentials in the existing
production system, it is important to have a precise knowledge

of the product range and characteristics manufactured and/or 
assembled in this system. In this context, the main challenge in
modelling and analysis is now not only to cope with single 
products, a limited product range or existing product families,
but also to be able to analyze and to compare products to define
new product families. It can be observed that classical existing
product families are regrouped in function of clients or features.
However, assembly oriented product families are hardly to find. 

On the product family level, products differ mainly in two
main characteristics: (i) the number of components and (ii) the
type of components (e.g. mechanical, electrical, electronical). 

Classical methodologies considering mainly single products 
or solitary, already existing product families analyze the
product structure on a physical level (components level) which 
causes difficulties regarding an efficient definition and
comparison of different product families. Addressing this 
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1. Introduction 

The constant battle for shortening product life cycles has 
been among the most impactful changes to the business world 
in recent decades. This booming demand for new products 
means that companies need to reduce time-to-market and 
supply chains need to adjust to withstand this increasing pace. 
This requires that companies constantly need to be aware of the 
new technologies and the opportunities these technologies can 
create [1]. The groundbreaking transformation of economy is 
likely to happen under emerging technological developments 
for smart manufacturing [2]. 

Assembly of fabricated parts accounts for over 50% of total 
labor cost associated with the product, 25-30% of the total cost 
of any manufacturing company and one-third of the people 
employed in the manufacturing sector [3]. Manufacturing 
excellence of assembly work can serve as a strong tool to 
achieve competitive advantage through automation and 
digitalization. But complexity and dexterity requirements in 
assembly still make humans a vital asset and therefore assembly 
has traditionally been resistant to mainstream automation. 

Manual production has imposed flexibility and cost related 
challenges in the time of globalization. The challenge of 
increasing automation while remaining cost effective and 
flexible is the goal for manufacturers in high wage economies. 
Semi automation is ideal with human centricity [4]. This is in-
line with the studies [5] investigating full automation and it was 
concluded that automation must be designed with humans as an 
integral part of it.  

Several emerging smart technologies can complement the 
capabilities of human operators working in assembly cells to 
automate a proportion of their tasks thereby moving further 
towards automation and productivity while being flexible. The 
objective of this study is to discuss the vitality of humans for 
Lean-automation in assembly cells. By considering an 
industrial case of a manual assembly work station the potential 
effects on future workers in context of human capabilities are 
discussed. 

We propose a framework for designing human centered 
Lean automation that forms a theoretical foundation for having 
humans integrated with technologies complimenting an ideal 
human-machine interaction. 
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achieve competitive advantage through automation and 
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Manual production has imposed flexibility and cost related 
challenges in the time of globalization. The challenge of 
increasing automation while remaining cost effective and 
flexible is the goal for manufacturers in high wage economies. 
Semi automation is ideal with human centricity [4]. This is in-
line with the studies [5] investigating full automation and it was 
concluded that automation must be designed with humans as an 
integral part of it.  

Several emerging smart technologies can complement the 
capabilities of human operators working in assembly cells to 
automate a proportion of their tasks thereby moving further 
towards automation and productivity while being flexible. The 
objective of this study is to discuss the vitality of humans for 
Lean-automation in assembly cells. By considering an 
industrial case of a manual assembly work station the potential 
effects on future workers in context of human capabilities are 
discussed. 

We propose a framework for designing human centered 
Lean automation that forms a theoretical foundation for having 
humans integrated with technologies complimenting an ideal 
human-machine interaction. 
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is menial, repetitive and/or ergonomically challenging for 
humans to perform, while humans must perform more 
specialized and complicated tasks that cannot easily be 
automated. Automation of tasks must ideally be started from 
the more value adding tasks and gradually moving towards 
tasks with lower value addition. Frohm [13] defined levels of 
automation as:   
“The allocation of physical and cognitive tasks between 
humans and technology, described as a continuum ranging 
from totally manual to totally automatic”.  

 
While, fortunately, machines are good at all the tasks 

humans are bad at and this actuality emphasizes the need of 
devising collaboration whereby humans and automation are 
doing what they are best at. Although there are capabilities that 
are unique to machines and humans and can be used to 
strengthen the capabilities of each other, yet they both have 
overlapping capabilities offering the opportunity to assign tasks 
in variability according to resource availability [19]. The 
aligned argument is presented by [20] that achieving the 
appropriate level of automation is a Lean automation. 

3. Smart Technologies for assembly automation   

Based on authors’ theorizing and literature exploration, the 
following definition is presented for Lean automation in 
assembly cells: 

 
Fig. 1. Framework for human centered Lean automation. 

  
“A human centered Lean automation emphasizes to 

designate the right amount of automation for a given manual 
task. It takes care of the physical and cognitive capabilities of 

humans and machines and forms an appropriate human-
machine collaboration with human at the core of the system”. 

The framework shown in Fig.1. describes the steps for 
designing Lean automation in assembly cell with a human 
centered design approach. The process starts with decomposing 
the tasks in an assembly process 

The next phase is a process of analyzing each manual task 
for the human skills needed and if the task can be complimented 
by a machine or an absolute need of the human is needed. An 
initial classification of tasks is achieved for humans and 
machines which is refined by assigning the tasks to the right 
resource thus balancing the process. The next stage is the 
engineering phase of designating the technological resources in 
given workspace. This is then simulated for evaluation and 
refinement. Finally, a semi-automated assembly cell can be 
achieved with human centricity.   

However, measurement of the implemented solution and 
feedback of the users is continuously monitored for 
optimization of the solution. The cyclic process is based on the 
work of [18] [21].  

3.1. Physical automation of assembly cell 

Assembly work characterizes with a large variety of simple 
to complex physical tasks. Nevertheless, many of the tasks are 
repetitive. These repetitive tasks can be benefited by using 
human-robot collaboration. The emerging trend in production 
automation is towards collaborative robots or co-bots. In a 
collaborative environment, the tasks can be distributed based 
on strengths of robots and humans. The distinguishing features 
of collaborative robots are their safe and effective interaction 
with human workers and ease of deployment and operation. 
Productivity, ergonomics, and safety conditions are potential 
areas of getting benefit from collaborative robots [22][23]. 

Fig. 2. (a) Exoskeleton for ergonomic simulation (b) Collaborative robot. 

As suggested by [14] the use of collaborative robots can 
greatly transform the role of human operators in accomplishing 
the physical tasks. The robots can takeover repetitive tasks 
demanding higher accuracy but less ergonomic complexity. 
Various forms and levels of human-robot interactions are 
presented in literature [24].  

3.2.  Cognitive automation of assembly cell 

 The operators at the assembly cells are required to acquire 
information from their environment and their fellow resources 
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2. Relation to existing theories and work 

2.1. From Lean production to Lean automation 

The philosophy of Lean production finds its roots from 
Toyota Motor Corporation in their manufacturing best-
practices such as Just in Time (JIT) management, Quality 
Management (QM), Total Productive Maintenance (TPM) [6]. 
The primary characteristics of Lean production are elimination 
of wastes, focus at value adding activities and strict integration 
of humans in the production process. Over the last decades 
Lean philosophy has been embedded in many manufacturing 
industries. The advantages of productivity increase of up to 
25% in addition to being simplistic are reasons that Lean has 
been well-known and used in Western economies since the 
1990s. However, given the fact that the Lean production 
method originated in the 1950s, it can fail to consider the 
potential of ICT (information and communication 
technologies) developments that have taken place in recent 
decades  [7]. 

Already in 1990s, first attempts were made to combine Lean 
production with automation technologies. Since then there was 
little attention in research directed towards Lean automation, 
but with the emergence of the Industry 4.0 paradigm and 
advances in ICT and digitalization technologies, Lean 
automation has experienced a re-emergence in recent years [8].  
While some first Lean automation solutions have been 
developed, they are proprietary solutions which must be 
tailored to the individual needs [8].  

Jackson [9] documented a definition of Lean automation as: 
 “Lean automation is a technique which applies the right 

amount of automation to a given task. It stresses robust, 
reliable components and minimizes overly complicated 
solutions.” 

The concept of Lean automation was an emergence of an 
existing concept in Lean literature referred to as autonomation 
or automation-with-human-touch. Using automation with a 
human touch, Taiichi Ohno at Toyota, redefined the Japanese 
term of Jidouka. The original meaning of Jidouka was 
automation and later changed with the addition of two extra 
lines referring to humans, thus adding the human element in the 
automation system [9].    

Contrary to the idea of CIM (Computer Integrated 
Manufacturing), which is a previously established concept for 
manufacturing automation in which the fully automated factory 
without light, heat or employees was a vision, Lean automation 
is concerned with finding the right level of automation. Here, 
Bilberg and Hadar [10] presented Lean semi-automated cells, 
where the automation is focused around the manufacturing 
process, while the planning, the material flow and part of the 
inspection is handled by the employees. This conception was 
later cited in Lean automation literature [7].  

2.2. Human capabilities in assembly  

Capability is defined as the objective-achieving property of 
an entity that helps realizing the overall mission of it. For 
human beings, this describes having the resources and ability to 
accomplish the desired task. In manufacturing, manual works 

are sensomotoric tasks requiring coordination of brain-motor 
skills and the human sensing/cognition system. An example of 
which is hand-eye coordination, or haptic perception. Mental 
work of requiring information reception, processing and 
decision making is an integral part of it. As humans grow older, 
a progressive change in these capabilities has been reported 
through many studies elucidating the positive and negative 
effects of aging on human capabilities. For example, the human 
dexterity is reduced by 30% between age 20 and 60 [11].  

A growing research base is getting available examining 
human capabilities involved in manual work and the changes 
observed when interacting with automation [12].   

Assembly automation has often been referred to as the 
mechanization of physical tasks. However, assembly process is 
a complex process with both physical and cognitive tasks. 
Physical tasks are the basic tasks such as handling, joining, 
screwing etc. and cognitive tasks deal with control and support 
of physical tasks [13]. A compelling work in this regard is 
presented by Romero [14] to identify the capabilities of humans 
in production systems and to model a classification of human 
capabilities as physical, sensing and cognitive.  

The capability classification [14] is further described as: (a) 
Physical capabilities, are the humans’ capacities to undertake 
physical work, characterized with multiple attributes of 
physical functions (lift, walk, manipulate) and non-physical 
functions (speed, strength, precision); (b) Sensorial capability, 
is the capacity of an operator to collect and use data from the 
environment to accomplish the daily tasks. Sensing has two 
components where the first component is to collect the data by 
vision, smell, sound and then to perceive the data; (c) Cognitive 
capabilities, are defined as operator’s ability to perform mental 
tasks such as reasoning, decision, perception.  

2.3. Degree of automation and function allocation  

An increased level of automation is expansive and rigid, yet 
it requires human intervention in surprising situations. 
However, a higher level of automation [15] makes it harder for 
the humans to intervene since the system was designed to keep 
humans away from the automation [16]. Such problems of 
increasingly automated and authoritarian systems can be solved 
by taking humans as an integral and central element of the 
automation and design a human-centered automation [17]. In 
asserting the need of human-machine collaboration, Norman 
[5] emphasized to start automating the systems from the 
humans by considering their powers and abilities and then 
transfer the rest of the tasks to the machines.  

Norman further explained humans to be good at pattern 
recognition, dealing with the unexpected and setting high level 
goals, while humans are found to be not good at performing 
repetitive operations, producing accurate and precise actions 
repeatedly and at vigilance for long periods of time with 
nothing to do until an unexpected event occurs. A classical 
theory of functional allocation between humans and machines 
was presented by Fitts [18] and is often referred to as MABA-
MABA list (men are good at - machines are good at).  

By reducing the human effort and increasing automation in 
assembly work, the question will arise of defining the right 
level of automation. Automation should be used for work that 
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by a machine or an absolute need of the human is needed. An 
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machines which is refined by assigning the tasks to the right 
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However, measurement of the implemented solution and 
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human-robot collaboration. The emerging trend in production 
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on strengths of robots and humans. The distinguishing features 
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with human workers and ease of deployment and operation. 
Productivity, ergonomics, and safety conditions are potential 
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As suggested by [14] the use of collaborative robots can 
greatly transform the role of human operators in accomplishing 
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demanding higher accuracy but less ergonomic complexity. 
Various forms and levels of human-robot interactions are 
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human touch, Taiichi Ohno at Toyota, redefined the Japanese 
term of Jidouka. The original meaning of Jidouka was 
automation and later changed with the addition of two extra 
lines referring to humans, thus adding the human element in the 
automation system [9].    

Contrary to the idea of CIM (Computer Integrated 
Manufacturing), which is a previously established concept for 
manufacturing automation in which the fully automated factory 
without light, heat or employees was a vision, Lean automation 
is concerned with finding the right level of automation. Here, 
Bilberg and Hadar [10] presented Lean semi-automated cells, 
where the automation is focused around the manufacturing 
process, while the planning, the material flow and part of the 
inspection is handled by the employees. This conception was 
later cited in Lean automation literature [7].  

2.2. Human capabilities in assembly  

Capability is defined as the objective-achieving property of 
an entity that helps realizing the overall mission of it. For 
human beings, this describes having the resources and ability to 
accomplish the desired task. In manufacturing, manual works 

are sensomotoric tasks requiring coordination of brain-motor 
skills and the human sensing/cognition system. An example of 
which is hand-eye coordination, or haptic perception. Mental 
work of requiring information reception, processing and 
decision making is an integral part of it. As humans grow older, 
a progressive change in these capabilities has been reported 
through many studies elucidating the positive and negative 
effects of aging on human capabilities. For example, the human 
dexterity is reduced by 30% between age 20 and 60 [11].  

A growing research base is getting available examining 
human capabilities involved in manual work and the changes 
observed when interacting with automation [12].   

Assembly automation has often been referred to as the 
mechanization of physical tasks. However, assembly process is 
a complex process with both physical and cognitive tasks. 
Physical tasks are the basic tasks such as handling, joining, 
screwing etc. and cognitive tasks deal with control and support 
of physical tasks [13]. A compelling work in this regard is 
presented by Romero [14] to identify the capabilities of humans 
in production systems and to model a classification of human 
capabilities as physical, sensing and cognitive.  

The capability classification [14] is further described as: (a) 
Physical capabilities, are the humans’ capacities to undertake 
physical work, characterized with multiple attributes of 
physical functions (lift, walk, manipulate) and non-physical 
functions (speed, strength, precision); (b) Sensorial capability, 
is the capacity of an operator to collect and use data from the 
environment to accomplish the daily tasks. Sensing has two 
components where the first component is to collect the data by 
vision, smell, sound and then to perceive the data; (c) Cognitive 
capabilities, are defined as operator’s ability to perform mental 
tasks such as reasoning, decision, perception.  

2.3. Degree of automation and function allocation  

An increased level of automation is expansive and rigid, yet 
it requires human intervention in surprising situations. 
However, a higher level of automation [15] makes it harder for 
the humans to intervene since the system was designed to keep 
humans away from the automation [16]. Such problems of 
increasingly automated and authoritarian systems can be solved 
by taking humans as an integral and central element of the 
automation and design a human-centered automation [17]. In 
asserting the need of human-machine collaboration, Norman 
[5] emphasized to start automating the systems from the 
humans by considering their powers and abilities and then 
transfer the rest of the tasks to the machines.  

Norman further explained humans to be good at pattern 
recognition, dealing with the unexpected and setting high level 
goals, while humans are found to be not good at performing 
repetitive operations, producing accurate and precise actions 
repeatedly and at vigilance for long periods of time with 
nothing to do until an unexpected event occurs. A classical 
theory of functional allocation between humans and machines 
was presented by Fitts [18] and is often referred to as MABA-
MABA list (men are good at - machines are good at).  

By reducing the human effort and increasing automation in 
assembly work, the question will arise of defining the right 
level of automation. Automation should be used for work that 
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The manual tasks can be described as physical and cognitive 
tasks. Mounting of gear wheel, bush, ball bearing, shall, back 
fixture and lid are physical tasks, while conformity to the 
required placement orientation is a cognitive task. Further, 
there are two variants for back fixture and the decision to 
choose the right variant is also a cognitive task. Besides, there 
are certain human activities where operator needs to take 
information from the environment. These are sensing tasks e.g. 
the robot, after completion of its tasks, signals the operator to 
pick and move the product or the breakage of a machine would 
signal the operator to take necessary action. 

 
Fig. 6. Product and experimental setup for the user-study. 

 
For automation of physical efforts, tasks 2 to 7 are assessed 

to require human intelligence and dexterity while tasks 8 and 9 
are assigned to the robot. The usefulness of having 
mechanization (HRC) can easily be evaluated in form of 
reduced operator’s involvement, increased productivity 
resulting in economic benefits. 

 
Fig. 7. Productivity analysis of experimental work cell in discrete simulation. 

 
By using the recorded cycle time from the experiment, a 

discrete event simulation was developed to compare manual 
and HRC scenario for changes in the productivity. Simulation 
analyses were conducted using Tecnomatix Plant Simulation 
for Windows version 14.2 (Siemens AG) and the results (Table 

2) depicted that the use of a robot for assembly collaboration of 
physical tasks can increase productivity.  

Table 1. Simulation results for productivity analysis of HRC 

 Cycle 
time 

Human 
time 
(s/p) 

Human 
efficiency 

% 

OEE 
% 

Per day 
production 

Manual 78 78 80 90 1042 

HRC 78 62 80 90 1248 

 
Cognitive tasks are automated using augmented reality 

glass. The operator visualizes the assembly instructions 
avoiding any errors. Once the robot has completed its assigned 
tasks (i.e. screwing) it generates a notification to the operator 
and operator moves the assembly to the next station. Usefulness 
of cognitive automation solutions is harder to quantify and 
therefore qualitative user studies are considered. 

Qualitative evaluations were made by the students to 
perform the tasks with the human-centered automation system. 
The students first made the tests by manual assembling where 
parts were randomly placed in front of them. They were 
instructed and were asked to perform the assembly by picking 
the right part. In this case, they had to think and decide to which 
component must be placed. During the experiment, the videos 
were made and were evaluated for the time spent on identifying 
the right parts during manual production and providing 
instructions with holograms in the next test. Similarly, number 
of times the participant picked wrong part and placed it back 
was counted as an error.  

Participants used robot, augmented reality instructions, and 
smart watch separately and then in a combination to evaluate 
their experience (Table 2). With each experiment value adding 
time (VAT – (time performing assembly)) and non-value 
adding time (N-VAT (thinking or making errors)) was 
recorded. Additionally, number of times wrong component was 
picked (i.e. an error) was noted. Further, the students were 
asked, in form of a questionnaire, for their use experience with 
the devices. A similar questionnaire was asked at the 
manufacturing company from the operators who were working 
directly with the robot or coexisting in the robotic workspace.  

 

Table 2. Comparative analysis of manual vs Lean automation. 

 Manual Physical 
automation 

only 

Cognitive 
automation 

only 

Physical + 
cognitive 

automation 

Cycle time (s) 41 49 43 37 

VAT (s) 32 36 38 32 

N-VAT (s) 9 13 5 5 

Productivity  78 73 88 86 

Errors 6 2 0 0 

 
The results from the questionnaire revealed that most new 

technologies are developed with the idea of hiding complexity 
for the end user but still are challenging for elderly workforce 
in the companies (Table 3). Nevertheless, the reconfiguration 
in these technologies is not easy for the end-users and expert 
knowledge is required.  
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(man and machines). Augmented reality (AR) is a digitized 
representation of digitally processed reality with digitally 
added virtual objects forming a real-virtual interaction. AR can 
help to instruct an operator of assembly instructions, supervise 
the assembly process or maintenance [25]. This can help to 
ensure process stability and predictive maintenance [26]. 
Horejsi [25] described the potential manufacturing related 
benefits of AR in logistics, assembly planning, and training. 
The full potential of AR can be realized through Internet of 
Things phenomena. IoT is an internet connected network of 
goods and objects that can exchange data [27]. 

 
Fig. 3. Augmented reality assembly instructions. 

3.3. Sensing automation of assembly cell 

Smart watch is a wearable device that can be used at human-
wrist. The watch alerts the operator by providing work related 
information and notifications at watch and vibrations.  

 
 

Fig. 4. (a) Gesture control armband to teach robot (b) Wearable to receive 
process notifications. 

4. Changing roles of humans in human centered 
automated assembly cells 

Humans, when collaborating with technologies, might see a 
shift in their roles in the assembly process. Experiences have 
shown that automation does simply not replace human activity 
but rather modifies it, often in a way not intended by the 
automation architects thereby posing new demands of 
coordination from the human operators [12]. [28] has explained 
the roles of humans in a production system as bystander, 
operator, teammate, programmer or supervisor. In manual 
assembly cells, the operator is acting as an operator while in 

fully automated cells, the roles of humans are supervisor or 
observer.  

 
Fig. 5. Changing roles of human operators in assembly cells. 

 
In contemporary design process greater functions are given 

to the machines while the human is assigned to monitor the 
system for prolonged period of time for a job for which humans 
were considered magnificently disqualified [29]. Human as 
observer becomes complacent. In this scenario the humans 
expect the automation to do the job for longer periods of times. 
Everything can work as expected however in case of an 
accident (and when human is needed to intervene) it will be too 
hard for human to handle the surprise and get back into the 
automation loop, to diagnose the problem and take necessary 
action to put the system back into functional cycle [5].  

With a balanced merger of machine capabilities with human 
skills the humans might be working as teammate or 
programmers. This might require training of existing 
employees. This will also require that the vocational skills are 
updated at the institutes to accommodate the needs of changing 
landscape. 

5. Evaluation and experimentation 

Technology driven devices are selected for evaluation of 
assembly tasks automation. These are: 

 
 Collaborative robot  
 Augmented reality glasses 
 Smart watches 

 
For experimentation and validation, a manual assembly cell 

is selected from a local manufacturing company. The cell 
produces an electronic linear actuator used in height-
adjustment desks. Fig. 6. shows the parts of the product and the 
experimental setup. In the actual industrial setup, the operator 
receives sub-assembly #1 on a conveyer from the previous 
station, and mounts gear-wheel #2, bush #3, ball bearing #4, 
back fixture #5, shall #6, gasket#7, lid #8 and mounts screws 
and then moves the assembly to the next station by hand.  

An experimental setup was developed to test the technology 
enabled assembly automation scenario. The tasks identified 
suitable for automation were performed using a collaborative 
robot. The robot used in the experiment was Universal Robot 
UR-10.  
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Table 3. Review of technologies for application potential. 

Technology User 
interface 

Ease to 
reconfigure 

User 
friendliness 

Industrial 
application 

Collaborative 
robot 

With some 
effort people 
can get used 
to it 

A level of 
training and 
formal 
education is 
needed to 
program 

Working 
alongside 
robot is 
exciting for 
many 
people  

Industrial 
use-cases 
are already 
available 

Augmented 
reality glasses 

User training 
is required 

Skilled 
people can 
develop the 
experience 

Not ready 
to use for 
long hours 

Not ready 
to use for 
long hours 

Smart watches Simple user 
interface 

Skilled 
people can 
develop the 
experiences 

Just like a 
daily 
wearable 

Easy to 
implement 

6. Conclusion 

As the need for agility in manufacturing paradigm is 
increasing the vitality of humans in production system is 
becoming important. The shift in mindset from human-less 
fully automated systems to human-centered Lean automated 
systems can enhance the performance and productivity. The 
concept of Lean automation by keeping human at the center of 
an automation system and utilizing the bests of humans and 
machines in a combination can offer to achieve high 
productivity especially in manual works e.g. assembly.  

The results are not only visible in increased productivity but 
also in increasing safety, improved ergonomic conditions and 
human wellbeing.  
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DRIVE THE COBOTS ARIGHT: DEVELOPING GUIDELINES TO 

IMPLEMENT COLLABORATIVE ROBOTS IN MANUFACTURING 

 

Abstract 

A new design of industrial robots with a safer and lightweight architecture and easier 

programming (i.e. collaborative robots or cobots) is of interest for manufacturers to 

automate simple and standalone tasks in coexistence with humans. For operations with a 

sequence of interdependent tasks, such as assembly, the cobots are recognized to have a 

higher potential but carries several challenges. The gains from cobots are less dependent 

on the design of the cobot itself and more on the way the cobot is used or its application 

is designed. This study explores three use-cases of cobots in a large manufacturing 

company located in a high-wage economy. The cobots - of the case studies - were 

implemented to have human-centered automation in assembly tasks. The cobot cases are 

evaluated for their productivity and flexibility against conventional industrial robots. The 

conclusion is made as a set of guidelines for practitioners for the implementation of 

cobots.   

Keywords: Human-robot collaboration; Cobot; Collaborative robot; Digital twin, Demonstrator; 

Simulation 

 

1. Introduction 

It is not the design of a robot that makes it collaborative, but it is the application that makes a robot to 

be a collaborative robot. Yet, most human-robot collaborative applications staged by industrialists are 

largely focused at using a robot manipulator that has some design-feature for potentially making it 

cooperative. While the application of cobot in most industrial applications is still difficult to be described 

as collaborative. The resulting applications are often not generating much value in terms of flexibility 

and productivity, while their interaction to humans also remains in question.     

This study is designed considering the tendency in manufacturing industry for human-robot interaction. 

It is observed that besides growing interest in cobots in research community, industrial application of 

human-robot interaction is limited, primarily due to the safety implications attributed towards humans. 

The cobots are being implemented but their usefulness remains in question. It is important that the 

cobots are To explore this phenomenon, this paper: 

• Investigates three cobot assembly use cases at a manufacturing company 

• Evaluates the cases for flexibility, productivity and interaction with humans against conventional 

industrial robots 

• Develops a set of guidelines for using cobots in industrial practices  

2. Industrial automation and robotics 

A great proportion of present day industrial automation is largely being supported by caged and heavy 

load industrial robots (Malik & Bilberg 2017). Yet they are immobile and always hard to reconfigure. 

The concept of collaborative robot was presented in 1996 by (Peshkin M et al. 1996) to take advantage 

of the best skills of humans and robots in a collaboration. In the later years, the scientific landscape 
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experienced a new generation of industrial robotics which are lightweight and can be operated 

alongside humans. Further they are easier to reconfigure or (re)program. For these attributes, they are 

often referred to as collaborative robots or ‘cobots’.  

3. Structure of HRC  

Kruger  (Krüger et al. 2009) defined collaborative robot as a mechanical device enabling human-

machine cooperation through direct physical interaction with fellow humans. The area where human 

and robot work and can co-exist is the ‘workspace’. While each robot and human have a space where 

they can move during performance of their job which is called ‘zone’. Within each work zones there can 

be additional zones depending on the interaction type. An example of which is that if they come in direct 
contact then a virtual work zone of cooperation may be developed. Further, if they come in direct contact 

to exchange tools or parts then another work zone of ‘handing over’ can be developed within the 

cooperating zone.  

 

Figure 1. Structure of a human-robot collaborative workstation.  

 

4. Interaction between humans and robots in a production environment 

A comprehensive study (Bauer et al. 2016) investigating the state of the art in use of collaborative robots 

in manufacturing discussed several forms of possible interactions between humans and robots.  These 

interaction levels were referred to as cell, coexistence, cooperation and collaboration.  

It can be argued with confidence that currently the cobot applications are found in the first two levels 

of cell and coexistence. While the next two levels ate rarely seen. These human-robot interactions 

verified through industrial experimentation were documented in a research study (Malik & Bilberg 

2019b). The following section describes each HRI type:   
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Figure2 . Levels of engagement between human and robot based on time and space sharing (adapted 

from (Bauer et al. 2016)) 

Cell. The robot performs the tasks in a confined space provided with safety monitored stop or light 

curtains to stop the robot in case a human intrusion happens. The human does not get in contact with 

the robot or its end-of-arm tooling during operation. The loading of the parts to the robot happens by 

either stopping the robot or by use of an intermediate hardware. The intermediate hardware transfers 

the parts to the robot while the human stays out of the robot workspace. However, the intermediate 

hardware takes space, makes the production system inflexible and adds to the total cost of the system.  

Coexistence. Human and robot can work alongside each other with independent tasks and do not have 

a shared workspace. To take care of any human misstep of entering into the robot space, the robot needs 

to be equipped with some safety systems e.g. either the robot manipulator is a power and force limiting 

device or safety monitored stop is implemented.    

Synchronized. In this form of interaction, both the human and the robot are working on the same 

workpiece but in an alternative fashion. Only one of them gets into the active workspace at any instance 

of time.  

Cooperation. Human and robot are present in the active workspace but are working on different 

workpieces or have different tasks.  

Collaboration. The human and the robot are capable to work on the same component at the same time. 

It is the most challenging in terms of technology as the robot needs to be situational aware for its 

environment and can plan and anticipate the actions. However, it has the highest potential for mixed 

automation of manual tasks where a set of automatable tasks are separated and are assigned to a robot. 

 

5. Problem description 

The case company has different automation levels in its production. Starting from highly automated 

production to fully manual assembly cells. Manual assembly cells are an area facing challenges of high 

labor rates and globalization. The company initiated comprehensive projects to increase the automation 

level through collaborative robots and enable human-robot hybrid automation. The company developed 

some HRI assembly solutions but faced several challenges from safety to human competency. Therefore, 

the case company forms an excellent space to investigate the real-world usage of human-robot 

interaction for assembly which is considered a challenging area for robotic automation. It is accepted 

that few cases can be a limited sample to establish generalization. But case studies often help to make 

in-depth analysis and form a generic knowledge for people facing the similar problem.  
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6. Study methodology 

Case study research has been a dominant method for empirical analysis in this research. Since multiple 

aspects of human-robot collaboration have been explored in the case company, therefore multiple case 

studies (within the case company) have been the subject of consideration but all were bounded by their 

nature to one another.  

This study explores the real-world applications of collaborative robots. The authors have been involved 

in multiple industry led research projects within application of collaborative robots in manufacturing 

applications. The activities involved design, and development of different HRI solutions. This particular 

study explores the implemented solutions in terms of the flexibility versus productivity scale and its 
human-interaction and diagnoses the advantages of using a cobot instead of a conventional industrial 

robot.  

Cases are narratives presenting real life scenario or problem (Davis & Wilcock 2004). Case study 

research is referred to an in-depth exploration of a program, event, activity, process or individual(s). 

Case study research is most relevant when the research question is of nature of how and why and the 

phenomena under observation has a real-life context (Klein 2012). Eisenhardt (Eisenhardt 1989) 

described case study as a preferred scientific method to understand a scientific phenomenon within its 

natural context. The fewer the number of sources are the more in depth analysis are possible (Karlsson 

2010). Case study research as a qualitative method has been used by researchers across a variety of 

disciplines to add strength or extend experience to what is already known through previous research.  

 

7. Case studies 

7.1. Case study 1: Modular cobot table 

The first case-study is a cobot application in the assembly of a linear actuator. The product previously 

was being assembled manually and the company introduced a cobot to automate the process. A cobot - 

placed on a modular fixturing table - is used for the purpose. But to keep it safe for the humans it is made 

as independent as possible requiring no human involvement at any stage of operation unless any failure 

happens. The robot operates in a closed boundary cell where human interaction is only in the form that 

humans are coexisting in the area but are not interacting with the robot during operation (type 1 and 

2). Therefore, the cell is being used isolated from humans (just like a conventional industrial robot) but 

with significantly less operational speed.  

Figure 3 . Cobot application case 1. 
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The cell is investigated for the three parameters of flexibility, productivity and human interaction. Based 

on the given evaluations, it is suggested to use a conventional high-speed industrial robot in a closed cell 

to replace the collaborative robot but would require more floor area to build the close robot cell. The 

resulting solution will increase the productivity.  

Figure 4 . Proposed alternative scenario in case 1 

 

7.2. Case study 2: Cobot for assembly tasks 

In this case, a cobot (UR10) is integrated to assemble a battery pack. The product previously was a 

manual assembled product. The tasks being performed by the robot are pick & place of components, 

gluing and screwing while the total cycle time of the process is 160 seconds per product. The robot 

operates in a closed boundary cell where human interaction is only in the form that humans are 

coexisting in the area but are not interacting with the robot during operation (type 1 and 2 – referring 

to section C). Theoretically, the two primary factors that need to be achieved with cobots are that either 

it is adaptable and/or collaborative. However, the subject automation solution is neither adaptable, nor 

collaborative.  

 

Figure 5 . Cobot application case 2. 

Nevertheless, it is effectively automating the complete process without constructing any closed walls 

around the robot acquiring less floor area and less investment. Furthermore, the cell is built in lesser 

time as integration and programming is comparatively easier than an industrial robot. The use of 

industrial robot in the same application would increase the productivity, but integration time would be 

longer, the total cost would be higher, and no flexibility would be there to modify the operation.  
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8.3. Case study 3: Cobot for screwing tasks 

The third case is a cobot for automation of screwing tasks. During the process, the first operator 

assembles the product and places the sub-assembly in a fixture as shown in figure. The fixture revolves 

and moves the sub-assembly to the robot, where the robot performs screwing tasks and transfers the 

product to the next operator for subsequent operations. The robot takes 60 seconds to complete its one 

cycle. Although the interaction between the robot and the operators is through an intermediate 

hardware however, other operators are coexisting in the environment while the robot is in operation.  

 

Figure 6 . Cobot application case 3. 

 

8. Analysis 

 Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 
Reconfiguration There is only one 

variant of the product 
being assembled in the 
cell.  Reconfiguration is 
not possible due to 
fixed hardware and 
programming difficulty 

There is only one 
variant of the product 
being assembled in the 
cell. The design of the 
cell can handle new 
equipment but will 
take long time and 
effort to convert it to 
new configuration 

Cobot is being used for 
a fixed opera-toon of 
screwing. There is no 
need of making 
alterations. The reason 
was to have an 
automation solution in 
less floor space without 
being expansive 

Human collaboration There is NO human 
involvement during 
operation 

There is NO human 
involvement during 
operation 

Operators co-exist in 
the same work-space 
but are not interacting 
with the robot 

Speed ≥ industrial  

robot 

Speed is less than an 
industrial robot 

Speed is less than an 
industrial robot 

Speed is less than an 
industrial robot 
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9. Forming guidelines for implementing cobots 

In light of the above analysis and listening to the experiences of many practitioners, a set of cobot 

guidelines is developed. The guidelines are forming a basis for cobotic systems development in 

manufacturing applications. Nevertheless, the guidelines are based on the tradeoffs between flexibility, 

productivity and if HRI is needed or desired or not.  

1. A robot becomes a cobot when there is a human interaction of any type is needed. It is not the 

design that makes a robot to be cobot but it is the application that converts a robotic solution 

into a collaborative robot solution 

2. If there is no human interaction needed and higher productivity is desirable, it is advised to use 
robots 

3. Cobots are also suitable in places where less floor area is available to place the automation 

equipment 

4. Task complexity is an important parameter to evaluate cobot application. In assembly 

operations, a part of manual tasks (easier and repetitive) can be automated with cobots working 

alongside human operators (Malik & Bilberg 2019a) 

5. Cobots are useful to automate a series of tasks with longer cycle times (> 50 sec). It will spare 

enough time for the operator to perform an alternative task.  

6. Cobot are easier to deploy, therefore the investment in a cobot is more flexible in-case the cobot 

cell is no longer needed 

7. Cobots being available exhibit lesser accuracy (0,1 mm) compared to most bulky industrial 

robots (0.01mm). Therefore, precision assembly is not the right option with cobots.  

8. Use cobot if the product to be produced has not many variants. As the need of variant may 

require multiple grippers which would increase the total cost of the system.  

9. Screwing operations in manual assembly are an excellent choice for cobots. As screwing has 

fixed locations for task performance, longer cycle times, and is of repetitive nature. 

10. Efforts can be made to find half/quarter applications of cobots in different work areas, and the 

cobot can be moved when and where needed (requires easier programming) 

 

10. Discussion and conclusion 

It is observed that many cobot cases being observed today are based on the design of the cobot that is 

enabled with some sort of body and force limiting. However, the application developed is not really an 

HRI case rather it is just a robot case. It could have been better that an industrial robot has been used 

achieving higher productivity.  
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Abstract
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1 Introduction

Automation can be defined as the functional allocation of 
physical and/or cognitive manual tasks to machines gaining 
higher production volumes while sacrificing production flex-
ibility. Since automation is the process of taking advantage 
of some mechanism, either physical or cognitive, to reduce 
human effort, the next question is how much automation is 
the right automation? Frohm [1] argued that the transforma-
tion of a system from totally manual to totally automatic 
is not a one-step progression. Rather, it must be taken as a 
continuum of automation levels from fully manual to fully 
automated (without any human involvement).

A great proportion of present day industrial automation is 
largely being supported by caged and heavy load industrial 
robots [2]. Yet they are immobile and always hard to recon-
figure. In 1996 [3] presented a concept of human–robot col-
laboration to take advantage of bests of the human and robot. 
In the later years, the scientific landscape has experienced a 
new generation of industrial robotics which are lightweight, 
and can be operated alongside humans. Further they are 
easier to reconfigure or (re)program. For these attributes, 
they are often referred to as collaborative robots or cobots.

Besides several developments in collaborative robots 
the questions of collaborative automation strategies and the 
level of human collaboration are minimally answered. This 
signifies a lack of measurement science to assess the types 
and levels of human–robot collaboration and right safety 
conditions. This aspect is important for manufacturers to 
develop human–robot teams to be readily integrated into 
operations both for structured and unstructured conditions. 
This should be much similar and as simple to develop human 
work teams.

This study presents a unified taxonomy for human–robot 
collaboration that is applicable both for conventional heavy 
load industrial robots and light weight collaborative robots. 
The taxonomy is in a form of 3-imensional model with vari-
ous aspects of human–robot collaboration. An inspiration 
for this work is the Industry 4.0 reference model known as 
RAMI 4.0 that simplifies the complex phenomena of Indus-
try 4.0 research and guarantees interoperability along vari-
ous layers of a value chain.

2  Research background

2.1  Levels of automation

Fasth [4] described the levels of automation as prob-
lem of tasks allocation between humans and technology 
and described level of automation as, “The allocation of 
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physical and cognitive tasks between humans and technol-
ogy, described as a continuum ranging from totally manual 
to totally automatic”. Humans and machines, as production 
resources, possess both similar and different capabilities. 
The question of task allocation arises when both, the human 
and the machine, are capable to perform a task making it 
necessary to evaluate the best resource for performing the 
task. Therefore, the allocation of tasks to machines can be 
limited to fewer tasks (partial automation) or of all tasks 
(full automation).

Fitts’ list of functional allocation [5] is a classical theory 
for analyzing human–machine capabilities for task alloca-
tion often referred to as MABA–MABA list (men are good 
at-machines are good at). Fitts and his colleagues devel-
oped a detailed report with the objective to improve air 
navigation systems and defined a framework consisting of 
eleven points that define the bests of humans and machines 
in human–machine cooperation. Later, other theories were 
developed along the evolution of technological landscape. 
Nevertheless, Fitts list is considered as the classical theory 
of functional allocation to humans and machine.

The classical applied approach towards defining levels of 
automation is the time-honored engineering approach that 
accounts for automating everything that can be automated, 
and the rest is assigned to humans. Norman [6] contra-
dicted with this approach as it starts with tasks allocations 
to machines and leftovers for humans, making machines 
as first class citizens and humans as second-class. Norman 
emphasized that the system be designed by considering 
the strengths of humans while machines taking over the 
remnants.

2.2  Advancement in industrial robotic applications

Since, it is the application that makes a robot to be a col-
laborative robot, therefore the design structure of a collabo-
rative or cooperative robot need not to be strictly different 
than a conventional industrial robot [7]. Although the design 
of lightweight robots is more feasible for HRC in terms of 
being lightweight as they possess lower kinetic energy and 
carry lesser danger for humans.

Similar to conventional industrial robots, the flexibility 
and dexterity of a cobot is enabled by its kinematical degrees 
of freedom allowing it to reach every conceivable coordi-
nate within its workspace in numerous configurations. The 
usability of cobot is greatly dependent on the flexibility to 
handle various grasping tools, and other supporting devices. 
This has been supported by the advancement in 3D printing 
technology for quickly developing customized end effectors 
[8, 9].

The cobots coupled with required safety technologies can 
be used to exchange the strengths and weaknesses of their 
fellow humans creating workspaces with right and balanced 

amount of automation [10]. This balanced automation is 
achieved at the intersection of flexibility of manual processes 
and efficiency of machines. The advantages of HRC are cost 
optimization, improved ergonomics and operator’s wellbeing 
etc. [11]. A voluminous empirically derived science base for 
the usefulness of HRC is available now.

2.3  Structure of HRC

Kruger [12] defined a collaborative robot as a mechanical 
device enabling human–machine cooperation through direct 
physical interaction with fellow humans. The area where 
human and robot work and can co-exist is the workspace 
(Fig. 1). While each robot and human has a space where 
they can move during performance of job which is called 
zone. Within each work zones there can be additional zones 
depending on the interaction type. An example of which is 
that if they come in direct contact then a virtual work zone 
of cooperation may be developed. Further, if they come in 
direct contact to exchange tools or parts then another work 
zone of handing over can be developed within the cooperat-
ing zone.

3  State of the art

The research in humans’ interactions with machines, devices 
and virtual systems began with the development of com-
puter technology. Human computer interaction (HCI) is 
defined as, “Human–computer interaction is a discipline 
concerned with the design, evaluation and implementation 
of interactive computing systems for human use and with the 
study of major phenomena surrounding them”. A canoni-
cal HCI taxonomy was presented by [15] as “time–space 
taxonomy”. This approach divided the HCI into four cat-
egories of humans using computer systems at the same time 

Fig. 1  Human robot collaboration
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(synchronous) or different times (asynchronous), in the 
same place (collocated) or in different places (non-collo-
cated). With the emergence of the concept of collaborative 
robots the theories on humans interacting with robots were 
derived from humans interacting with computers. Later, 
Scholtz [13] differentiated human computer interaction 
from human–robot interaction in four dimensions of level 
of human–robot interaction, dynamic tendency of robot 
to develop hardware problems, necessity of environment 
interaction for mobile robots and the environment in which 
interaction happens.

Yanco [14] developed a taxonomy of human–robot inter-
action (HRI) in 2002 based on the argument that HRI is a 
subset of HCI. The taxonomy was composed of eight pos-
sible combinations of single or multiple humans and robots, 
acting as individuals or in a team. It was taking care of the 
concept of human–robot team composition, amount of inter-
action required, decision support, and space–time location. 
Later, with the knowledge development within HRC, an 
updated taxonomy was presented in 2004 [15] to include 
measures of social nature of tasks and robot morphology. 
The taxonomy of HRI by Yanco takes the form of a general 
theory of humans interacting with technical devices and sys-
tems. It is applicable to all possible scenarios in this regard, 
for example, computer applications, space flight, human 
rescue and industrial production. However, due to the broad 
scope of the study it is insufficient to today’s industrial HRC 
applications and can also be regarded as outdated. The rea-
son being that in HRC many scenarios are not useful or offer 
the same scenario if compared to other situations.

Scholtz [13] formulated a theory of human–robot interac-
tion in the early days of the concept of humans interacting 
with physical robots. He also argued that the interaction of 
humans with robots is different from interaction with com-
puters. The interaction difference is based on the arguments 
that HRI is concerned with physical systems of high com-
plexity, dynamic control, exhibition of autonomy and oper-
ate in real-world changing environment. Scholtz also defined 
the roles that humans may take in the HRI scenario. These 
roles are; (a) supervisory role: human supervising the behav-
iour of the robot but not directly controlling it; (b) operator: 
a higher interaction with robot needing to change robot’s 
behaviour; (c) teammate: human working with a teammate 
robot to accomplish a group of tasks with divided tasks in 
between human and robot; (d) mechanic: human changing 
the robot hardware or programming it; (e) bystander: when 
human is not controlling the robot but understands its behav-
iour in order to execute some task within robot space.

Shi [16] presented a comprehensive analysis and defi-
nitions of different levels of collaboration between human 
and robots from United States Consortium for Automated 
Research (USCAR). The study is based on various inter-
views from variety of stake holders, robot manufacturers, 

system integrators, technology providers and safety pro-
fessionals from automotive companies. The three levels 
described are low, medium and high level of collaboration. 
Although there is no quantitative description of each level 
but an example is presented to develop the ideation of each 
levels of collaboration. Further an assessment is provided 
for probabilities of successful implementation of HRC in 
the low, medium, and high levels.

An industrial report by Fraunhofer Institute of Industrial 
Engineering [17], outlined five categories of human machine 
collaboration. These categories are based on the concept 
of task sharing between the teammates and is discussed in 
between a single robot and a single human. The levels of 
collaboration are significant in terms of their definition but 
technical details of each category is out of the scope of the 
report.

Bdivi [18] described four levels of physical interaction 
for of heavy load industrial robots. According to Bdivi there 
are possibly four types of HRIs as shared workspace without 
shared task; shared workspace-shared task without physical 
interaction; shared workspace-shared task "handing-over" 
and shared workspace-shared task with physical interaction.

A research recently has been published by Ranz [19] 
focusing on the technical aspects of HRC for industrial 
application. The study evaluates the drawbacks in the exist-
ing work available and presented a framework consisting 
five dimensions of objectives product characteristics, pro-
cess parameters, work system, and safety. The five dimen-
sions are evaluated based on 41 characteristics thus forming 
169 possible characteristics. The framework initiates with 
defining economic objectives that need to be met, and then 
product specifications are evaluated for possibility of HRC. 
The remaining procedure determines the specifications of 
HRC system and the required safety concept. The presented 
morphology can be utilized as a design guideline for HRC 
applications. However, the study lacks the relationships 
between each dimension. Further, by assigning the numbers 
in each category of possible collaboration, the framework 
has become rigid. For example, the collaboration is men-
tioned not suitable for assembly work, which is not correct.

Aaltonen [20] argued that the research in HRC has many 
terminology ambiguities and continuing with the argument 
made an analysis of previously suggested collaboration lev-
els. It was also discussed that the levels of collaboration have 
an influence on level of automation. Based on the findings 
a framework was proposed for HRC with four categories of 
no-coexistence, coexistence, cooperation and collaboration.

There can be various ways to define the types of interac-
tion however the technical details of each collaboration level 
is not discussed [20]. Further, most researchers have tried 
to develop new ways of classification instead of trying to 
explore the available types and defining its technical param-
eters, advantages and limitations. Guiochet [21] suggested 
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the need of usable human–robot interaction models in order 
to perform model based risk analysis for commercialization 
of HRC. We continue with the argument that level of col-
laboration is directly related with the level of automation.

4  Architecture model of human–robot 
collaboration

Based on several dimensions of human–robot interaction 
presented over the last years, it is important that a unified 
reference model is developed for correct and faster imple-
mentation of human–robot work teams. A 3-dimensional 
HRC model is presented in this section. Each axis is a 
representation of an aspect of humans and robots working 
together. It helps to identify the correct type of interaction in 
the application under investigation and to choose the appro-
priate safety standard (s) required for the application.

The proposed model (Fig. 2) is composed of the aspects 
of HRC already peer-reviewed and published as presented 
in state of the art. In the proposed model, the horizontal 
right axis is referred to as type of interaction in humans 
and robots. It defines the team composition from one robot 
and one human to multiple robots and multiple humans. 
The horizontal left axis is referred to as level of collabora-
tion which defines the tasks sharing strategy and amount 

of engagement required between human(s) and robot(s) to 
complete a work task. The vertical axis is the safety axis 
comprising of four layers. These fours layers are based on 
the safety requirements defined in ISO standard for collabo-
rative robots named ISO-15066. The three aspects of HRI 
are integrated in the model resulting in multitudes of pos-
sible configurations for determining the appropriate type and 
level of interaction and safety requirements.

4.1  Horizontal right axis: HRC team composition

The possible types of interaction or team-composition strate-
gies are shown in Fig. 3. The level starts from one human 
and one robot, to multiple humans and multiple robots. Con-
tradictory to Janco’s taxonomy, where team composition is 
defined at eight levels (Fig. 3), we reduce the types by mov-
ing the level of interaction to other axis because modern 
industrial experimentations have surpassed the possible 
interactions compared to Janco’s work.

The first is one-human and one-robot (a), where a robot 
is assisting a human in accomplishing the tasks. This is the 
most common case of application of collaborative robots in 
industrial environment. However, the details to which each 
of them can collaborate or how much tasks can be shared 
are described in Chapter 4.2. The next type is one human 
interacting with multiple robots. This refers to a scenario 

Fig. 2  Architecture model for 
human–robot collaboration

Fig. 3  HRC team composition
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where lesser human intervention is needed and a human is 
enough to intervene the robotics operations when desired. 
The third type is multiple humans and one robot, where most 
tasks are manual while robot is performing some specialized 
repetitive task for each of the fellow human. In this category, 
the robot is lesser flexible. The fourth type is the interaction 
of multiple humans with multiple robots.

4.2  Horizontal left axis: Level of engagement 
in HRC

A study on investigating the state of the art in theory and in 
practice for lightweight collaborative robots was presented 
by Fraunhofer IAO (Fig. 4). The study defined the possi-
ble levels of collaboration in a human–robot collaboration. 
The levels are referred to as cell, coexistence, cooperation 
and collaboration. In the study, it was found that the current 
applications are found in the coexistence category and not 
in the cooperation or collaboration categories. We examined 
these categories through our industrial experimentations, 
and have found limitations to each category. The following 
section describes each level with its associated descriptions:

4.2.1  Cell

The robot is operated in a cage and safety monitored stop 
or light curtains are provided so that the intrusion of human 
into robot’s workspace will stop or slow down the robot.

The human does not interact directly with the robot or the 
robot end of arm tooling (EOAT).

When loading parts to the robot, operator loads the parts 
to a designated fixture while staying in human’s work-
space, rotary table or other transfer device. Human stays in 
its workspace and only the workpiece is transferred to the 
robot for processing. The key characteristic is an intermedi-
ate hardware (rotary table, conveyer etc.) to buffer or transfer 
the parts between the operator and the robot. The intermedi-
ate hardware keeps the human and the robot to work outside 

of the working envelope of each. However, the intermediate 
hardware adds to the cost, takes space and makes the cell 
less flexible for future changes.

Human does not enter into robot workspace. In case, 
human enters the robot workspace a safety monitored stop 
is required to slow down or stop the robot.

In this scenario, the robotic arm can be a power or force 
limiting robot or it can be a conventional industrial robot 
without safety sensors mounted on the robot. The decision 
on choosing the right robot manipulator will depend on the 
size of the product, required production volume, accuracy 
and variety.

4.2.2  Coexistence

Human(s) and robot(s) work alongside each other but do not 
share a workspace. The human and the robot have independ-
ent tasks and they do not share the workspaces or working 
envelopes of each other.

Considering safety requirements, the robot manipulator 
should be a power and force limiting robot. If it is not, safety 
monitored stop and/or speed and separation monitoring must 
be implemented in case the human enters the robot work-
space. The commonality of goals can be developed so that 
they are performing work-in-process or a secondary task for 
the same final product but in either case they are not sharing 
the jobs.

4.2.3  Synchronized

Human and robot share a common workspace and a joint 
goal however, only one of them is present at the shared 
workspace at any instance of time and perform the job 
alternately.

Human and the robot have a shared workspace.
The workpiece stays at its position and each resource 

alternately performs the job.

Fig. 4  Levels of engagement between human and robot based on time and space sharing (adapted from [17])
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It is important that the workload balancing is carefully 
done to utilize the potentially idle resource. However, the 
tasks must also be balanced so that robot or human have 
enough tasks to perform continuously that the other partner 
can do some other task.

4.2.4  Cooperation

Human and robot both have shared tasks in the shared work-
space but they do not work on the same component.

Human and robot have a common shared workspace and 
they are present in the workspace at the same time. However, 
each of them are working on a separate workpiece. This can 
be done randomly or in a sequence.

An example is that the human performs some tasks and 
moves to the next workpiece while the robot performs some 
secondary tasks on the workpieces. Another example is that 
human and robot both are capable to perform the task with 
similar accuracy and repeatability and with a vision system 
the robot gets to know which component needs assistance 
and the robot starts operating on them.

4.2.5  Collaboration

Human and robot work on the same component at the same 
time.

Robots need to be situational aware for safety concerns 
and easy to adapt. Robot must be dynamic to the obstacles 
and adapt to trajectories in real time.

Technologically most challenging.
Carries a lot of potential for mixed automation for ergo-

nomically challenging tasks.

4.3  Vertical axis: the safety layers

This follows the safety limitations based human–robot inter-
actions as described in ISO 15066 standard and forms the 
vertical axis in the HRC model (Fig. 5). In the reference 

model, the safety limitations are made in four layers signi-
fying the importance of safety and highlighting the need of 
number of layers required to safeguard the fellow humans. 
Each possible configuration derived from previous two axes 
might need any one of the safety layers or all of the safety 
layers. Starting from levels 1 on horizontal left-axis where 
only safety monitored stop may be enough but moving 
towards next levels (full collaboration—increase flexibility 
of the system) will require additional safety layers.

The first layer is a safety monitored stop. In this case a 
robot performs the job as long as human is not in its work-
space. As the human enters the workspace a safety moni-
tored stop is initiated. The robot resumes its operation as 
the human leaves the robot workspace. It is the conventional 
example of human–robot cooperation with industrial robots. 
The next layer is the hand guiding feature. It is the situation 
when human guides/moves a robot to the point of applica-
tion. This collaboration mechanism can be used to define 
trajectories in easier way. To make the process safer a switch 
is made available in the robot controller which is mandatory 
to be pressed to allow the movement of the robot.

In speed and separation monitoring, various virtual 
boundaries can be created which are monitored for human 
presence by vision systems. This slows down the robot speed 
based on the presence of human in respective layer. The 
principle is that closer the human is to the robot the slower 
is the robot speed. The last boundary refers to a complete 
stoppage of the robot.

5  Discussion

A high level of automation can be the best choice but it 
comes with a lot of challenges as described by Bainbridge 
in her 1983 article, ‘Ironies of automation’ [22]. Efforts to 
develop human-centered automation rather than machine-
centred automation had begun already in 1989 [23]. The 
metamorphosis got a lot more attraction with the challenges 

Fig. 5  Human robot interactions based on ISO15066 standard
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in assembly systems and the development of collaborative 
robots promising a collaboration level to rise resulting in 
higher collaborative automation. Machines are good at all 
those tasks where humans are bad at creating the opportunity 
to devise system based on the bests of each member. This 
will make humans an active part of the automation system 
at level appropriate to their abilities in line with safety con-
straints. The automation must be able to assist the humans 
communicating feedbacks about the capability and state 
of the production system, for example. So, the automation 
must inform the human when automation will be nearing 
its abilities.

6  Conclusion

In the conventional automation, as we move up towards 
higher automation, the humans become less and less impor-
tant for the system taking up supervisory roles. However, in 
case of a problem, it is unlikely even for a trained operator to 
get back in the loop in a short time and control the system’s 
misbehavior. This is argued that a higher level of collabora-
tion increases the automation level in the production system. 
Therefore, we believe in assessing the level of collaboration 
and it is essential that the goal of automation be changed 
from level of automation to level of collaboration. Which 
in turn gives advantages in productivity. With the proposed 
reference model various configurations of human–robot 
collaboration are possible. It forms a reference scale for 
application point of view for collaborative robots and to 
develop interoperability between various known aspects of 
collaboration.
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Abstract: 

 Purpose: Over the past years, collaborative robots have been introduced as a new genera-
tion of industrial robotics working alongside humans to share the workload. These robots 
have the potential to enable human–robot collaboration (HRC) for flexible automation. 
However, the deployment of these robots in industrial environments, particularly in as-
sembly, still comprises several challenges, of which one is skills-based tasks distribution 
between humans and robots. With ever-decreasing product life cycles and high-mix low 
volume production, the skills-based task distribution is to become a frequent activity. This 
paper aims to present a methodology for tasks distribution between human and robot in 
assembly work by complexity-based tasks classification.

 Approach: The assessment method of assembly tasks is based on the physical features 
of the components and associated task description. The attributes that can influence as-
sembly complexity for automation are presented. Physical experimentation with a collab-
orative robot and work with several industrial cases helped to formulate the presented 
method.

 Findings: The method will differentiate the tasks with higher complexity of handling, 
mounting, human safety and part feeding from lowcomplexity tasks, thereby simplifying 
collaborative automation in HRC scenario. Such structured method for tasks distribution 
in HRC can significantly reduce deployment and changeover times.

 Value: Assembly attributes affecting HRC automation are identified. The methodology is 
presented for evaluating tasks for assigning to the robot and creating a work–load balance 
forming a human–robot work team. Finally, an assessment tool for simplified industrial 
deployment.
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Abstract
Purpose – Over the past years, collaborative robots have been introduced as a new generation of industrial robotics working alongside humans to
share the workload. These robots have the potential to enable human–robot collaboration (HRC) for flexible automation. However, the deployment
of these robots in industrial environments, particularly in assembly, still comprises several challenges, of which one is skills-based tasks distribution
between humans and robots. With ever-decreasing product life cycles and high-mix low volume production, the skills-based task distribution is to
become a frequent activity. This paper aims to present a methodology for tasks distribution between human and robot in assembly work by
complexity-based tasks classification.
Design/methodology/approach – The assessment method of assembly tasks is based on the physical features of the components and associated
task description. The attributes that can influence assembly complexity for automation are presented. Physical experimentation with a collaborative
robot and work with several industrial cases helped to formulate the presented method.
Findings – The method will differentiate the tasks with higher complexity of handling, mounting, human safety and part feeding from low-
complexity tasks, thereby simplifying collaborative automation in HRC scenario. Such structured method for tasks distribution in HRC can
significantly reduce deployment and changeover times.
Originality/value – Assembly attributes affecting HRC automation are identified. The methodology is presented for evaluating tasks for assigning
to the robot and creating a work–load balance forming a human–robot work team. Finally, an assessment tool for simplified industrial deployment.
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1. Introduction

Conventional heavy load industrial robots, even though being
immobile and hard to reconfigure, are the backbone of a great
proportion of industrial automation (Malik and Bilberg, 2017).
They are applied in various areas of value addition in a
manufacturing landscape to boost productivity. But when it
comes to assembly work they are not practical.
Assembly work refers to a set of sequential activities of

joining geometrically defined parts, components and software
resulting into functional products. The primary characteristics
of assembly work that differentiate it from manufacturing are
the large number of parts, many variants, frequent disruptions
in the production process and shorter cycle times. Given these
reasons assembly systems have traditionally been remained in
the hands of humans and away from mainstream automation.
Today, for manufacturing of discrete products, assembly is
considered themost labor-intensive process.
However, manual ways of production are not able to cope

with the challenges of mass customization and globalization.
The increasing market challenges are much of the drive toward
extending levels of industrial automation in manual work in the
form of human-machine collaboration (HMC). The dream

combination of humans and machines working together is now
being realized through collaborative robots that tend to share
the workload of their fellow humans. This new generation of
industrial robotics, offering opportunities to form human–
robot work teams, is called collaborative robot or cobot.
A collaborative robot (Figure 1) is a mechanical device

endeavoring direct physical contact with fellow humans
(Krüger et al., 2009). The concept of lightweight collaborative
industrial robots was first presented by (Peshkin and Colgate,
1996) and is aimed to offer human–robot interaction by
enabling safety, easy mobility by its lightweight structure and
flexibility by ease of reconfiguration. Cobots together with
required safety devices create opportunities to exchange the
strengths and weaknesses of machines with their fellow humans
creating workspaces exhibiting the right amount of automation
(Müller et al., 2016). The balanced-automation is formed at
the splendid intersection of flexibility of manual operations and
efficiency ofmachines.
When implementing a collaborative robot in a manual

assembly cell for sharing work-tasks between human and robot
a challenge is the right work-load distribution. This challenge is
associated with the complexity of assembly operations that keep
humans as a need. If identified rightly, those manual tasks can
be separated from less ergonomic, repetitive tasks and can be
assigned to the robot.The current issue and full text archive of this journal is available on

Emerald Insight at: www.emeraldinsight.com/0143-991X.htm
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Traditionally, this is done through gut-feeling without any
structured methods available. Alternatively, there are complex
mathematical models to verify the robot application for a given
task, but these methods are contextual and complex for
industrial application. Further, the significance of skills based
workload distribution is important because the ironies of
automating everything that can be automated and assigning the
leftover tasks to humans have been discussed by Norman
(Norman, 2015). A structured quantification of tasks for their
ease of automation wouldmake it possible to prioritize the tasks
based on their automation potential in an assembly process
thereby simplifying thework-load distribution.
A task, in assembly, is defined as the manipulation of robotic

or human arm required to reach a target and execute an action
(e.g. grasp, insert and release) (Pellegrinelli et al., 2016). It is
possible to distribute assembly tasks into three sub-phases or
operations i.e. grasping the object, transport to a desired
position and assembly (Krüger et al., 2014). The information
content of these tasks is what we refer to as assembly
complexity.
The methodology presented is based on the evaluation of the

physical properties of the parts and its assembly task
description. Based on the scoring, the tasks are assigned to a
human and robot. The numerical quantification will allow to
prioritize the value adding and simple tasks for automation.
The quantification will also help in formulating logic for
automated workload balancing techniques.

2. Literature review

Norman (2015) in his work on the human side of automation
highlighted the notion of uniqueness of skills acquired by
humans and machines that define their strength and weakness
to accomplish a task. The superiority of humans over machines
is recognized at pattern recognition, dealing with the
unexpected and setting high level goals, however, at the same
time humans are considered not good at performing repetitive
tasks with high accuracy and at vigilance activities.
A classical theory of evaluating human-machine capabilities

for functional allocation was presented by Fitts et al. (1951) and
is often referred to as MABA-MABA list (men-are-good-at,
machines-are-good-at). Fitts, together with his colleagues built
a report to discuss the challenges and opportunities of human-
machine interaction to improve air navigation system. The
report summarized the bests of humans and machines in eleven

points (Figure 2). Besides the later criticism (de Winter and
Dodou, 2014) Fitts’ report is still considered as the classical
theory of functional allocation in human-machine
collaboration.
Later, the complexity and error prone nature of HRC

systems, both for the system designer and the operator, was
highlighted by Sheridan and Parasuraman (2005). According
to (Parasuraman and Wickens, 2008), when making man –

machine system, the two should be complementary resources
rather than conflicting resources. Hancock (Hancock and
Scallen, 1996) takes it further as the problem of task allocation
arises when both the human and the machine are able to
perform the task.
Design for assembly (DFA) methods give a good

understanding of the attributes that affect the assembly quality. It
is also recognized that factors in DFA methods influence
differently for manual and automated assembly (Eskilander,
2001). Early researches on use of robots for assembly were made
by Boothroyd (1984), Owen (1985) and identified the part/
product attributes for ease of robotic assembly. Yet those studies
are not taking care of human robot collaborative environment
and the factor of lightweight robots as preferred for HRC
environmentwith low payload capacities and limited grippers.
Fasth et al. (2010) developed a methodology named

DYNAMO11 to determine task automation from total
manual to totally automatic. Tan et al. (2010) formed a strategy
of task allocation in HRC by task analysis approach. The work
was done with a cable harness assembly in a prototype cellular
manufacturing system. HRC was evaluated for productivity,
quality, human fatigue and safety priorities. However, the
physical properties of components were not discussed, and the
tasks categorization was limited to cable harnessing. Another
methodology was presented by (Teiwes et al., 2016), assigning
a score to various assembly tasks identified in MTM methods
for automation. The scores were based on experimentation and
were limited in application.
Antonelli and Bruno (2017) distributed the tasks in HRC by

a decision matrix that evaluates weight, possibility to grip the
part, displacement, and required accuracy to develop a
dynamic task distribution method. However physical features
of components, besides weight, are not considered.
Bänziger et al. (2017) discussed various robotic skills

required to perform tasks in automotive assembly lines.
Robotics skills (pick, place, move along path, navigate, wait,
handle/apply tool and trigger) were identified from MTM
codes and were further added with six additional skills
(position, hold, align, apply force, and apply force along path).

Figure 1 Human–robot collaboration

Figure 2 MABA-MABA list for human–machine interaction
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The method for planning human–robot shared tasks
presented by Michalos et al. (2018) derives part attributes of
weight, size and flexibility from CAD data and forms a
concurrent method of layout and task planning in human–
robot interaction for automotive sector. FlexHRC (Darvish
et al., 2018) offers a dynamic or on-the-fly task sharing
method to decouple human–robot action planning from
robot motion planning. Another recent study (Bänziger et al.,
2018) uses standardized work descriptions for automated
procedure generation through simulation model. The
simulation calculates production parameters as a function of
human–robot task allocation. Chen et al. (2014) discussed
system tradeoff between time and cost when scheduling tasks
between human and robots and formed a quantitative
method based on mathematic model.

3. Tasks distribution method in human–robot
collaboration assembly

This chapter describes the attributes that determine potential of
robotic automation for assembly tasks in a human–robot
collaborative work fashion as shown in Figure 3. These
attributes are aligned with previous studies of detailing
assembly process complexity (Samy and ElMaraghy, 2012) and
factors contributing to DFA methods for ease of assembly
(Leaney andWittenberg, 1992; Boothroyd andAlting, 1992).
For each assembly task the evaluating attributes are divided

into three basic categories i.e. part, process and workspace
related attributes. Part is the entity or material that is integrated
into a subassembly to gradually complete the final product. The
two types of part-dependent attributes are the physical
characteristics and how the part is fed into the assembly station.
The next category is process which is further classified into
mounting and joining methods involved. Each of these
attributes are then divided into factors which is a range of
various possibilities for an assembly scenario. Each factor is
given a numerical rating. The rating is made on a scale of 0 to 1,
where 1 defines the tasks with highest automation potential and

0 defines the lowest automation potential (see Chapter 4). The
scores for each factor defining ease of HRC assembly are the
results from authors’ experimentation with collaborative robots
for industrial applications. In an industrial research project to
identify the potential of collaborative robots in assembly, the
authors evaluated and developedHRC assembly workstation at
a manufacturing company. A collaborative robot was used in
each case for automation of the repetitive tasks. Subsequent,
lab experimentation and comparison with relevant literature
helped to refine the scores.
The aggregate automation score for each task is the mean

value achieved against all the attributes defining suitability of
the assembly task for human or for the robot. As humans and
robots are having unique and similar capabilities, the rating
divides the tasks as human tasks, robotic tasks, and robotic or
human tasks.
The process of evaluating task complexity for HRC

automation starts by decomposing the product into parts and
components each of which defines an assembly task. Each task
is then compared for its various attributes with the automation
rating. The scores derive a decision-making arena where all
tasks with scores above 50 per cent are recognized as
recommended for automation, while all the tasks less than 50
per cent score are assigned to the operator. This also considers
that none of the individual attributemust fall below 50 per cent.
The automation potential for each attribute is calculated as:

Pattribute ¼
PJ

1 attribute
J

� 100 (1)

The aggregate score for each component is calculated as:

HRCP ¼
P

P
PHRC

� 100 (2)

Where P is assembly score achieved in each factor considered
for HRC task evaluation and PHRC is sum of the number of all
the factors used inHRCpotential.

Figure 3 An assembly task and its components for HRC complexity evaluation
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The final task assignment needs to take care of assembly
precedent constraint and task times. The task times can either
be calculated by using stopwatch and are generally known for
manual processes when starting such an evaluation. For pick
and place tasks with a robot, the time can be tested with a real
robot or by using a virtual simulation. By having times of all
tasks, the final task assignment is done using the logic as shown
in Figure 4.

4. Attributes affecting human–robot
collaboration automated assembly

The following chapter presents various assembly attributes and
their rating for evaluation of automation in anHRC scenario.

4.1 Graspability of parts and components
Graspability is the ability of a robot to securely pick the
component from its home-location and move it to the point of
placement or delivery. The accuracy and success of pick-tasks is
based on the factors of size, weight, and geometry of the
component to bemoved.

4.1.1 Size and thickness
Size (or the major dimension) of an assembly component is the
largest nondiagonal dimension of its outline when projected on
a flat surface (Figure 5). It generally is the length of the part.
The thickness of a cylindrical part is its radius while for a non-
cylindrical part the thickness is described as the maximum
height of the part with its smallest dimension extending from a
flat surface (Boothroyd, 1994). A part is considered too large to
be handled by a collaborative robot if the grasping feature is
larger than the maximum gripping size of commercially
available general-purpose robot-grippers. Additionally, very
large parts that can obscured the movement of the robot during
task performance can be challenging. The experiments showed
that the task performance becomes hard if the maximum
dimension of the part is more than half of the reachability
radius of the robot. A part is too small to be handled by a robot
if the part has not enough surface available for effective grasp by
the gripper.

4.1.2Weight
The allowable component’s weight for robot manipulation is
robot’s payload capacity minus gripper’s weight. A heavy
component will increase the kinetic energy of the robot during
manipulation increasing safety risks for the fellow human. This
makes lightweight components easier to automate. The two
extremes observed are the parts with less than 1 kg (which are
convenient for most robots and grippers) while above 8 kg the
manipulation becomes difficult for a collaborative robot,
especially inHRCworkspace.

4.1.3 Shape of the components
The geometrical symmetry and shape of the assembly
components would influence the grasp of a component in
required position and orientation by a robot. The shape-
suitability of a component for manipulation by a robot is
defined by the grasping feature(s) and enough surface area
available to securely grasp the component. Owing to various
types of grippers and grippingmethods available, it is a complex
criterion for generalizing robot-potential for a task
performance. However, there is a direct correlation between
the cost of the gripper and its flexibility (Figure 6). The shape-
based evaluation would entirely be contextual and the available
gripper options. To ensure accuracy and repeatability in
assembly, a general purpose two finger grippers would give
satisfactory results inmost cases.

4.1.4 Stability
A component is flexible if it cannot maintain its shape during
handling and causes the robot gripper to not to function properly
(Boothroyd, 1994). This kind of components can better be
handled by humans because of humans’ hand adaptability.

4.1.5 Sensitivity
The components that are fragile or have surface that may get
damaged by the surface of the gripper. The more sensitive the
surface is themore task-specific gripper would be needed.
The scores for various part characteristics and their

associated factors are given in Table II with their rated
complexity Table I.
TheHRCpotential for part structure can be calculated by:

Ppart ¼
PJp

1 part
Jp

� 100 (3)

where Ppart is a potential score for part feeding attributes and Jp
denotes to number of part related attributes.

4.2 Feedingmechanism
The robot or human, for an assembly operation, need to be aware
of the location and orientation of the part to pick it in the required

Figure 4 Assembly task assignment logic for human and robot

Figure 5 Size and thickness of parts as attributes for automation
assessment by a robot
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posturing. The precise sensing and grasping abilitiesmake this task
straightforward for humans but for robots it is quite challenging.
The process of presenting the parts to the robot andmaking robot
aware of the location and pose of parts is referred to as parts
feeding and this needs to be flexible to the dynamics of part’s
design, shape, location, orientation and production volumes.
Feeding can be described as a set of two tasks i.e. part

structuring and part presentation. Singulating individual part
from a bulk and arranging it to have a known orientation is parts-
structuring, while part-presentation refers to transferring a
structured part to the point of application or assembly. The
conventional automation devices for parts feeding are part-

dependent mechanical devices e.g. vibratory bowl feeders which
are inflexible toward part variety. Besides several methods
discussed in theory and praxis for parts feeding (Krüger et al.,
2009) the general criterion is that the more disorientated the
parts are the more investment it will require to automate the
feeding process. Further, the process would become more
complex and less flexible. For this reason, for known position and
orientation of parts, a robot is easy to use, while for disorganized
parts it becomes cumbersome. The scores for various feeding
possibilities are given inTable II with their rated complexity.
TheHRCpotential for feeding can be calculated by:

Pfeed ¼
PJf

1 feed
Jf

� 100 (4)

where Pfeed is a potential score for part feeding attributes and Jf
denotes to number of feeding related attributes.

4.3Mounting and insertion
Mounting and insertion is the process of adding the picked
parts to the sub-assembly forming a complete product. It is
affected by the direction of placement of components and
accuracy requirement.

4.3.1 Insertion direction
A z-axis (vertical to the ground) assembly in layer fashion with
top down approach is preferable both for manual and
automated operations (Boothroyd et al., 2001; Eskilander,
2001). This simplifies the placing and mounting of
components assisted by gravity (Figure 7). For robots, this can
avoid any additional movement to secure the component that
might be needed in a horizontal to ground assembly.

Figure 6 Cost vs flexibility of robot grippers

Table I Part attributes for HRC assembly

Component
Size and thickness

No special gripper
required

Custom-made gripper
required to handle

the part
Part may obstruct
robot movement

1.0 0.75 0.25

Weight
<1 kg 1-3 kg 3-8 kg 8-12 kg
1.0 0.75 0.25 0

Shape and symmetry
Two fingers gripper
required

3 fingers gripper
required

4 fingers
gripper
required

Human hand
required

1.0 0.75 0.25 0

Stability
Stable Deformation at low

force
Deformation
at high force

Shapeless

1.0 0.75 0.25 0

Sensitivity
Robust Damage at low

force
Damage at
high force

Sensitive

1.0 0.75 0.25 0

Table II Feeding attributes for HRC assembly

Feeding
Parts presentation

Known position and
pose of components

Organized but pose
identification required

Disorganized in a
box or on plane

1.0 0.75 0.25

Parts Refilling
13 per shift 3-4 times per shift For each cycle
1.0 0.75 0.25

Figure 7 Assembly direction and effect of gravitation force for ease of
assembly
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4.3.2 Holding down required
Holding down the components is defined as a task to maintain
the position or orientation of an already assembled component
(by a robot) before or during subsequent operations
(Boothroyd et al., 2001). If a task is performed by a robot and
needs the component to be held down before mounting the
next component which will eventually secure the component in
place. A single arm robot (without the aid of any additional
fixture) wouldn’t be able to perform such tasks and either the
human-robot or a robot-robot cooperation would be needed
for the task execution. This implies that, in most cases, that a
humanwould be the right choice.

4.3.3 Insertion resistance
The resistance to insertion is caused by the degree of tightness
between two mating components that is defined in terms of
tolerance limits. Too tight tolerances would need the robot to
acquire precise sensing mechanism increasing automation cost
and complexity. While humans are good in having sensor-
motoric skills and adapting to the operation’s requirements.

The scores for various mounting characteristics are given in Table III with
their rated complexity.

TheHRCpotential for mounting can be calculated by:

Pmount ¼
PJm

1 mount
Jm

� 100 (5)

where Pmount is a potential score for part mounting attributes
and Jm denotes to number of mounting related attributes.

4.4 Fastening
Operation that are about fastening. It may be screwing, gluing
or riveting. Screwing is the most occurring fastening method is
assembly and suitable for automation. The reason is that
screwing is done at a well-defined location with predefined
torque and automated fed screws. Automating a screwing
process is the easiest among fastening methods. While gluing
requires careful programming of the robot making it less
flexible to changes. Bending and riveting would require the
robot to have force sensing capabilities Table IV.
TheHRCpotential for safety can be calculated by:

Pjoin ¼
PJj

1 safe
Jj

� 100 (6)

where Pjoin is a potential score for part joining attributes and Jj
denotes to number of joining related attributes Figure 8.

4.5 Safety considerations
Humans’ safety is an important factor in HRC assembly
planning (Pedrocchi et al., 2013). In practice, it is observed that
risks aremainly because of the use of custom designed handling
devices (grippers) and handling of sharp-edged parts. Although
cobots are designed for workspace where a collision between
human and robot is likely to happen, however it tends to reduce
the productivity. It must be tried to identify the robot’s
placement location and define its trajectories to have minimum
collisions with the fellow human.
Because the use of custom designed grippers and handling of

sharp-edged components may increase safety risks, a detailed
safety assessment is mandatory before any new HRC strategy is
executed. The below method highlights an early stage safety
risk assessment for a robotic task for a potential safety hazard. If
it appears to be not safe (and risk is unavoidable) then the task
must not be assigned to the robot Table V.
The scores for various safety related aspects are given below.
TheHRCpotential for safety can be calculated by:

Psafe ¼
PJs

1 safe
Js

� 100 (7)

Table III Mounting attributes for HRC assembly

Assembling/mounting
Insertion direction

Vertical from above
(gravitational support)

Horizontal
(no-gravitational support)

1.0 0.5

Holding down after assembly
Not required Required
1.0 0

Insertion resistance in mating marts
No force required Medium force Light force Need to be

pressed with force
1.0 0.75 0.25 0

Table IV Fastening attributes for HRC assembly

Joining
Screwing Gluing Bending Riveting

1.0 0.75 0.5 0.25

Figure 8 Joining methods by robot

Table V Safety attributes for HRC assembly

Safety considerations
Risk of collision

HRC would
increase safety

Risk would be eliminated
with safety devices

Frequent
collisions

1.0 0.75 0.25

Risk of cutting/ crushing with sharp tools
HRC would
increase safety

Risk would be eliminated
with safety devices

Possibility of
injury

1.0 0.75 0
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where Psafe is a potential score for part safety attributes and
Js denotes to number of safety related attributes
considered.

5. Use case for human–robot collaboration tasks
distribution

An industrial case study of assembling an electronic linear
actuator is demonstrated for evaluation and validation. The
parts and operational sequence of the assembly are shown in
Figure 9. The subject product is a mechatronic device that
converts electrical energy into straight line motion and is
used to automate various machine tools and industrial
machinery. The current method of production is manual
assembly cell by high variability of assembly tasks. The
operator receives sub-assembly on a conveyer and mounts;
gear wheel #1, metal bush #2, ball bearing #3, M9 nut #4,
back fixture #5, shell #6, gasket#7, lid #8, M27 nut#9 and
lid screws #9, after which the subassembly is moved to the
subsequent station.
The task of assembling a Gear Wheel is evaluated for all the

attributes as discussed in chapter 4. It is a metal part with a
stable shape and enough surface area for picking the parts by a
gripper. The parts are supplied in trays where the robot can
easily grasp it from the known location. It is a top-down
assembly therefore robot would just need to place the
component at required location, release it and the part will fall
under the force of gravity. The robot is aimed to be placed next
to the operator and ISO-15066 is implemented before process
execution, therefore the workspace is safe for the fellow human
Table VI and Figure 10.
Similarly, the final score is achieved for all the tasks as shown

inTable VII.
The final scores helped to develop the assembly process plan.

The proposed human–robot collaborative assembly cell is
shown in Figure 11. The robot is implemented with the
objective to increase productivity by automating a portion of
the assembly tasks by a robot. Operator and robot, in the
proposed work cell, are sharing the workspace and are working
simultaneously. The robot used is UR-10 collaborative robot
by Universal Robots. The robot used has a payload capacity of
10 kg and a reach of 1,000mm.

6. Discussion

The results show that above 70 per cent of the total assembly
tasks have a potential for cobot automation that correspond to
80 per cent of the total time of manual assembly. But all the
tasks with robot potential are not necessarily need to be
automated. The final task assignment must consider the
working time and availability of each resource at any instance of
time.

Figure 9 Assembly use case

Table VI Assessment of HRC automation for gear wheel

Task 1: Mounting of gear wheel

Attribute Analysis Score

Automation
potential for

each
attribute

Part 100%
Size No special handling

device needed
1.0

Weight <1 kg 1.0
Shape A two-finger gripper

required
1.0

Stability Stable 1.0
Sensitivity Robust 1.0

Feeding 75%
Parts structuring Organized but pose

identification required
0.75

Parts refilling Two-three times per shift 0.75

Process 100%
Insertion direction Vertical from above 1.0
Holding down after
assembly

No 1.0

Insertion resistance No 1.0

Joining 100%
If any No 1.0

Safety 100%
Frequent collisions No 1.0
Risk of injury No 1.0
Aggregate automation
potential

95%

Resource Robot

Figure 10 An assembly task in the use-case
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The tasks with low automation potential are largely because of
the components’ shape and feeding complexity. It can be
argued that for achieving a higher degree of automation, the
critical factors are to have flexible gripping devices and
flexibility in parts feeding methods. Research in vision-based
feeders is an emerging trend for having feeding flexibility in
automated assembly. An example is the flexible feeder (Rosati
et al., 2013) combining a vibratory bulk (for singularizing) and
vision (for location and pose identification). Nevertheless,
feeding flexibility is a challenging and non-value adding (but
important) assembly activity. Future robotic solutions must be
directed toward solving aforementioned challenges to tap the
full potential of HRC.
The field of new product design and development must also

take care of the HRC based assembly work. This opens another
area of scientific exploration i.e. product design for HRC
assembly. Several studies have documented product design
techniques for manual assembly, robotic assembly and
automated assembly, however the product design for HRC
assembly has not been explored yet.

7. Simplified user interface for industrial
application

This chapter describes how the usability of the above presented
task distribution method is further simplified for industrial
practitioners. With the objective to have a fast and simplified

way for tasks distribution based on task complexity, a tablet-
application is developed with easy user interface (see
Figure 12). Microsoft PowerApps is used to develop the
application. The app is touch-enabled with text and graphics-
based interface. All the mathematical calculations are
embedded into the app but are not visible to the user. Tasks
assignment logic (see Figure 4) is incorporated into the app. It
is expected that a person with ability to use a smart phone and
understanding of the assembly process can use the app.
Upon start, the user enters project title, and starts the task

evaluation by entering a unique name for each task. For each
assembly attribute (i.e. part, process, feeding, fastening and
safety) a separate page is presented to the user (see Chapter 3)
where user check-marks the best attribute corresponding to the
given task (see Chapter 4). The user navigates between the
pages by hitting the “next” button available on the screen.
Upon selecting all the corresponding attributes for a given task,
a final score is calculated. The task assignment is achieved as
presented in Chapter 5. Once all the tasks in an assembly
process is evaluated, a spreadsheet is generated for detailed
process plan.

8. Conclusion

The presented method for complexity evaluation of an
assembly operation and subsequent distribution of tasks
between human and robot forms a structured way of forming

Table VII Assessment of HRC automation for case assembly

Sr no. Part name Manual task time Precedent Automation score (%) Suggested resource Robot working time Task assignment

1 Gear wheel 6 s 0 95 Robot 12 s Robot
2 Bush 5 s 1 77 Robot 12 s Human
3 Ball bearing 5 s 2 71 Robot 14 s Robot
4 M9 nut 17.6 s 3 63 Robot – Human
5 Back fixture 5 s 4 81 Robot 15 s Robot
6 Back fixture shell 4 s 5 48 Human – Human
7 Gasket 5 s 0 44 Human – Human
8 Lid 7 s 7 62 Human – Human
9 M27 nut 8 s 8 75 Robot 10 s Human
10 Lid screws 22 s 9 75 Robot 26 s Robot

Figure 11 Planned HRC workspace
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skills based human–robot work teams. In addition to
geometrical and physical properties of assembly components,
the method also combines the facets of safety in human–robot
assembly, and dynamics of HRC environment such as part
presentation and feeding. The method constitutes on the basis
that no change in the product design is being suggested and
only the existing product-design is investigated for HRC
automation. It is also assumed that all the parts are designed
with DFA techniques and are efficient enough for manual
assembly. However, the usefulness of a collaborative robot for
assembly can vary depending on its adaptability to various
grasping tools and supporting devices.
Tasks allocation in human–robot assembly is not a onetime

activity.With ever decreasing product life cycles, this is going to
be a frequent activity at the shop floor gradually moving from
the hands of experts to employees with low level of robotic
knowledge. The usability of cobots can be increased by
simplifying the user interfaces through software. Future
research can explore developing user-friendly computer-based
application to complete the task assessment and linking it up-to
simplified ways of robot programming with each changing
scenario. With advancement in artificial intelligence, the
assessment system can self-learn for assembly scores and
generating robot programs.
The development in cobots should not be aimed to take

humans out of the job rather providing humans the opportunity
to contribute their efforts to value-added tasks. Owing to the
complexity of certain assembly tasks, humans have to take all
the non-interesting tasks together with the tasks where they are
really needed. With HRC, the opportunities have arisen to
make the manual industrial work more interesting for human

operators. This is equally important for attracting new
workforce towardmanufacturing sector.
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Abstract 

 
The recent proliferation of smart manufacturing technologies has emerged the concept of hybrid automation for assembly 
systems utilizing the best of humans and robots in a combination. Based on the ability to work alongside human-workers 
the next generation of industrial robots (or robotics 2.0) are referred to as collaborative robots or cobots. This paper 
presents a systematic framework based on Roozenburg’s engineering design cycle for the deployment of cobots in existing 
assembly cells for enhanced productivity. A model for defining evaluation-parameters for a cobot are presented. The 
effectiveness of virtual simulations is discussed for validation and optimization of human-robot work environment. 
 
Keywords: Cobot; framework; collaborative; assembly system; cobot selection; HMLV; Lean automation; HRC 
 
 
1. Introduction  

 

The increasing demand of customization and shortened product life-cycles are pushing manufacturers to develop 
variant-oriented production systems [1]. The production paradigms are changing towards increasing flexibility and 
responsiveness of production processes, facilities, and networks. The same production system is expected to adapt to 
frequent changes in products, components and tasks [2]. Whereas the classical assembly methods for high-mix low-
volume (HMLV) production are incompatible with the increasingly globalized industry. It is well agreed in the research 
literature that the flexibility and changeability are key elements to deal with the challenges of a global market [3] [4].  
Besides high wage rates in Northern Europe, humans are responsible for 90% of the production tasks in final assembly 
[5]. Fasth [4] described the high degree of intelligence required in the assembly process as a challenge for automation of 
the final assembly systems and humans having a higher degree of intelligence are more suited for such intelligent tasks. 
Thus, the mainstream automation has always been far from combining the human and artificial resources. In conventional 
automated production systems, humans’ tasks are designed to be as rigid as the rest of the automation [2] and it, thereby, 
keeps the humans and robots away from each other. In the last half century, industrial robots have assisted in huge 
productivity improvements but they remained in caged environments, away from any physical interaction with humans.  
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In the new industrial robotics paradigm (or robotics 2.0) robots are not fenced in cages but they are expected to become 
a fellow of humans in their work environment. Various researches have been made to realize the complementary strengths 
of humans and robots and combine them for collaborative work. Based on the paradigm,” factories are long-life and 
complex products”, this research uses product design theory to design and develop a human-robot collaborative 
production system. In this research paper a structured procedure is developed by analyzing the business needs, evaluating 
the requirements, fusing the infrastructural elements and translate this into a functional human-robot collaborative (HRC) 
solution.  
 
2. What is Cobot?  

 
The concept of a Collaborative Robot was first presented by Colgate [6] as an Intelligent Assist Device (IAD) which 

manipulates objects in direct collaboration with a human operator. The unique characteristic of cobots are their direct 
interaction with human operators, shared control of motion and provision of virtual surfaces to constrain and guide 
worker’s motion (see Fig. 1). The resulted benefits are expected as enhanced productivity, better ergonomics and 
improved safety [7][8]. Kruger [28] described cobot as a mechanical device for human-machine cooperation in assembly 
lines through direct physical contact. The cobots being developed today are articulated with multiple rotational joints 
developing a high degree of flexibility and dexterity to reach every coordinate of their workspace in multiple 
configurations [9]. These cobots provide guidance while human operator offers motive power, flexibility and intelligence 
to complete a task. Cobots are designed to have direct interaction with fellow humans as well as with other robots and 
share the workload considering the abilities and strengths of each team member. The possible advantages are expected in 
productivity and improved ergonomics [5]. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. A two-arm collaborative robot (Cobot) 
 

3. Cobot as an enabler of lean automation in assembly cells  

 

Production in high-wage economies demands a high degree of automation. A general limitation of mainstream 
automation is that it addresses low-mix high-volume production. The relationship between production volume, flexibility, 
automation and product variety is shown in (see Fig. 2). Heilala [10] had also presented a similar relationship between 
flexibility, volume, variants and batch size. Due to the need of variability in assembly-tasks, final assembly systems are 
designed to be manual systems. Hence the most flexible elements in an industrial assembly system are the humans. The 
natural intelligence of humans enables them to easily adapt to production changes and requirements [11]. To enhance the 
productivity of the production systems, in the last few decades, Lean Production principles gained popularity that promise 
a continuous improvement by avoiding the waste and focus on the value adding activities [12]. Already in 1990 
approaches were presented to combine lean production principles into automation technologies resulting in non-complex 
and less over engineered automation solutions. Dulchlnos [13] defined lean automation as, “Lean automation is a 
technique which applies the right amount of automation to a given task. It stresses robust, reliable components and 
minimizes overly complicated solutions”. With the emerge of Industry 4.0 concepts an increasing trend is being observed 
to incorporate robotics and automation in increasingly more fields of human activity in industrial assembly processes 
[14]. The human-robot integrated production systems combine the creativity, intelligence, knowledge, flexibility and skill 
of humans with the electronics and physical power, speed and accuracy of a machine. The approach enables an assembly 
system to produce complex on-demand products at reduced costs [15]. 
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Fig. 2. Flexibility and automation (Modified from Heilala [10] and Rosati [31]) 
 

4. Factory as a product 

 
Westkamper presented the paradigm, “factory is a long life and complex product”. The basis of this paradigm is the 

argument that, from a system theory perspective, manufacturing systems can be modelled as complex technical systems 
[16]. Later, many researchers have used product-design-theories for manufacturing-system-design, thus strengthening the  

 

 
 

Fig. 3. Engineering design cycle by Roozenburg [18] 
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paradigm of “factories-are-products”. Wiendahl [17] further described the process of planning a production system as a 
systematic, goal-oriented, and structured design process that supports activities from the first idea to the start of 
production. In this regard, Roozenburg’s engineering design cycle [ eekels1991methodological  ] is an iterative systematic 
approach to design technical systems as products (see Fig. 3). 
 
 The product design structure, as suggested by Roozenburg, is a sequence of empirical activities, in which a solution 
is achieved by cyclic progression in knowledge of the problem as well as of the solution. The process starts with 
identification of the problem and gradually reaches to the stage where a definite design is achieved. In a later research 
Francalanza [16] used the engineering product design cycle by Roozenburg and derived a systematic approach to design 
changeable manufacturing systems.  

 
5. A systematic framework for cobot deployment in assembly cells 

 
Based on above research works, this paper derives a systematic approach to implement cobots in an assembly system 

and enlists associated activities in developing a hybrid assembly work-cell (see Fig. 4). This process is divided into three 
phases of concept development phase, exploration phase and decision phase. The concept phase involves analyzing the 
business needs and production process, thus defining the needs and requirements for a hybrid assembly system.   

 
Exploration phase highlights the activities of defining the requirements for the functional elements (e.g. cobot and 

worker) of the production system, layout design and designing the interaction structure of these functional elements. 
Decision phase involves concluding a provisional design, developing virtual prototypes of the design and achieving a 
final design. Each phase has an analysis component to analyze and optimize the design and make it aligned with the 
previous design stages. The design components within each of the three phases are described below: 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. Systematic framework for cobot implementation 
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5.1. Problem and requirements 
 

Innovative factory planning processes emerge from the business strategy of an enterprise [19]. Hence investigating 
the associated potential business gains are the first step towards a new production strategy. This step is a product of the 
Investment and Performance Planning stage and defines the goals and targets to be achieved with hybrid flexible assembly 
automation. e.g. 'Cost per part', 'investment cost', etc. [16].  

 
5.2. Requirements of the hybrid production system 

 
The next stage in the process of implementing cobot to develop a human-robot collaborative assembly system is the 

analysis of the assembly-process. This includes analysis of the product design and assembly sequence for which cobot is 
being proposed for hybrid lean automation. Chryssolouris [20]  stated the basic goal of a production system is to produce 
the required products at a required time, cost, quality and flexibility. Hence, the requirements of a human-robot automation 
may fall within the categories of product handling requirements, process requirements and production requirements: 
  
• Product handling requirements: define the physical properties of the parts and components that make-up as product(s). 

It is required to analyze the properties (e.g. form, shape, dimensions, tolerances, material, weight, size and surface 
finish etc.) of the parts and components to be handled by the cobot during the assembly process.   

 
• Process and insertion requirements: The sequences of the assembly process, alignment of parts, angle of rotation, 

mating features and fastening methods need to be investigated. This also includes need of fixturing and testing of sub-
assemblies [21].  

 

• Production requirements: These are the requirements for required production volume, cycle time, variety in the 
product (s) and associated complexity of the process. 

 
5.3. Analysis of the concept phase  
 

The above three types of assembly requirements within the categories of product, process and production, adds to 
the complexity of the assembly process for automation. A possible solution is to make structured complexity assessment 
based on above data for automation. Many researchers have attempted to define the manufacturing complexity and 
methods to quantify it. 

The complexity assessment work by ElMaraghy is of significance to quantify manufacturing operational complexity 
[22], products assembly complexity [23] and complexity of an assembly system [24]. However, it is proposed that a more 
comprehensive complexity model for the objective of hybrid-automation be developed that comprehends all above 
important parameters of an assembly process. These analyses will also define the set of criteria for evaluation of the 
hybrid assembly system to be developed at the later stage. 
 
5.4. Synthesis 
 

Synthesis is described as an activity of mixing ideas, influences and/or things to form a connected whole. This is the 
stage where manufacturing designers form solutions for a collaborative flexible manufacturing system. A production 
system is “a place of adding value by production with the help of production factors” [17]. It is a complex socio-technical 
system that consists of elements and objects. 

 
For the purpose of defining factory objects Nyhuis [25], classified the factory objects as means, space and 

organization and placed them at four different levels of station, system, segment and site levels. However, this research 
will focus only on the technical requirements at the station level. The means, organization and space in this classification 
refer to production equipment, operational structure and workspace design respectively [25].   
 
5.4.1. Means 
 
 Means of production at the station-level define the production equipment and resources. In the case of a hybrid human-
robot work system, the production equipment is cobot, cobot-grippers and worker.  
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a. Selection of cobot 
 

 There are several commercially available cobots with varying capabilities and strengths. It is critical to decide a 
cobot that best suits to the needs of the assembly system. Many researchers have presented the evaluation and selection 
of an industrial robot as a multiple criteria decision making (MCDM) problem. Chatterjee [26] classified the attributes or 
properties of an industrial robots as objective (numerically defined e.g. load, cost etc.), subjective (qualitative in nature 
e.g. programming flexibility, vendor’s service quality etc.), beneficial (whose higher values are desirable e.g. load 
carrying capacity) and non-beneficial attributes (whose lower values are desirable e.g. cost, repeatability etc.) [26]. 
Multiple studies are made to achieve the objective of scoring and evaluating the selection parameters through various 
scientific analysis e.g. mathematical, statistical, simulations etc. Finally, the scores are normalized to same-units to help 
make a comparison. Mortensen [27] presented a literature review of 19 scientific studies for robot evaluation that enlists 
the set of parameters used and the evaluation method. However, the determination of selection-criteria in robot selection 
process is an overlooked issue in the research literature [27]. Additionally, the parameters discussed so far by researchers 
are associated with the basic functionality of a robotic manipulator and are not considering the fact that a cobot, as a 
hybrid-automation tool, needs additional parameters for its performance evaluation e.g. safety, social interaction, and ease 
of use. The “Domain Theory” by Andersen [28] suggests that multiple perspectives are associated with any product 
structure. Based on this theory, a multi-perspective view is presented for determining an evaluation criteria for a cobot 
(see Fig. 5). These parameters are:  

 

 
 

Fig. 5. Different views to define cobot selection-parameters 
 

• Functional view: describes the properties that help the cobot to perform its basic functionalities i.e. payload, degrees 
of freedom, accuracy, repeatability etc.    

• Human-interaction view: The elements that define the ease and suitability for human interaction of a cobot e.g. ease 
of programming. 

• Flexibility view: A cobot is supposed to ensure flexibility to realize transformation of the production scenarios. For 
this, it must carry specific characteristics referred to as change enablers. Wiendahl [17] described change enablers as 
specific characteristics that can be activated at a specific time to create a design change e.g. modular design of cobot 
to various reach and payload conditions.  

• Economic view: These elements are defining the investment related aspects of a cobot. 
 

b. Selection of gripper  
 

Since the targeted objective of building a human-robot collaboration is to have a fine balance between flexibility 
and productivity, therefore the material feeding systems must exhibit high flexible [29]. However, the technology to 
develop flexible grippers that can adapt to several shapes, sizes and material conditions is still developing. Kruger [29] 
has presented a spectrum of gripping systems based on flexibility of a gripper and costs. The spectrum consists of two 
extremes positions. At one end, it has a cost effective two fingers gripper with lower flexibility and on the other end is a 
complex hand-like gripper with several DoF but the price can exceed the price of a robot system (see Fig. 6).    
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Fig. 6. Spectrum of robotic gripping systems [29] 
 
c. Training need assessment for human-worker 

 
Human-operator is at the heart of a lean automation system [30]. The production design elements for human operator 

are related to skill requirements analysis and training. In a robot-collaborative production system, the operator needs to 
have certain skills to interact with the robot. The operators may also face social challenges while working with robotics. 
A training assessment is developed to train the operator to work alongside robots. 
 
5.4.2. The workspace 

 
The elements of workspace design are material handling system, feeding system and layout design. For a flexible 

assembly system, a big challenge lies in the flexible feeding of parts and components into the assembly process. 
Mainstream automation in this area is quite rigid and deals with specialized feeder for each type of parts [29]. While 
presenting fully flexible assembly systems Rosati [31] presented flexible feeding of parts into an assembly operation with 
vision systems. An approach for flexible automated material handling can be automated guided vehicles (AGV). AGVs 
are being used in industries since many years but now they are getting smarter and flexible with low cost advanced 
electronics and autonomous navigation systems [29]. Modern assistive collaborative robots are another possible form of 
flexible material handling in smart workplaces [32] (see Fig. 7).  

 

 
 

Fig. 7. (a) Vision based flexible material feeding [31] (b) Care-o-bot for flexible material handling [32] 
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5.4.3. Organization of the production elements in the workspace 
 

The interface between operator and cobot consists of activities that make the manufacturing system collaborative. 
These include effective distribution of tasks, safety system design, and human-machine interface (HMI). HMI is important 
for instructing the robot and making changes to an existing program of the robot. Furthermore, in a factory environment, 
the question of task-allocation arises when both, human and robot, can perform the same task [33]. The major challenge 
is the lean-distribution of tasks relying on the best attributes of robots and humans in a combination. Careful planning is 
needed to design an optimal workstation. In a common observation, the designers automate everything possible and leave 
the rest to be performed by the human [4]. A modified form of task distribution presented in [29] is shown in Fig. 8. The 
research realizes that safety design is a comprehensive area of work when developing an HRC solution. There are various 
industrial standards that define the safety requirements of an industrial machine or robot. These standards are also being 
modified to the needs of HRC workplaces. However, considering the wide scope of safety design this research remains 
away from describing any details of the safety system design for HRC. 

 

 
 

Fig. 8. The distribution of tasks between human and robot  
 
5.5. Virtual simulation for testing and validation of the production system  
 

Simulation phase involves construction of simulation models, test alternatives, optimize solutions, deducing 
hypothetical observations and predictions out of it before implementation in the real world. The accuracy of the simulation 
model is highly important to make observations as correct as possible. Though the results will not satisfy all but can help 
investigate most of the aspects of the proposed solution. A major advantage of having digital prototype of a production 
system offers the possibility to experiment a range of scenarios every time a parameter is changed. The results are 
concluded as a reduction in the overall production-system development time and cost [34]. Several virtual production 
simulation tools are available of which discrete event simulation (DES) are most popular in production environments. 

A major challenge towards designing an HRC production system is the activity and task planning between human and 
robot. The times to complete each task are highly important to be calculated to design an optimal balance between the 
two means of production. Simulations can also prove to be a helpful tool in quantifying the processing times for both the 
operator and the robot. There is a limited availability of HRC simulations both in commercially available software and 
published research. Additionally, HRC simulations can play a vital role in safety assessment of human-robotic work cells. 
Simulators that can integrate physical phenomena of HRC can make great impact to safe HRC design [35]. The results 
will further translate into designing the optimal workstation layout. Backman [9] used simulation software, Industrial 
Path Solutions (IPS) from the Fraunhofer - Chalmers Center and Intelligently Moving Manikins (IMMA) developed by 
Dassault Systems to simulate robot and the human in an isolated simulation environment and the results were implemented 
for a cobot-human production system.  

In this research DES software Tecnomatix Process Simulate by Siemens is used for design and validation of the 
human-robot automation. Tecnomatix provides an HRC environment for combined simulation of robot and operator.  

 
The simulation helped to: 
• Assess the cycle times for each activity of the assembly process 
• Make reach tests for both cobot and the operator thus helping in the layout design of the assembly station 
• Use the robot simulation for offline programming and transfer the code to a physical robot 
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The results from the simulation are then evaluated against the criteria defined at the analysis and requirements phase. 
It is then quantified to examine how well this satisfies the evaluations/ requirements criteria. 

 

 
 

Fig. 9. Simulation of human and robot in Tecnomatix Process Simulate 
 

5.6. Final design 
 

The decision phase will conclude a design of the production system from all the previous analysis. It will also involve 
comparing the results with the requirements and criteria defined in the concept phase. This will help to determine whether 
the design is feasible enough to be moved to the implementation phase or if it needs modifications.  
 
6. Conclusion 

 

The research identifies cobots for lean-automation and strengths based distribution of tasks between robot and 
human in a common work environment. In the form of a systematic framework a mapping of activities is presented for 
implementation of cobots in assembly cells. It is proposed that a comprehensive generalized task-distribution 
methodology is developed considering the various attributes of an assembly process. The cobot evaluation model is 
presented that is not only helpful for manufacturing companies to evaluate market available cobots but also can help 
cobot-developers to define cobot specifications considering the future needs of manufacturing companies. 
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productivity by using the best skills of humans and robots in a combination. Components 
and parts to be assembled need to be structured and presented to the robot in a known 
location and orientation. The process of presenting parts to the robot for assembly tasks 
is referred to as parts feeding. Feeding system needs to be adaptable to dynamics of parts’ 
design, shape, location, and orientation to have flexibility in the production. The tradition-
al automation methods for parts feeding are part-specific mechanical devices e.g. vibra-
tory bowl feeders which are inflexible towards part variations. This comes as a hindrance 
in getting maximum advantage of the flexibility potential of human-robot collaboration 
in assembly. The recent years have seen advances in machine vision and has potential for 
feeding applications. This paper explores the developments in machine-vision for flexible 
feeding systems for human-robot assembly cells. A specification model is presented to de-
velop a vision-guided flexible feeding system. Various vision-based feeding techniques are 
discussed and validated through an industrial case study. The results helped to compare 
the efficiency of each feeding technique for industrial application.
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Abstract 

Human-robot collaboration can be used to share workload to form semi-automated production systems. Assembly operations are 
recognized with high potential to increase productivity by using the best skills of humans and robots in a combination. Components 
and parts to be assembled need to be structured and presented to the robot in a known location and orientation. The process of 
presenting parts to the robot for assembly tasks is referred to as parts feeding. Feeding system needs to be adaptable to dynamics 
of parts’ design, shape, location, and orientation to have flexibility in the production. The traditional automation methods for parts 
feeding are part-specific mechanical devices e.g. vibratory bowl feeders which are inflexible towards part variations. This comes 
as a hindrance in getting maximum advantage of the flexibility potential of human-robot collaboration in assembly. The recent 
years have seen advances in machine vision and has potential for feeding applications. This paper explores the developments in 
machine-vision for flexible feeding systems for human-robot assembly cells. A specification model is presented to develop a vision-
guided flexible feeding system. Various vision-based feeding techniques are discussed and validated through an industrial case 
study. The results helped to compare the efficiency of each feeding technique for industrial application. 
 
© 2019 The Authors, Published by Elsevier B.V. 
Peer review under the responsibility of the scientific committee of the Flexible Automation and Intelligent Manufacturing 2019 

Keywords: Collaborative robot; Human-robot collaboration; Cobot; Future factory; Industry 4.0 

1. Introduction 

To be competitive in a global economy the manufacturers are required to be resilient and flexible towards market 
dynamics. With shortened product lifecycles the expectations from a manufacturing system are to be adaptable and 
reconfigurable for variant oriented manufacturing [1]. As per Rosati [2] the key requirements for achieving flexibility 
in a production system are to be able to produce variants at a varying production rate and at a low cost. There can be 
several requirements from a flexible assembly system however the foremost is economics. 
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In a manufacturing landscape, for end-product realization, various stages for variety enablement have been 
identified such as design, fabrication, assembly, sales or through adjustments during the end use [3]. Among these, 
the process of assembly (a set of sequential activities for achieving a functional end-product by integration of 
geometrically defined parts, components and software) is recognized as the most important aspect of manufacturing 
to enable cost effective product variety. Due to geometrical complexity involved in assembly parts and production 
variations, traditional assembly cells are mostly kept manual. This makes assembly the most labor-intensive work for 
manufacturing of discrete products.  

The desired integration of flexibility and automation has given rise to the concept of human-machine interaction 
[4]. This attractive interaction is now being realized through collaborative robots or cobots [5]. The purpose of human-
robot collaboration (HRC) is to utilize the best abilities of robots and humans in a shared workspace. Cobots are 
flexible by offering easier programming, mobility and safety for fellow humans. They can takeover repetitive and 
accuracy-requiring tasks from their human teammates. Robots are inferior to humans in their sensory perception and 
sensorial capabilities to achieve tasks in non-structured environments [4]. To accomplish a robotic task, the robot is 
presented with the part through some sort of feeding mechanism and robot picks and assembles the part as desired. 
Consequently, for assembly work, their flexibility gets limited by the mechanical feeding systems conventionally used 
for automated feeding of assembly parts.  

Making a robot aware of its environment is a known challenge from mainstream industrial automation. The first 
generation of industrial robots were blind industrial slaves repetitively manipulating parts of known form and posture 
with limited ability to handle any variation. Therefore, in situations, where the parts were delivered to robots in an 
unknown position and / or posture and had variations in size or shape, a vision system needed to be implemented. 
Over the years these vision systems have become more robust and reliable. Such machine vision systems are now 
found in many other applications an industry such as for inspection, measurement and guidance. 

The machine vision systems, if used in connection with cobots, can identify the location and pose of the parts and 
can instruct the robot to pick the parts as identified. The algorithm of the vision-software adopts a pattern matching 
technique thereby finding the best match between a known master image and the scene presented by the camera. It 
also develops a “goodness of fit” between master image and the ‘found’ object thus identifying an object as the best 
fit even if the object is partially visible [6]. 

The paper recognizes the importance of feeding technologies not often discussed in relation to human-robot 
collaborative assembly. The paper, with the help of industrial case, investigates and validates the usefulness of vision-
based feeding methods based on key production variables. The parts involved in the case study for vision testing are 
selected to offer maximum variability of material type, surface finish, geometry, and size. 

2. HRC assembly cells and parts feeding and presentation  

Human-robot cooperation in assembly is supposed to deal with highly dynamic and uncertain shop floor 
environments [7]. To perform an assembly process, the robot needs to be aware of the location and pose of the part to 
be picked in the required orientation. Hansson [8] has described feeding as a process of two tasks i.e. part structuring 
and part presentation. Part structuring is singulation of individual parts from a bulk and arranging it to have a known 
orientation. Part presentation defines moving an individual structured part to the point of use or assembly.  

When working with visual guidance software two major issues to be dealt with are part occlusion and overlapping 
objects. Part occlusion arises because the robot gripper approaches the part with two or more parallel fingers and for 
this the gripper needs two free fingerprints spaces next to the object in the grasping position. The problem of 
overlapping objects is due to the fact that overlapped objects are hard to locate.  

3. State of the art 

Traditionally, the science of automated part feeding is centered around having specialized feeders for each assembly 
component. Vibratory bowl feeders are the most common method for feeding disordered small parts to the production 
lines. As the design of a bowl feeder is component specific thus it serializes only one type of a component at a time. 
This makes it necessary to have as many feeders as there are number of components in an assembly process [2]. 
Additionally these devices are noisy and acquire a large space [9]. In “Cooperation of human and machines in assembly 
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lines”, Kruger [10] presented a review of feeding techniques found in theory and practice. These included vibratory 
bowl feeders, vibratory brush feeders for fragile parts, camera equipped belt feeders and adept FlexFeeder for multi 
component feeding using electronic sensor (Fig. 1).  

Recent years have seen research towards finding methods of flexibly feeding multiple parts without mechanical 
rebuilding. A notable contribution in flexible feeding is made by Rosati and is discussed in various of his publications. 
The author presented the concept of fully flexible feeding system (F-FAS) [11] that comprises of a vibratory plane for 
part orientation and a stationary camera for image acquisition. In addition to presenting a layout, constitutional 
elements and functioning principle of an F-FAS, the author also compared the performance of F-FAS with manual and 
bowl-feeders based on hourly throughput and unit production cost. The F-FAS system was concluded to have lower 
throughput, recommended for small parts and was requiring large initial investment. In another work [12] the author 
presented an integrated implementation framework for choice, design and management of flexible feeding systems. 
The proposed framework has three correlated phases of convenience analysis of a flexible assembly system as 
compared to a manual or fully automated rigid system; design of the feeder; set-up and sequencing algorithm for 
achieving highest throughput.   

Fig. 1. (a) vibratory bowl feeder; (b) vibratory brush feeder for fragile parts; (c) camera equipped belt feeder; (d) Adept flex feeder [10]. 

Another approach towards flexible feeding is to match the 3D-CAD data of the object with the object’s image. This 
comparison identifies the location and pose of the part needed to be picked [13]. Similar approach of enabling a vision-
guided robot system for 3D model-based pose estimation and picking of singulated objects was presented by [14]. The 
system employed a vision sensor consisting of a video camera surrounded by eight flashes (light emitting diodes). By 
capturing images under different flashes and observing the shadows, depth edges or silhouettes in the scene were 
obtained. The silhouettes are segmented into different objects and each silhouette is matched across a database of 
object silhouettes in different poses to find the coarse 3D pose. The database was pre-computed using a computer- 
aided design (CAD) model of the object.  

Vision based bin picking method in robotic cells has been discussed as a robust way to recognize object and estimate 
pose with multiple vision sensors [15]. In the conventional bin picking automation, the challenges of FOV, shape of 
landmark features, and computation time are observed. An effort to solve these challenges using stereo vision-based 
bin picking was presented by [16]. A system to make the robot to detect assembly objects, plan the grasps and assemble 
the objects by human demonstration was presented by Wan [17]. Although several approaches are available in 
literature for flexible feeding but a unified feeding approach for catering the needs of HRC assembly is not available 
yet. A key element to gain the required degree of flexibility is the machine vision system [18], whose tasks can be to 
recognize the part to be assembled; recognize any defects on parts tube tops; compute the actual positions of placement, 
inspect the assembled product.  

4. Vision based parts feeding in HRC assembly 

 This chapter presents a three-layered model for various types of feeding techniques for extended flexibility. The 
categorization assumes that the parts are initially stored in bulk in a known or unordered orientation until brought to 
the feeding system. As already said that feeding flexibility can be increased by avoiding mechanical architecture and 
inclusion of vision-based feeding techniques. For this reason, flexible part feeders almost always employ a vision 
system for part identification.  
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Fig. 2. Specification model for developing a vision-based parts feeding techniques in HRC assembly cells. 

 
The presented model (see Fig. 2) has three layers and starts by evaluating the arrangement of the assembly parts 

i.e. if they are arranged in a known orientation or are disordered. The next layer describes the presentation of the parts 
to the feeding system i.e. if the parts are on a flat surface, in a bin, vibratory plane or in a bowl feeder. The next layer 
describes the technology being employed for part recognition. i.e. 2D, 3D or structured light cameras with an addition 
to CAD based part recognition. By selecting a category within each layer of the HRC feeding model, the system 
designers can evaluate the efficiency of the HRC system.  

5. Techniques for vision-based parts feeding 

5.1. 2D cameras for feeding system 

This feeding technique uses a stationary 2D camera mounted on top of a flat surface or a bin (Fig. 3 a). The parts 
are placed randomly in a mixed order. Two cameras (one stationary and one mounted on robot arm) are recommended 
for higher accuracy. Since the 2D camera is not sensitive to depth variability therefore it is suitable when the parts are 
always at a same height from the camera. Besides this limitation, they are cheaper and have good accuracy. Further, 
teaching a 2D camera detection-engine (software) is easy thus increasing their adaptability and flexibility to product 
variety. 

Fig. 3. (a) 2D stationary camera; (b) 3D structured light camera; (c) CAD + vision; (d) vibratory plane; (e) 3D printed bowl feeder. 

5.2. 3D structured light cameras for feeding system   

A 3D structured light camera is used for locating the position of the parts and a depth sensor for pose identification. 
Once the location and pose estimation of the parts is complete, the pick-and-place robotic arm is signaled to pick the 
part from the source location, in the required orientation, and move it to the point of use. The camera can identify a 
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single or multiple part in each cycle. The process of parts’ identification can be made faster by mounting the camera 
as stationary. This will enable the feeding system to keep identifying the next part while robot is busy in pick and place 
task during each cycle.  

5.3. CAD support for vision-based parts detection 

Such a vision-based feeding system is supported using a CAD geometrical data with a single 2D camera. In this way 
the CAD geometry helps to identify the right part during each cycle.   

5.4. Vibratory surface for part presentation to robot 

The system comprises of a bulk that contains assembly parts and sheds them on to a vibrating plane that distributes 
and reorients the parts. A machine vision system detects the location and orientation of the parts and once detected, 
the robot manipulator is triggered to pick the parts and move it to the point of use. Kruger [10] has documented that 
the detection time in this system is considerably longer than a dedicated feeding system. However, the system is 
flexible to adapt to other parts without any mechanical rebuilding. The only challenge seems to be emptying the tray 
and filling it with the new components. Because of the stochastic nature of the feeding system, all the parts on the 
plane may have a random composition. If there are multiple types of parts on the plane, the system may not be able to 
detect the required part due to over-lapping. This limits the precedence constraints in an assembly and the types of 
components placed on the plane else the vibrating plane would vibrate several times to identify the needed part [1].  

5.5. 3D printed bowl feeders 

A 3D printed bowl feeder is an extension to conventional vibratory bowl feeder with the exception that the top part 
is changeable. The top part is developed by additive manufacturing technique thus reducing the mechanical rebuilding 
effort and shorter change-over time.  

6. Case study 

6.1. Parts selected for vision testing 

An industrial case study of assembling an electronic linear actuator is selected for testing and valiation of different 
flexible feeding systems. This is a medium sized product with both metal and plastic components. The parts selected 
for testing are shown in Fig. 4 and Table 1. It is observed that the parts can be detected correctly with one way or 
another however, the differentiating criteria is the production cost. The argument by Kruger that the cycle times are 
longer in flexible feeding systems than dedicated feeding system is less relevant in HRC assembly by using a stationary 
camera that detects and identifies a part while the robot is mounting the part detected in the previous cycle. In 
situations, when a stationary camera is not enough, and an additional camera is required to accurately detect a part, 
cycle times get longer. Therefore, it becomes important to make further analysis based on the factors of cycle times 
involved, investment, number of parts successfully detected with one system. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 4. Parts selected for testing with various vision-based feeding systems for HRC in assembly. 
Table 1. Physical properties of parts investigated in the study. 
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Sr. No. Test scenario Length 
(mm) 

Width 
(mm) 

Height 
(mm) 

 

Material Weight 
(g) 

1 Part A 39 39 17 Metal 230 
2 Part B 60 60 20 Metal 320 
3 Part C 41 41 13 Metal 180 
4 Part D 34 34 26 Metal 160 
5 Part E 24 24 19 Metal 140 
6 Part F 11 11 10 ABS 70 
7 Part G 18 18 30 ABS 40 

 
The tests are made with five scenarios as explained in chapter 5 except for 3D printed bowl feeder, which is the 

same as conventional bowl feeder however only the top part is changeable for part variability.   

6.2.  Test results 

The 2D camera used in the first test was SICK Inspector PIM60 (Fig. 5 a). The system was able to successfully 
detect all the parts’ location and orientation. The overlapping parts were hard to detect and if the distance between the 
parts and the camera is variable then the parts will need to be recalibrated. The second test comprised of a vibratory 
surface (Fig. 5 b). AnyFeeder model SX-240 was used during experimentation that can handle a maximum weight of 
1500 g on the plane. The plane vibrates to separate the parts from other parts and makes the orientation required to be 
detected. 

 
Fig. 5. (a) Robot setup for 2D vision testing; (b) Vibratory plane for flexible feeding.; (c) camera equipped belt feeder. 

 
A 3D structured light camera having the ability to measure the depth of the object was used in the third experiment 

(Fig. 6 a). The distance between the camera and parts is 600 mm. It detected the parts A, B and C. However, the camera 
was not able to find parts D, E, F and G. The low success rate was motivated by the fact of parts being small, not 
having enough surface area available for the camera to read them and the surface was too shinny making it difficult 
for the camera to read them. A structured light camera is sensitive towards length variations in between object and the 
camera. However, this type of camera is expansive, the precision is low in case of small parts and teaching the detection 
engine is hard than a 2D camera.  

 
Fig. 6. (a) 3D structured light vision; (b) CAD enabled vision; (c) 3D vision in bin picking. 
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     The fourth test comprised of a vision-based feeding system supported by a CAD model (Fig. 6 b). In this scenario 
the vision image was compared with the CAD model of the part being detected. The system was successful for all the 
parts detecting one part of a kind during each cycle.  
 
Table 2. Results from the experimentation. 

Sr. No. Test scenario Number of objects 
on the plane 

Number of 
objects detected  

Time of image 
acquisition 

(s) 

Success 
rate 
(%) 

Price  
(Euros) 

 
1 2D camera for feeding from bulk  7 7 0,3 – 1,5 100 8.667 
2 3D camera for feeding from bulk  7 3 1,5 43 10.000 
3 3D camera for feeding from bins  7 6 2,0 86 69.333 
4 CAD supported vision feeding 7 7 1,5 100 17.333 
5 Vibratory table with vision feeding  7 6 1,5 100 72.000 

7. Analyzing efficiency of a flexible feeding system 

The hourly unit production cost of an assembly system is a measure to evaluate performance of the system. The 
hourly unit production cost is a ratio of cost of the production cell per hour and hourly production throughput. The 
same method is adapted in studies [1] [12] [2] to compare the agility of different assembly systems.  

 
From the works of Rosati [11] the hourly throughput of a feeding-based assembly system can be described as: 
 

𝑄𝑄𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 = 1
(� 𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓,𝑠𝑠+ 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖,𝑠𝑠�/ 𝐾𝐾)+ 𝑡𝑡𝑝𝑝,𝑝𝑝

       (1) [11] 

Where 
𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓,𝐴𝐴 =  𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓,𝑗𝑗  / 𝑁𝑁𝑝𝑝,𝑗𝑗  = average times for the feed of a single part 
𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖,𝐴𝐴 =  𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗  / 𝑁𝑁𝑝𝑝,𝑗𝑗  = average times for inspection of a single part 
𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓,𝑗𝑗  = time for parts feed 
𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗  = time for image acquisition and processing  
𝑁𝑁𝑝𝑝,𝑗𝑗  = number of parts on the plane 
𝑡𝑡𝑝𝑝,𝑝𝑝 = average time for manipulation and assembly of a single part 
K = ratio between the number of parts assembled and the number of parts identified 

 
The hourly direct production cost is given as: 

 
𝐶𝐶ℎ 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 =  𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴

ℎ𝑝𝑝𝐴𝐴
        (2) 

 

𝐶𝐶ℎ 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴  =  𝐴𝐴𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝐴𝐴𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟+ 𝐴𝐴𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝐴𝐴𝑟𝑟+𝐴𝐴𝑤𝑤𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑤𝑤𝑠𝑠𝑟𝑟𝑤𝑤𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟𝑤𝑤+ 𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑤𝑤𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑟𝑟𝑤𝑤+ 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓 𝑓𝑓𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓

ℎ𝑝𝑝,𝐴𝐴
    (3) 

 
Where 𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝐴𝐴𝑟𝑟𝑡𝑡 + 𝐶𝐶𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝐴𝐴𝑟𝑟 + 𝐶𝐶𝑤𝑤𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑤𝑤𝐴𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑤𝑤𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟𝑤𝑤 + 𝐶𝐶𝑐𝑐𝑤𝑤𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑟𝑟𝑤𝑤 + 𝐶𝐶𝑓𝑓𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓 𝑓𝑓𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓  present the cost of the production system and 
ℎ𝑝𝑝,𝐴𝐴 is the working hours in the payback time.  
 
The unit direct production cost is calculated as: 

 
𝐶𝐶𝑢𝑢,   𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 = 𝐴𝐴ℎ,   𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴

𝑄𝑄𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴
=  𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 

ℎ𝑝𝑝,𝐴𝐴
 �𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓,𝑠𝑠+ 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖,𝑠𝑠

𝐾𝐾
+  𝑡𝑡𝑝𝑝,𝑝𝑝�   (4) 

 
By using the equation 4, the unit production cost of each of the above feeding system is given in table 3.  
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Table 3. Efficiency evaluation of flexible feeding techniques for HRC as a function of unit production cost. 
Sr. No. Test scenario Cost of feeding 

system  
(Euros) 

Cost of robot + 
gripper + cell  

(Euros) 

Hourly 
production cost  

(Euros) 

Hourly 
throughput 

Production 
cost per part 

(Euros) 
1 2D camera for feeding from bulk  8.667 53.400 18,0 13 1,4 
2 3D camera for feeding from bulk  10.000 53.400 18,4 13 1,5 
3 3D camera for feeding from bins  69.333 53.400 35,6 13 2,8 
4 CAD supported vision feeding 17.333 53.400 20,5 13 1,6 
5 Vibratory table with vision feeding  72.000 53.400 36,3 16 2,3 

8. Conclusion 

The scientific knowledge of automated assembly feeding is not as mature as other areas of manufacturing or 
assembly operations. Besides several random solutions available, there is no unified generic framework/methodology 
available for feeding technologies. This situation is critical in HRC assembly cells where robots have been developed 
to raise the automation bar of manual assembly work but are remaining limited due to feeding systems’ constraints. 
Results from this paper elucidated the economic effects of machine vision technology with various techniques for 
developing a flexible feeding solution. The final solution would be highly contextual based on product, process and 
economic constraints. Several factors can influence this decision for feeding technique. Camera mounting techniques, 
for example, can affect the cycle times and accuracy achieved in the results. Future research should focus on 
developing flexible and modular solutions for feeding that are adaptable to various situations. Nevertheless, 
implementation of machine vision in assembly systems is a multi-layer problem and an optimal solution emerges at 
the verge of knowledge, experience and innovation for a case specific solution. 
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(HRC) stations for assembly applications.
 Design/methodology/approach: A structured iterative process is documented for devel-

oping an HRC system. Additive manufacturing together with generative design technology 
is explored to develop cheaper, flexible and adaptable grippers and fixtures. A simulation 
model as a digital twin prototype (DTP) provided the opportunity to avoid unpredicted 
undesirables. Data connectivity is used to enable remote access of the operator to the ro-
bot controller. 

 Findings: HRC assembly cells have the potential to increase automation levels in manual 
assembly. The demonstrator forms the basis for further work on the use of an intelligent 
data-driven digital twin for safe, intuitive and flexible human-robot cooperation.

 Originality/value: A structured framework is documented to develop an HRC assembly 
cell. The framework is used for developing an industrial assembly case. It is shown that 
human-robot production results in less human-effort and generates business value. The 
cycle times are achieved equal to the current production which justifies the investment in 
an HRC system.
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HUMAN-ROBOT SYMBIOTIC ASSEMBLY-STATION 

 
 

Abstract 

• Purpose: This paper simplifies the industrial transition of human-robot collaborative (HRC) 
stations for assembly applications. 

• Design/methodology/approach: A structured iterative process is documented for developing 
an HRC system. Additive manufacturing together with generative design technology is explored 
to develop cheaper, flexible and adaptable grippers and fixtures. A simulation model as a digital 
twin prototype (DTP) provided the opportunity to avoid unpredicted undesirables. Data 
connectivity is used to enable remote access of the operator to the robot controller.  

• Findings: HRC assembly cells have the potential to increase automation levels in manual 
assembly. The demonstrator forms the basis for further work on the use of an intelligent data-
driven digital twin for safe, intuitive and flexible human-robot cooperation. 

• Originality/value: A structured framework is documented to develop an HRC assembly cell. 
The framework is used for developing an industrial assembly case. It is shown that human-robot 
production results in less human-effort and generates business value. The cycle times are 
achieved equal to the current production which justifies the investment in an HRC system. 

Keywords: Human-robot collaboration; Assembly; Digital twins; Simulation; Demonstrator; 
Industrial; Case study; HRI. 

1. Introduction 

Assembly, as process, is the sequential integration of parts and components into functional products 

(Wiendahl et al. 2015). Assembly of fabricated parts accounts for over 50% of total labour cost 

associated with the product, 25-30% of the total cost of any manufacturing company and one-third of 

the people employed in the manufacturing sector (Li et al. 2014) (Malik & Bilberg 2019c). Another study 

has documented that over 90% of assembly tasks are manual (Fast-Berglund et al. 2016).  

Assembly is often associated with handling of dexterous objects, many variants, and tasks requiring 

sensorimotor skills for alignment and adjustment (Faber et al. 2015). Traditionally, such flexibility is 

only achievable through humans. The complexity and dexterity requirements in assembly make humans 

a vital asset and therefore assembly has traditionally been resistant to mainstream automation making 

assembly the most labor intensive work for production of discrete products (Malik & Bilberg 2019a). 

Case studies have shown that the tasks requiring absolute human involvement are less than 40% while 

many of the tasks in assembly are repetitive. But because humans and robots can’t coexist therefore all 

the tasks are needed to be kept manual.  

A new human-friendly hardware in the class of industrial robotics for object manipulation is 

collaborative robots or cobots. The property of human-friendliness is attributed towards the lightweight 

safer structure, easier configuration and ease of mobility (Malik & Bilberg 2019a). The concept of cobots 

was first introduced by Colgate while the commercial attraction was gained by the end of the first decade 

of this century. Cobots are being welcomed by the manufacturing community. The reasons are that 

cobots can raise the level of automation in manual work resulting in increased efficiency (Malik & 

Bilberg 2019b). Automation of simple repetitive pick and place tasks (such as machine tending) are the 
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low hanging benefits from cobots. However, when it comes to more labour-intensive works, such as 

assembly then the implications arise.  

Nevertheless, the use of cobots in industrial assembly is still limited. Combining the advantages of 

human flexibility and machine efficiency by means of direct human-robot cooperation seems to be 

interesting for production companies but has not been realized in industry yet (Fast-Berglund et al. 

2016).  The challenges are the safety of cooperating operators, slow speed of cobots and complexity of 

programming multiple tasks of assembly operation. Several solutions of cobots are documented  (Robla-

Gómez et al. 2017) often exhibiting least level of human-robot collaboration (Malik & Bilberg 2019b). 

The integration of a cobot forming a coherent system with other elements of a factory is a challenging 

and expensive task (Wojtynek et al. 2019). It is necessary to develop integration methods for HRC 

systems for fast and safe embed into real world. 

The current work is aimed to create a human-robot collaborative assembly cell. A systematic framework 

is used, documenting the key activities to design and develop an HRC assembly system. Robot equipped 

with force limiting body offers a safer interaction with operator. Additionally, the safer interaction is 

enabled through safe design, programming features and other sensing mechanisms. Additive 

manufacturing is extensively used both for gripping devices, end effectors and fixtures to demonstrate 

the flexibility of designing and handling complex shapes with cheaper materials. This all offered 

opportunities that multi product flow is enabled and the frequent intervention is possible both by the 

robot and the operator. In the process, the cycle-time is a critical element to define a project’s success.  

 

2. Advantages of using cobots in assembly 

When used in assembly, cobots can cooperate with human(s) to share the workload (Figure 1). The 

workload sharing can be at various levels of interaction. These levels correspond to space and time 

sharing between robot and human (Malik & Bilberg 2019b). A successful integration of HRC in assembly 

(Figure 1) can result in many advantages such as: 

 

Figure 1: Schematics of human-robot collaboration in manufacturing. 
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• Increased efficiency: Get the best of both worlds, humans do ergonomically challenging tasks and 

robots do repetitive and simpler ones  

• Higher productivity: The cobot can be used according to market needs. If not needed, the cobot can 

be switched to another application. 

• Simple and cost-effective programming of the robot 

• Improve safety at work 

• Relieve people at ergonomically difficult task 

• Worker can do other activities while robot is working 

 

3. Engineering system design 

Production system is an organized ordination of hardware, software, people, facilities and procedures 

intended to accomplish common objectives. Designing a system is referred to defining the design 

problem and the architecture or physical representation of the system. A generic understanding of 

design (as a verb) is, “Defining solutions and pertinent structures for problems not solved before, or new 

solutions to problems which have previously been solved in a different way.”  

Engineering design describes defining the geometry and materials of the system in a way that intended 

physical behavior is realized in the most effective way (Roozenburg & Cross 1991) and considers 

system’s entire life cycle (Buede & Miller 2016) where the life cycle can be expressed as, “birth to death” 

or “lust to dust” (Jackson 2018). In context of an engineering system, the lifecycle can be seen in the 

Figure 2 that includes initial system design, synthesis, modeling, analysis, simulation, realization, 

implementation, operation and reconfiguration (ElMaraghy 2005). 

 
Figure 2: Engineering design cycle (Eekels & Roozenburg 1991) 

Professional engineering practice is largely concerned with design, and design is taken as the essence of 

engineering (Dieter & C. 2012). Engineering design often relates to use of engineering methods and 

models during the system design process, but the need of the ‘artistry’ element is of utmost importance 

for the system to be successful (Buede & Miller 2016). The importance of design in product development 

can be envisaged by the fact that 5% cost of the product is associated with design activities however, it 

involves accumulation of commitments that affect 70 to 80% of the developed cost of the product (Dieter 
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& C. 2012). Several approaches of concurrent engineering have been adapted to avoid the dilemma of 

“over the wall design” (a dilemma where designers and manufacturers are working in silos and the 

manufacturer has to wrestle with the problems created by the designer) (Boothroyd & Alting 1992).  

The difference between design process and scientific knowledge has been a topic of discussion in several 

studies (Eekels & Roozenburg 1991)(Cross 1993). The Nobel Prize–winning economist Herbert Simon 

advanced the discussion by expressing the difference as science is concerned with knowledge about 

naturally occurring phenomena and objects while design is concerned with creation of knowledge about 

artificial phenomena or objects (Dieter & C. 2012). Artificial concepts are made by humans instead of 

nature and can be characterized in terms of functions, goals and adaptations.   

It is difficult to form a standard design methodology (Cross 1993) but still, engineering design cycle 

(Figure 3) provides an insight to the elements of the design process. It can be seen that engineering 

design is a cyclic process  and displays an iterative character (Eekels & Roozenburg 1991).  

4. Framework for design of an HRC assembly cell 

Systems’ theory defines a system (Grieves 2012) as: ‘two or more components that combine together to 

produce from one or more inputs one or more results that could not be obtained from the components 

individually’. Manufacturing systems can be modelled as complex technical systems (Francalanza et al. 

2014). The design and development of manufacturing systems can be simplified by the paradigm 

‘Factory is a life-long and complex product’ (Westkämper et al. 2006). In pursuit of simplification, many 

studies have used product-design-theories for manufacturing systems’ design, thus strengthening the 

argument of ‘factories-are-products’.  

Roozenburg’s engineering design cycle (Eekels & Roozenburg 1991) is an iterative design method for 

design of technical products. The method has been used for design of manufacturing systems 

(Francalanza et al. 2014)(Francalanza et al. 2018). Aligned with this argumentation, this paper derives 

a systematic approach to implement a human-robot production system (see Figure 3). The process is 

divided into four phases of concept development, design, verification and decision. The phases can be 

identified to a system’s lifecycle however the later phases of operation, maintenance, and disposition 

are out of the scope.  

4.1. Idea and concept development  

The goal of a production system is to produce a product at a required time, cost, quality and flexibility 

(Chryssolouris et al. 2013). This phase starts by defining the need for having an HRC production system. 

The need can be generated from a desire to have better working conditions, increased efficiency, 

reduction in human effort or a new business strategy.  

 The design of the product to be handled by the robot and the complexity of the process description will 

define the automation potential for an HRC. The requirements of an HRC automation may be attributed 

towards the physical properties of the product, the task complexity in relation to alignment, takt time, 

and product variants. Based on this analysis, the tasks can be identified having a potential for robotic 

automation. The tasks identified for automation make it possible to develop a process plan in an HRC 

fashion and comparing it with the needs identified in the beginning. 

4.2. HRC design  

This is the stage where manufacturing designers select hardware solutions for a desired HRC 

manufacturing system. Given the product and process characteristics, the resources are selected. The 

resources are organized in the given space to have minimum cycle times. The process planning includes 
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an optimization of human-robot tasks distribution, planning for robot programming, and safety 

certification design. Once an initial sketch is ready a preliminary design of the HRC system can be 

conceived.  

 

Figure 3: Framework to design an HRC system. 

 

4.3. Virtual simulations 

Virtual simulations offer the opportunity to develop the HRC system in a virtual computer environment 

with a digital human mannequin. Thus, allowing the workspace analysis and optimizations in a human-

robot virtual space. To get accurate cycle times both for the human and robotic tasks, given the accurate 

robot controller for the selected robot and grippers, a detailed process can be modelled in a continuous 

simulation. Discrete statistical simulations can help to estimate the productivity under various 

production floor variables and relevant probability of occurrence. Virtual simulations help to generate 

a virtual process plan and a refined HRC system’s design.  

4.4. Implementation 

The final design is achieved by making analysis for fulfillment of needs as defined in the beginning and 

technical and economic feasibility of HRC implementation. A few iterations can arise until a final design 

is achieved and is moved further for implementation.  
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5. The industrial case 

The case company is a Danish manufacturing company involved in the production of linear-actuators. 

The case selected is assembly of a battery-pack. The battery-pack is used to power electronic linear 

actuators in the use-case. The electronic linear-actuators convert rotational motion in low voltage DC 

motors into linear push/pull movement. These actuators find their applications where tilting, lifting, 

pulling or pushing motions in hospital beds (and industrial machinery). The product is shown in Figure 

4.  

 

Figure 4: (1) Complete assembled product; (2) Assembly precedence sequence; (3) Parts to be assembled; (4) 

Assembly exploded diagram. 

  

 

Figure 5: As-is manual assembly cell for the case product. 

The company is effectively employing several levels of automation (i.e. full automation, hybrid 

automation and manual). The case belongs to a manual production (Figure 5) where two operators 
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assemble the product in 60 seconds each. Each operator takes 60 seconds to complete its tasks. There 

is a buffer storage in between the two desks to avoid any bottlenecks.  

6. Development of the HRC assembly cell 
 

6.1. Need analysis  
The needs as analyzed in the given case are: 

• The case company is located in Denmark that represents a high-wage economy and is facing the 

challenges of globalization. 

• Two components used in the assembly weigh above 1 Kg each. The automation of this task can 

relieve the operator from picking and placing a heavier component all day long.   

 

6.2. System requirement analysis 

 
All the tasks in manual assembly process are documented along with their cycle times. They are then 

decomposed into task attributes. A rating mechanism based on task complexity (Figure 6) is used to 

identify easy to automate tasks, tasks with absolute human necessity, and tasks that can be done either 

by the human or the robot. Since the robots are operated at a slow speed in a human robot shared 

workspace due to safety reasons, therefore the task execution time for the robot is higher than the 

human for the same task. Considering the task execution time, resource, task precedence in assembly 

process, and availability of the resource from the previous task, an HRC assembly sequence is generated 

(Table 1). The task distribution method is described by the author in (Malik & Bilberg 2019a). This 

resulted in the automation of four of the total 22 tasks, which correspond to 42% time of the manual 

assembly time. 

Figure 6: Attributes of a task to make human-robot allocation strategy (Malik & Bilberg 2019a). 
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Table 1: HRC Assembly sequence in human-robot fashion. 

Task No. Human tasks Time (sec) Robot tasks Time (sec) 

1 P&P base plate 3,0  
 
 
 
 
 

37,0 

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

 

2 Apply sticker 5,5 

3 Scan the sticker 3,0 

4 Place Spring 2,0 

5 Mount holder and pin 7,0 

6 Pick assembly and place bush 2,5 

7 Pick and place in fixture 4,0 

8 Mount PCB 3,0 

9 Screwing 7,0 
 

  
  

P&P batteries 16,0 

11 Mount cables 11,0  
 

30,0 

  
  
  
  

 

12 Turn batteries 5,5 

13 Foam pieces 6,5 

14 Foam shield 7,0 
 

  
  

P&P in testing station 10,0 

16 P&P top cover 3,0  
 
 

22,0 

  
  
  
  

 

17 Apply inside sticker 6,0 

18 Apply outer sticker 10,0 

19 P&P top cover on assembly 3,0 
 

  
 

Fix screws 24,0 

    
 

  Pick & deliver the product 10,0 

 

 

6.3. HRC system design 

 

The following section presents the description of the develop human-robot assembly cell.  

  
6.3.1. Selection of robot and gripper 

The selection of cobot and the gripper may have a various viewpoints from technical, economic 

and(Malik & Bilberg 2017) social. For this case study, technical aspects are only considered.   
 

Table 2: Selection of robot and gripper. 

 

Selection of robot Selection of gripper 
Maximum 
weight of parts 

> 2 Kg Universal robot (UR5e) 
Payload: 5 Kg 
Reach 500mm 
Accuracy: 0.1mm 
 

Size of parts range > 100mm and 
< 150 mm 

SCHUNK 
gripper  
EGP 64-N-N-
B 

Reach  ≤ 400 mm  Gripping surface 
available? 

Yes 

Accuracy 0.5 mm Contact area > 900mm2 
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6.3.2. Work holding devices and fixtures 

The product needs to be assembled on a fixture. The fixture is needed both for the operator and the 

robotic tasks. A fixture is designed offering the opportunity to hold the part in both directions. The 

fixture is 3D printed (Figure 7) and is fixed on a metal plate and the metal plate is mounted on the 

assembly table.  

 

Figure 7: Work holding fixture. 

6.3.3. Robot end-of-arm tooling 

The robot needs to execute three different types of tasks and for each a separate shape of object need to 

be handled. The following design of end-of-arm tooling is developed. 

 

- Robot gripping system 

The primary gripper used with the robot is an electric 2-fingers parallel SCHUNK gripper EGP 64-N-N-

B, with a fingers’ length of 50 mm. The gripper in its default design is not enough to handle large parts 

(>120mm) as in the case study. Therefore, extended end-effectors are designed to be produced with 

additive manufacturing (Figure 8).  

Table 3: Properties of the gripper used. 

Parameter Value 
Min. gripping force  75 N 
Max. gripping force  300 N 
TCP  262 mm 
Payload  1,35 kg 
Stroke per jaw 10 mm 
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Figure 8: Robot gripping system. 

 

- Gripper end effector 

The use of additive manufactured end-effectors offers the flexibility of handling different products as 

desired with the changing robotic tasks. The end-effector is designed to pick the complete product 

during and after assembly. There are two secondary tasks where a suction gripper and screw-task need 

to be performed. This requires that two additional end-effectors be added to the primary gripper. The 

full gripping device with suction system and screwdriver is shown (Figure 8).  

- Suction gripping system 

There are parts that need to be handled with a suction force instead of the robot fingers. These are the 

parts where no gripping feature is available, the surface is slippery, and the part presentation is of nature 

where no enough gripping space is available. Suction gripper (Figure 9) is used for pick and place of 

batteries.  

 

Figure 9: Suction tool to pick and place parts. 

A suction system, therefore, is designed to handle such parts. There is an ABC end effector, connected to 

a valve which is connected to an electronic switch. The switch is connected via a plug to the compressed 

air. The I/O is interfaced with the robot controller to activate the suction gripper when needed during 

robot program.  
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- Screw driver 

The robot needs to take care of the screwing tasks. An electric transducerized screwdriver from 

Desouter is used with a Desouter control box. A mounting with 3D printing is developed to clamp the 

screwdriver (Figure 10). The mounting has gripping features available for the robot to hold the device. 

The screwdriver’s I/O are interfaced with the robot program to be called during program execution.  

 

Figure 10: Screw driver for screwing tasks. 

6.3.4. Layout of the cell 

The cell is based on a fixturing table developed by Siegmund having geometrical dimensions of 1600mm 

and a height of 1200mm. It is a modular fixturing table with opportunities to easily mount and dismount 

devices (Figure 11).  

Figure 11: Layout of the HRC cell. 

 

6.4. Safety of the human operator 
 

Safety of the human operator(s) is the most challenging element on the way to implement human-robot 
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teams. In this project several approaches are identified to implement safety yet having optimal robot 

speed. 

• The robot has a 3D printed gripper which is rounded at all edges.  

• The robot is programmed to always move with plane faces towards and sharp edges away from the 

operator.  

• The robot body is equipped with power and force limiting features. The robot stops if a force of 100 

N hits the robot. However, this is not enough to safeguard the human, as an injury might still happen.  

• The robot is also equipped with a force and torque sensor in its tool post. Thereby the robot 

movements are designed with various force torque sensitivity in several movements. Thereby, if 

even a human hand comes in front of the cobot, the cobot moves back immediately and then tries 

again to go to the target position.  

• An emergency stop is available in the hand-held unit.      

• Collision avoidance is further enabled through whole-body scanning. An RGB-D Kinect sensor is 

used for this purpose. 

• A next approach is to have the operator with two Vive tracking devices at its wrists. The devices are 

based on ABC technology that enables the controller to know the tracker location. The robot receives 

the information if the operator is in its working space. If in any case the operator comes closer than 

15 cm to the robot, the robot moves away from the operator. If the robot is in the workspace B, 

where actual work is being done, the robot will have a halt due to closeness to the operator.  

 

6.5. Virtual simulations for tests and validation  
 
New operating policies for complex production systems can be tested and developed in virtual 

simulation models for a risk-free translation into real-world (Mourtzis et al. 2014) (Uhlemann et al. 

2017). Virtual experimentation is also advantageous for reduction in development time and cost (Azab 

et al. 2012). With increasing interests in collaborative robots, unified human-robot simulations have 

been reported by (Malik & Bilberg 2018)(Bilberg & Malik 2019). A virtual simulation model is developed 

in the early design and planning phase of a production system. As the system evolves, the virtual 

simulation model is enriched with virtual-representations of each component of the physical system 

making it increasingly possible to simulate and verify its dynamic behaviour. The tests can be a 

verification of structural design, layout analysis, cycle-time estimation, human ergonomic studies, 

production evaluations etc.  

A newer approach in the field of factory simulations is a digital twin, that refers to a lifecycle usefulness 

of the simulation models. A digital twin is a virtual 3-dimensional representation of the elements and 

dynamics of a physical system. For production systems, a digital twin can be defined as, “a digital 

representation of an active unique product or service or production system that is characterized by certain 

properties or conditions used in order to analyze, understand and improve the product, product service 

system or production” (Stark et al. 2019).  

The system is virtually designed in its entirety and is run virtually for its performance. The virtual 

system helped to identify several unexpected undesirables. The virtual models are imported into a 

simulation environment where discrete simulation helped to optimize the assembly process. 
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Figure 12: Digital twin for the HRC cell. 

 

The advantages of using the digital twin in the design phase are: 

• The virtual models, as virtual-informative-twin, simplify the design problems exhibiting its 

relation to the rest of the system 

• The dynamic simulation quantifies the estimated cycle times for human-robot process balancing  

• Dimensional assessments make it possible to optimize the layout for safe and easy reach for the 

human and the robot 

• Robotic simulations execute the robotic tasks using real robot programs and configuration 

identical to the ones on the shop floor 

• The robotic simulation also acts as an offline programming tool 

• Digital human models made it possible to test and examine the ergonomic issues 

Conventionally, these design phase simulations get useless once the system becomes operational, 

however given the fact, that they contain maximum details of the idea, shape and functionality, they 

must be useful during the entire lifecycle. The operational usefulness of the digital twins has been 

described by the authors in (Bilberg & Malik 2019). 

 

6.6. Analysis and final design  
 

For an industrial application, besides technical and production requirements, the HRC strategy should 
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justify the investment. The human effort in HRC is reduced than manual system resulting in less labour 

cost (Figure 13). The cost of production in the said case is 0.74 Euros/minute. For 80,000 units produced 

per year, the saving per year is 72,000 Euros (Table 4). The investment in building the HRC system is 

approximately around 70,000 Euros, which justifies the investment in HRC system. Figure 14 shows the 

balancing of assembly process in case of human and robot cooperation and avoiding any idle times.   

 

Figure 13: Cycle time estimation for the HRC system. 

 

 

Figure 14: Process balancing in the human-robot assembly cell.  

 

Table 4: Economic analysis of the HRC solution. 

 

Business value analysis  
 Manual assembly (2 operators) Human-robot assembly (1 operator) 

Man hours 60 sec + 63 sec 86 sec 
Man hours 2.05 min 1.43 sec 
Cost of production 0.74 Euros/min 
Cost per product 1.5 Euros 1.05 Euros 
 
Saving by investing in cobot  
Cost saving per product 1.5 – 1.05  
Cost saving per product 0.45 Euros 
Production per year 80,000 
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Saving per year 0.45 x 80,000 
Saving per year 36,000 Euros 
Saving for 2 years 72,000 Euros 

 
6.7. HRC system construction 

After a final design is achieved a bill of material (BOM) and bill of processes (BOP) is generated. The physical 

system is built according to the design specifications of the virtual system (Figure 15 & 16).   

 

 

Figure 15: The constructed HRC system. 

 

Figure 16: Schematic of the constructed HRC system. 
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6.8. Human interaction with the robot 

The human operator and the robot must continuously collaborate with each other. The operator uses a 

proximity-switch on the assembly station to instruct the robot to execute an action. Each assembly point 

has one switch and pressing the switch executes the robotic action next in line (Table 3). 

Table 5: Interface description between the human and the robot. 

 

Tasks Station Action 
Switch 1A Station 1 Pick and place batteries 
Switch 1B Pick and deliver the product to Station 2 
Switch 2 Station 2 Screw and deliver the product 

 

A virtual network computing (VNC) protocol is also enabled for the operator to remotely access the 

robot controller. Through a hand-held device (e.g., smartphone or tablet) the human-machine interface 

of the robot is remotely accessible, enabling the operator to remotely pass an instruction to the robot or 

interact with I/O devices interfaced with the robot (Figure 17). 

 

Figure 17: Remote interface for the robot. 

7. Challenges and further work 

The next goals are to enable this HRC assembly cell to be driven and controlled through a digital twin. 

The virtual models have already been created as the first form containing maximum details of the 

physical system. However, in general practices, these virtual models get obsolete once the system has 

evolved into its operational phase. The idea of a digital twin emphasizes to utilize the virtual models 

during operation by linking each virtual-element to the corresponding physical assets. And then use it 

as a mirror and ‘front-runner’ to what is happening at the shop floor.  

 

8. Conclusion 

This paper documented the development of a human-robot collaborative assembly cell based on a 

structured and systematic framework. Various smart technologies are integrated into the demonstrator 

to build an effective HRC collaboration. The technologies demonstrated are skill-based task distribution, 

3D printed fixture ,3D printed robot finger, programming via simulation and camera for human 

detection. For HRC implementation in industrial assembly, the primary challenge is the safety of the 

operator that institutes slow permissible speed of the robot resulting in slow cycle time. Safety of human 

operators continue to play a leading role as a hindrance towards human-robot closer collaboration. 
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Digital twins, enabled with artificial intelligence is an area to be explored for fast, safe and flexible 

integration of cobots as humans’ colleagues.  

 

See the complete video at: 

https://youtu.be/ 
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Abstract 

Under the concept of "Industry 4.0", production processes will be pushed to be increasingly interconnected, 
information based on a real time basis and, necessarily, much more efficient. In this context, capacity optimization 
goes beyond the traditional aim of capacity maximization, contributing also for organization’s profitability and value. 
Indeed, lean management and continuous improvement approaches suggest capacity optimization instead of 
maximization. The study of capacity optimization and costing models is an important research topic that deserves 
contributions from both the practical and theoretical perspectives. This paper presents and discusses a mathematical 
model for capacity management based on different costing models (ABC and TDABC). A generic model has been 
developed and it was used to analyze idle capacity and to design strategies towards the maximization of organization’s 
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1. Introduction 

The cost of idle capacity is a fundamental information for companies and their management of extreme importance 
in modern production systems. In general, it is defined as unused capacity or production potential and can be measured 
in several ways: tons of production, available hours of manufacturing, etc. The management of the idle capacity 
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1. Introduction 

In an industrial production environment a notable proportion of work is attributed towards assembly operations [1]. 
Since the assembly tasks are often credited with handling difficult product geometries and require higher production 
flexibility they have traditionally been hard to automate [2]. With Lean automation, the concept of hybrid automation 
has emerged with balanced introduction of human flexibility and machine efficiency. However, the desired flexibility 
and human co-existence lead to higher total complexity of the production system. The design, development, as well 
as operation - due to the frequent changes - make it necessary to quickly validate the behavior of the system before it 
is put in the real world. This paper is dealing with a case of an industrial assembly process for small-scale high-volume 
products in a variant oriented production environment. The manual production process is aimed to enhance 
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flexibility they have traditionally been hard to automate [2]. With Lean automation, the concept of hybrid automation 
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and human co-existence lead to higher total complexity of the production system. The design, development, as well 
as operation - due to the frequent changes - make it necessary to quickly validate the behavior of the system before it 
is put in the real world. This paper is dealing with a case of an industrial assembly process for small-scale high-volume 
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productivity by introducing collaborative robots. However, this approach carries challenges in every phase of the 
lifecycle of the production system such as designing the human-robot collaborative (HRC) system, human-machine 
safety analysis, collision detections, robot program generation and doing this all frequently with every change in 
production parameters during operation.  

This paper presents a Digital Twin (DT) framework based on evolvable digital simulations for human-robot 
collaborative work cell. The objectives of the paper are: 
• To present an operational framework to use Digital Twins that supports the design, development and operation  
• To validate the framework with an industrial case  

1.1. Flexible automation with human-robot hybrid assembly system  

The requirement of handling complex product geometries, high number of product variants and fluctuating 
production quantities adds to the complexity of assembly operations. The operational flexibility required in assembly 
processes has traditionally been achieved by humans [3][4]. However manual production systems are not able to cope 
with the challenges of globalization and mass personalization [5]. To enhance manufacturing productivity, industrial 
automation has widely been researched both in academia and industry. But the automation solutions make the systems 
rigid and less flexible to adapt to production changes. These challenges gave rise to the concept of Lean automation 
that suggests to take benefit from the synergistic effect of human machine collaboration [6] [7]. The hybrid 
combination of human and automation activities has the potential to offer higher production flexibility, product mix 
and reconfiguration [2]. An approach to enable human-machine collaboration is using new generation of industrial 
robots or Robotics 2.0. The next generation of industrial robotics are human-friendly robots, named as collaborative 
robots or cobots. The inherent dexterous flexibility of a cobot is enabled by its kinematical degrees of freedom (that 
allow it to reach every coordinate of its workspace in multiple configurations) and the variety of manageable tools, 
sensors and other supporting devices [8] [9]. Cobots together with advanced safety technologies are designed to form 
workspaces with the right amount of automation [3] creating a balance between flexibility of manual processes and 
efficiency and repeatability of machines [10].  

1.2. Challenges with human-robot teams in production 

The human-robot hybrid work environment is complex and dynamic. Since these systems are supposed to offer 
higher product variety they need to be able to continuously extend and adapt to various configurations during their 
operation. Methodologies and frameworks have been presented for developing human-robot teams [11] [12]. It is 
important that such systems are quickly validated during design, development and operation. Safety is another vital 
consideration in designing HRC workspace [13] [14]. The workspace should ensure that no harm is caused to human, 
either directly or indirectly, both during operation or if the system goes into a failure. New approaches are required to 
design and reconfigure the robots and the production system thus minimizing the required time and effort. 

1.3. Support of virtual environments in developing production systems 

Simulation-based digital prototyping constitutes a focal point in research to support decision making in 
manufacturing systems’ design and operation [15]. Digital simulations provide insights into complex production 
systems to develop and test new operating policies before implementing them in real world [16] [17]. Significant 
benefits of reduction in development time and cost are achievable with virtual experimentation and validation of 
manufacturing systems [18]. In the field of industrial robotics, virtual simulation is a well-known concept to plan, 
predict, scale and safely test different scenarios in planning and optimization of robotic systems [19]. The digital 
human modelling offers possibility to integrate a computer-rendered avatar with a prospective workspace to examine 
the ergonomic issues [20]. A comprehensive work on digital human modelling for ergonomic analysis in workspace 
design has been discussed in [20] [21]. Human machine collaboration has been center of attention by many researchers 
however little work is available on simulation and visualization of HRC. A compelling work in this regard has been 
published by Ore [22] to present virtual simulations for visualization and evaluation of collaboration between human 
and industrial robot. Furthermore, besides the classical use of simulations in product and system design, an emerging 
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has emerged with balanced introduction of human flexibility and machine efficiency. However, the desired flexibility 
and human co-existence lead to higher total complexity of the production system. The design, development, as well 
as operation - due to the frequent changes - make it necessary to quickly validate the behavior of the system before it 
is put in the real world. This paper is dealing with a case of an industrial assembly process for small-scale high-volume 
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productivity by introducing collaborative robots. However, this approach carries challenges in every phase of the 
lifecycle of the production system such as designing the human-robot collaborative (HRC) system, human-machine 
safety analysis, collision detections, robot program generation and doing this all frequently with every change in 
production parameters during operation.  

This paper presents a Digital Twin (DT) framework based on evolvable digital simulations for human-robot 
collaborative work cell. The objectives of the paper are: 
• To present an operational framework to use Digital Twins that supports the design, development and operation  
• To validate the framework with an industrial case  

1.1. Flexible automation with human-robot hybrid assembly system  

The requirement of handling complex product geometries, high number of product variants and fluctuating 
production quantities adds to the complexity of assembly operations. The operational flexibility required in assembly 
processes has traditionally been achieved by humans [3][4]. However manual production systems are not able to cope 
with the challenges of globalization and mass personalization [5]. To enhance manufacturing productivity, industrial 
automation has widely been researched both in academia and industry. But the automation solutions make the systems 
rigid and less flexible to adapt to production changes. These challenges gave rise to the concept of Lean automation 
that suggests to take benefit from the synergistic effect of human machine collaboration [6] [7]. The hybrid 
combination of human and automation activities has the potential to offer higher production flexibility, product mix 
and reconfiguration [2]. An approach to enable human-machine collaboration is using new generation of industrial 
robots or Robotics 2.0. The next generation of industrial robotics are human-friendly robots, named as collaborative 
robots or cobots. The inherent dexterous flexibility of a cobot is enabled by its kinematical degrees of freedom (that 
allow it to reach every coordinate of its workspace in multiple configurations) and the variety of manageable tools, 
sensors and other supporting devices [8] [9]. Cobots together with advanced safety technologies are designed to form 
workspaces with the right amount of automation [3] creating a balance between flexibility of manual processes and 
efficiency and repeatability of machines [10].  

1.2. Challenges with human-robot teams in production 

The human-robot hybrid work environment is complex and dynamic. Since these systems are supposed to offer 
higher product variety they need to be able to continuously extend and adapt to various configurations during their 
operation. Methodologies and frameworks have been presented for developing human-robot teams [11] [12]. It is 
important that such systems are quickly validated during design, development and operation. Safety is another vital 
consideration in designing HRC workspace [13] [14]. The workspace should ensure that no harm is caused to human, 
either directly or indirectly, both during operation or if the system goes into a failure. New approaches are required to 
design and reconfigure the robots and the production system thus minimizing the required time and effort. 

1.3. Support of virtual environments in developing production systems 

Simulation-based digital prototyping constitutes a focal point in research to support decision making in 
manufacturing systems’ design and operation [15]. Digital simulations provide insights into complex production 
systems to develop and test new operating policies before implementing them in real world [16] [17]. Significant 
benefits of reduction in development time and cost are achievable with virtual experimentation and validation of 
manufacturing systems [18]. In the field of industrial robotics, virtual simulation is a well-known concept to plan, 
predict, scale and safely test different scenarios in planning and optimization of robotic systems [19]. The digital 
human modelling offers possibility to integrate a computer-rendered avatar with a prospective workspace to examine 
the ergonomic issues [20]. A comprehensive work on digital human modelling for ergonomic analysis in workspace 
design has been discussed in [20] [21]. Human machine collaboration has been center of attention by many researchers 
however little work is available on simulation and visualization of HRC. A compelling work in this regard has been 
published by Ore [22] to present virtual simulations for visualization and evaluation of collaboration between human 
and industrial robot. Furthermore, besides the classical use of simulations in product and system design, an emerging 
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trend is to flexibly combine different phases of system’s lifecycle in a digital space to see, think and react for the 
changes. The approach will help to evaluate and react in a timely manner to the impact of external and internal 
production variations [23]. This new concept is being referred to as Digital Twin and is a next wave of simulation 
support within manufacturing. 

1.4. The concept of digital twins in manufacturing 

According to Rosen [24] a prototype that mirrors the real-time operating conditions of a physical system is a twin. 
The concept of a digital twin evolved from a hardware twin that was developed in NASA’s Apollo program that 
consisted of two identical space vehicles. During space mission, one vehicle remained on ground while the second 
space vehicle went up-to the space. The ground vehicle was continuously mirroring the flight conditions of the in-
orbit vehicle to enable ground experts to better assist astronauts in orbit [25]. A different approach to the concept of 
DT as “Conceptual Ideal for PLM” was presented at University of Michigan [26] in relation to product lifecycle 
management (PLM). This approach consisted of an idea that every system can be a subset of two systems i.e. the 
physical system that exists physically, and a virtual system that exists virtually but contains all the information of the 
physical system.  

The history to the concept of digital twins within manufacturing dates back to 1991 with the research [27] presented 
at Technical University of Denmark as “SIMCON” project to describe real-time communication of virtual simulations 
with physical production defining production control logics. The research presented the virtual simulation as an 
integral part of the information system a factory for online decision making and production planning. The concept is 
very much aligned with the digital twins as later defined by various researchers. Schluse [19] describes DT as a virtual 
representation of a real world object (person, machine, component) and contains models of its data, its functionality 
and its communication interfaces. Grieves [26] described DT as to design, test, build and use a digital informational 
construct of a physical system. Grieves further described the elements of DT as a real space, a virtual space, a link for 
data flow from real to virtual space and a link for information flow from virtual space to real space. A practical 
approach to digital twins in manufacturing is presented in [28]. Scientific review of digital twins has been published 
by Negri [29] compiling scientific definitions of DT and its application in manufacturing. It is also concluded that 
since the emerge of the Industry 4.0 paradigm the concept of DT has got a lot more attention. However, the research 
is mostly available in conference proceedings and it can be argued that the scientific knowledge is still infancy.  

2. Framework of a digital twin for human-robot collaboration 

To enable efficient design, development and operation of an HRC system the operational hierarchy of a digital twin 
framework is shown in Figure 1. The digital twin framework is composed of two interconnected environments i.e. 
physical and virtual. The physical environment is the actual production system composed of humans, robots and 
related production equipment while the virtual environment is composed of a computer-simulation. All the objects of 
the physical system are synced with their digital shadows in virtual environment or, in other words, each element in 
virtual simulation is displaying the operating conditions of a connected physical object in the production system. It is 
proposed that a virtual or digital twin of an HRC system be developed as early as possible during the idea generation 
phase to better develop the design. The process initiates with a simple animation which is extended to an event-based 
simulation for performance analysis on system level. It is important that DT is continuously updated with all the 
evolutionary changes and modifications in the physical system. Therefore, the simulation developed during ideation 
is evolved both in its information-content and connectedness with the physical system. During operation, for every 
production changeover, the digital space will quickly go through the complete run-time cycle and will make optimal 
decisions for production control. As the DT framework is supporting activities along design, develop and operation 
therefore the behavior of the DT can be different during each lifecycle phase.  
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 Fig. 1. Digital twin framework of a human-robot work-cell 

3. Experimental setup 

This chapter presents industrial case of an assembly workstation in a manufacturing company. The product being 
produced at this workstation is composed of several plastic and metallic parts of which most of the parts are within 
the dimensional size range of 20mm to 70mm. This is a complex assembly with reference to the geometry, shape and 
variety of product. With advancement in collaborative-automation, the company is aiming to replace fully manual 
process with human-robots team to increase the production volume at reduced costs while maintaining product variety. 
The HRC system is aimed to achieve Lean automation by distributing the tasks between humans and robots based on 
induced complexity, repetitiveness, and intelligence required. The complexity evaluation of tasks for distribution to 
humans and robots is out of the scope of this paper.   

3.1. The physical space 

Assembly workstation (physical space in the DT framework) is comprised of human-worker and robot-
manipulators. The robot manipulators used in the case are Universal Robot UR-5 and UR-3 for the assembly process. 
The robot UR-5 has 6 degrees of freedom, a payload capacity of 5 kg and a reach of 850 mm. While UR-3 has 6 
degrees of freedom, a payload capacity of 3 kg and a reach of 500 mm. The station receives a sub-assembly from 
previous station, performs mounting of additional parts and transfers the sub-assembly to the next station.  

3.2. The digital space 

The simulation model (digital space in the DT framework) is a dynamic environment composed of 3-dimensional 
computer aided design (CAD) objects imported into Tecnomatix Process Simulate software (Fig. 2). As suggested by 
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previous station, performs mounting of additional parts and transfers the sub-assembly to the next station.  

3.2. The digital space 

The simulation model (digital space in the DT framework) is a dynamic environment composed of 3-dimensional 
computer aided design (CAD) objects imported into Tecnomatix Process Simulate software (Fig. 2). As suggested by 
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Tao [30] the virtual model is built in four layers i.e. geometry (creation of 3D CAD objects), physics (placement of 
CAD objects in the scene), behavior (kinematics of robots and human), and rule (assembly process sequence). The 
3D kinetic CAD objects of all the cobots are available at online-library maintained by Siemens Support Center. All 
other parts and components required at the workstation are created in Autodesk Inventor as 3D objects and are 
imported into Tecnomatix environment. Tecnomatix can import CAD data in JT (Jupiter Tessellation) format. Process 
Simulate human-package is used to form digital model of the human worker to conduct ergonomic evaluations. The 
software offers realistic male and female human figures with deformable mesh technology to represent visually 
accurate body shapes to map out and optimize complex work activities on the computer. Since the case-factory is 
located in Denmark, an average size of human population is selected from Danish statistics report 2017 [31]. The 
selected human corresponds to: height: 182cm, BMI: < 25, waist to hip ratio (for males). 

 
Fig. 2. Digital twin of the production system 

4. Results 

The digital twin of the physical production system is utilized for various types of analysis and to develop control 
logics. Figure 3 gives an overview of different tests performed in the digital environment as described below:  

4.1. Human-robot task allocation 

To complete the assembly tasks humans and robots have some unique and common capabilities. These 
capabilities can be identified for the task allocation problem [2] [32] thereby forming a decision making arena where 
the tasks are assigned to robot and the human for better performance. Through several simulation instances, a 
workflow is developed. The simulation also estimated the task completion times and the active and idle times for 
robots and the human. By having this overview, a modification to the assembly sequence is developed to minimize 
the idle times and better use each resource. It is equally important that the tasks are distributed in a way that enough 
recovery time is available for the worker to avoid work-fatigue. 

4.2. Workstation layout 

In an HRC the robots, human, and all equipment must be optimally placed for balanced interaction and shorter 
cycle times. The co-existence of human and robots further increases the safety requirements. To better design the 
workstation-layout the following experiments are of importance: (a) Collision analysis: In an HRC, with multiple 
cobots and frequent production changes, collisions are likely to occur. A collision-test helped to identify possible 
collisions and optimize robot trajectories/ placement of equipment. Although cobots are capable to stop in case of a 
human-robot collision and can get back to work as soon the human leaves the robot workspace however frequent 
collisions reduce productivity; (b) Reach test: Reach test helped in determining whether a robot or human can reach 
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all desired locations of their workspace and thus assisted in defining the most optimal locations for placement of 
cobots and the equipment. Desired location points are specified for a cobot and it is assessed if the cobot can safely 
reach all the desired locations. In case of a human, a grasp envelope is created that showed the reachability of human 
arms without bending the body; (c) Placement test: The placement test is used to find optimal placement locations for 
the cobots, human and the production equipment. The goal is to have minimum cycle times, avoidance of collisions 
and safe working. The test defined a range of points from which a robot can reach a selected group of locations; (d) 
Vision test: The vision window test enables the scene to be viewed through the eyes of human model. This helped to 
optimize the layout with different human positions and locations to avoid possible obstacles within eye-sight.  

 
Fig. 3. Experimentation with the digital twin 

4.3. Human ergonomic analysis 

Manual work is associated with various human performance concerns including work postures, load on human 
body during weight lift and task frequency. A large variety of ergonomic issues of production systems can be simulated 
and tested early in the design phase [20]. In this study a motion capture device, Microsoft Kinect, is used to get more 
accurate and realistic human motions. It integrates the mechanics of gaming technology into the Tecnomatix software 
to have higher degree of connectedness between human and the software. The human-operator performed the assigned 
tasks in front of a 3D camera. The motions are real-time connected to the virtual environment and help made 
ergonomic and biomechanical load analysis.  

4.4. Robot program 

Robot programming is to define the movement and logical procedure for the robots. A great deal in industrial 
robotic applications is associated with the requirement of expertise and effort to program robots [33]. Even in case of 
cobots – with a promise to easier programming - the manual programming of complex robot paths is a time-consuming 
task causing a delay in production flow. With the use of DT framework, the robot program is intuitively developed 
offline in a visualized environment. Once the desired operation is tested virtually with defined robot trajectories and 
logics the robot program is directly downloaded from the virtual space to the connected cobot.  
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Robot programming is to define the movement and logical procedure for the robots. A great deal in industrial 
robotic applications is associated with the requirement of expertise and effort to program robots [33]. Even in case of 
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5. Discussion 

Grieves [34] classified digital twins into DT-prototype and DT-instance. The first type contains informational sets 
required to describe and produce the physical system while the former denotes to a digital shadow that remains linked 
to the physical system for optimization analytics. Even without a real-time connectivity (DT-prototype) the digital 
model of the production system made it possible to experiment several what-if scenarios for faster, safer and better 
HRC design. Once the design is completed, the virtual plant is connected to a real controller to detect potential errors. 
This method is referred to as virtual commissioning (VC). VC helps in reduction of development time by virtual 
testing and integration well before the real commissioning [35]. Next, the same digital model is extended for real-time 
communication with the physical system for performance optimization on system level. In this study, this is made 
possible through a cloud based service “Insights” offered by Robotiq for UR robots with real-time performance 
metrics, optimization analytics and alerts for a robot, thus continuously updating the DT.   

6. Conclusion 

A human robot collaborative system is a dynamic system and requires that the system is designed, validated and 
controlled with innovative approaches. The idea of digital twinning simulates the behavior of the system by creating 
virtual models of physical objects. The main contributions of this paper are as follows. (1) It presents the need and 
usefulness of digital twins to design, develop and operate human-robot production systems. (2) We propose a 
framework for implementation of digital twins for an HRC workstation. (3) We present a case study to illustrate how 
to apply the proposed framework practically at an assembly work station and its advantages. With each change in 
production parameters the behavior can be visualized and results are assessed without the risk of any financial loss or 
human injury in real production. The digital twin can help make what-if experiments and estimate results even without 
a real-time connectivity to the physical system. With advancement in information and communication technologies, 
DT can continuously be evolved in real time offering greater usefulness at system level. 
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5. Discussion 

Grieves [34] classified digital twins into DT-prototype and DT-instance. The first type contains informational sets 
required to describe and produce the physical system while the former denotes to a digital shadow that remains linked 
to the physical system for optimization analytics. Even without a real-time connectivity (DT-prototype) the digital 
model of the production system made it possible to experiment several what-if scenarios for faster, safer and better 
HRC design. Once the design is completed, the virtual plant is connected to a real controller to detect potential errors. 
This method is referred to as virtual commissioning (VC). VC helps in reduction of development time by virtual 
testing and integration well before the real commissioning [35]. Next, the same digital model is extended for real-time 
communication with the physical system for performance optimization on system level. In this study, this is made 
possible through a cloud based service “Insights” offered by Robotiq for UR robots with real-time performance 
metrics, optimization analytics and alerts for a robot, thus continuously updating the DT.   

6. Conclusion 

A human robot collaborative system is a dynamic system and requires that the system is designed, validated and 
controlled with innovative approaches. The idea of digital twinning simulates the behavior of the system by creating 
virtual models of physical objects. The main contributions of this paper are as follows. (1) It presents the need and 
usefulness of digital twins to design, develop and operate human-robot production systems. (2) We propose a 
framework for implementation of digital twins for an HRC workstation. (3) We present a case study to illustrate how 
to apply the proposed framework practically at an assembly work station and its advantages. With each change in 
production parameters the behavior can be visualized and results are assessed without the risk of any financial loss or 
human injury in real production. The digital twin can help make what-if experiments and estimate results even without 
a real-time connectivity to the physical system. With advancement in information and communication technologies, 
DT can continuously be evolved in real time offering greater usefulness at system level. 
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Abstract: Over the past years, the concept of human-machine interaction has received ample 
attention to achieve hybrid automation in manufacturing. A form of hybrid automation 
is taking benefit from the synergistic effect of human-robot collaboration. When used in 
assembly, the requirement of flexibility, adaptability and safety makes the design and re-
design of human-robot collaborative (HRC) systems a complex and prone to error process. 
The use of time-based continuous simulations can offer safe virtual space for testing and 
validation thus easing the design of complex HRC systems. However, conventional simula-
tions don’t allow to experience the future production system as an end-user in an immer-
sive environment. This paper explores the technological development in virtual reality 
(VR) for design of human-centred production systems and develops a unified framework 
to integrate human-robot simulation with VR. The simulation as an event-driven simula-
tion helped in estimating the human-robot cycle times, developing process-plan, layout 
optimisation and robot control program. The same simulation is used in VR to interact 
with the production equipment and particularly with the robot. Additionally, AWS Sume-
rian environment is used to create a virtual robot to assist VR user in the design process.
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ABSTRACT
Over the past years, the concept of human-machine interaction has received ample attention to
achieve hybrid automation in manufacturing. A form of hybrid automation is taking benefit from
the synergistic effect of human-robot collaboration. When used in assembly, the requirement of
flexibility, adaptability and safety makes the design and redesign of human-robot collaborative
(HRC) systems a complex and prone to error process. The use of time-based continuous simulations
can offer safe virtual space for testing and validation thus easing the design of complex HRC
systems. However, conventional simulations don’t allow to experience the future production
system as an end-user in an immersive environment. This paper explores the technological
development in virtual reality (VR) for design of human-centred production systems and develops
a unified framework to integrate human-robot simulation with VR. The simulation as an event-
driven simulation helped in estimating the human-robot cycle times, developing process-plan,
layout optimisation and robot control program. The same simulation is used in VR to interact with
the production equipment and particularly with the robot. Additionally, AWS Sumerian environ-
ment is used to create a virtual robot to assist VR user in the design process.
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1. Introduction

Virtual reality or VR is a digital artificial environment that
makes the human-senses to perceive and experience it
as real. The significant development in visualisation tech-
nologies in the past years has shaped the next wave of
VR with high-resolution displays and interactive input
devices at affordable prices (Anthes et al. 2016). These
technologies are immersive virtual reality headsets,
motion-tracking hardware and high-resolution graphics
(Li et al. 2018). However, the aforementioned technolo-
gical development is greatly being driven by enthusiasts
having interest in VR rather than established scientific
community (Anthes et al. 2016). As suggested by Anthes
et al. (2016) the creation of knowledge in any new
technology in the early diffusion stage may act as
a catalyst for rapid diffusion by increasing the probability
of success. This requires that the technological develop-
ment is explored in many different areas for possible
advantages.

The usefulness of virtual reality for design and rede-
sign of complex manufacturing systems has been dis-
cussed and encouraged in various studies (Kuehn 2006;
Novák-Marcinvcin 2007; Brettel et al. 2014). The concept

lies in developing a three-dimensional virtual or digital
model of the manufacturing system that represents the
properties of the real system. The real system may be
a new systembeing developed or an older systembeing
optimised. VR enables the engineers and technologists
to experiment the system in an intuitive and close-to-
reality virtual environment, well before making any
investment thus decreasing the probability of failures
(Rauschnabel, Brem, and Ro 2015).

With the growing demand of customisation and flex-
ibility, modern-day manufacturing systems are getting
increasingly complex (Bilberg and Malik 2019). The
attention towards integrating flexibility of humans and
efficiency of machines is making humans the central
part of a manufacturing system (Flemisch et al. 2012)
(Malik and Bilberg 2019a) thus transforming the manu-
facturing system from being mechatronic nature to bio-
mechatronic architecture.

Human-robot collaboration (HRC) is one example
of the dream scenario of human-robot work teams
sharing their workload. HRC systems are denoted as
complex systems due to their requirement of being
adaptable and safe for fellow human(s). The
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challenges associated with human-robot collabora-
tion (Hayes and Scassellati 2013; Tsarouchi, Makris,
and Chryssolouris 2016; Malik and Bilberg 2017) are
keeping its industrial application in a high-level of
human-robot engagement in its infancy. For design-
ing an HRC workstation, the major challenges are skill-
based tasks distribution between robot and human,
quick adaption and validation of workstation layout,
virtual commissioning of the designed production
system and ensuring safe working conditions for fel-
low human worker(s).

This paper aims at exploring the usefulness of VR for
fast validation of the HRC workspace. It is argued,
through a case study and experimentation, that the
combined effect of digital human-robot modelling and
immersive and collaborative VR can make the design
and re-design of HRC systems fast and reliable. The
contributions of this paper are:

● Presenting a structured framework for using VR
in design of HRC workspace.

● Linking of a real physical robot with VR and event-
driven simulation to intuitively and online program
the robot.

● Using a virtual chatbot as an assistant in the VR
environment.

1.1. Human-robot collaboration

Assembly in manufacturing accounts for handling com-
plex part geometries, high number of product variants
and fluctuations in production orders (Hu et al. 2011).
Assembly systems need to be responsive and flexible to
deal with above conditions. Suchmanufacturing flexibil-
ity has traditionally been achieved by humans (Müller,
Vette, and Scholer 2016). However, manual systems are
not able to effectively respond to the challenges of
globalisation and the growing need for mass customisa-
tion (Takata and Hirano 2011).

Conventional automation solutions have achieved
tremendous success in the past decades and is greatly
attributed towards industrial robots, but these solutions
are rigid and lack the flexibility required for being
responsive to fluctuating demands. Therefore assembly,
as an example of human-intensive work, has tradition-
ally been remained away from physical automation.

The term of human-centered-automation was intro-
duced by Billings (Billings 1997) from the domain of

aviation sciences as an approach to system design, ‘in
which humans and machines collaborate cooperatively
in order to reach stated objectives’. A hybrid combina-
tion of human and machine, by taking benefit from the
synergistic effect of human-machine collaboration
(Figure 1), can potentially offer an increased productiv-
ity, higher product mix and production reconfiguration.
The concept is aligned with Lean Automation (Jackson
et al. 2011; Bilberg and Hadar 2012; Mrugalska and
Wyrwicka 2017) to develop flexiblemanufacturing struc-
tures. The core of the process is on the argument that
humans and machines both have strengths and weak-
nesses. By keeping humans as the core of the automa-
tion process the required and right automation level is
attained. Thereby achieving a production structure of
having worker and machine tightly bound together
taking benefit from each other’s strengths and compen-
sating for each other’s’ weaknesses (Krüger et al. 2017).

One way of enabling human-machine collabora-
tion is through the new generation of industrial
robots or Robotics 2.0. The new paradigm of industrial
robots is human-friendly robots, referred to as colla-
borative robots or cobots. The flexibility and dexterity
of a cobot are inherited by the variety of manageable
tools, sensors, supporting devices. The kinematical
degrees of freedom allow a cobot to reach every
coordinate of its workspace in multiple configurations
(Djuric, Urbanic, and Rickli 2016; Michniewicz and
Reinhart 2016). Together with advanced safety
devices and protocols, the cobots are enabling work-
spaces with the right amount of automation (Müller,
Vette, and Scholer 2016) developing a balance
between the flexibility of manual processes and
repeatability of machines (Thomas et al. 2016).

Figure 1. Human-robot collaboration (Malik and Bilberg 2019b).
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1.2. Virtual reality in manufacturing

The interaction of humans and robots in industrial
environment is seen as a complex system. Although
there is no agreed definition for complexity but the
information content, many to many interactions, and
hard to predict the behaviour denotes its complexity
(Grieves 2019).

A way to design and validate complex systems is
through enabling virtual spaces (Figure 2) as investi-
gative arenas. Computer aided design (CAD) and
simulation tools have been used successfully to offer
fail-safe virtual environments (Figure 3). These tools
offer decision-makers and engineers to develop close-
to-reality three-dimensional digital models of the pro-
duction equipment with their dynamic behaviour to
make low-cost, secure and fast analysis of new pro-
duction strategies (Mourtzis et al. 2015).

Once the design-decisions are finalised, the robots
used in HRC are programmed either by online robot
programming tools (i.e. teach pendant) or offline pro-
gramming tools (i.e. graphical software). Offline program-
ming tools are both brand specific (e.g. Robot Studio,
KUKA) and some are general purpose (Robot Expert,
Process Simulate, DELMIA). When it comes to digital
modelling of human work-tasks, the simulation of digital
human model has been a challenging task and is often
not integrated into manufacturing virtual simulations. If
used, the quality of the digital human model is far from
reality. This keeps an important aspect of a production
system (i.e. humans) out of the loop in the planning
phase. Most often, humans-as end users only evaluate
the new manufacturing system in a physical-simulation
late when development work is done.

The research of combined human-robot simulation
for production analysis is limited and often researchers

have argued that limited literature has discussed soft-
ware able to simultaneously simulate human and robot
collaboration (Ore, Hansson, and Wiktorsson 2017).

The possible advantages of HRC are evident from
literature but due to the challenges the technology is
still in its early phases of maturity for industrial applica-
tion while the reliable methods of safely, quickly and
intuitively validating these systems are limited.

1.3. Immersive and non-immersive virtual reality
(VR)

Loeffler (Korves and Loftus 1999) had described VR as,
‘a three-dimensional, computer generated, simulated
environment that is rendered in real-time according to
the behaviour of the user’. The objective with VR envir-
onment is to develop maximum sense of presence

Figure 2. Simulation in design of HRC systems (Malik and Bilberg 2018).

Figure 3. Virtual simulation in design of a production system.
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between the user and the computer. Although the
modern-day use of the word VR is linked only with
immersive VR however, the VR environments can be
characterised as non-immersive and immersive VRs.
Non-immersive VR systems enable the user to visualise
the digital models on a screen (e.g. desktop systems
and widescreen projections) while immersive VR sys-
tems are often visualised with a head-mounted display
that let the user virtually ‘enter’ into the scene and
interact with the virtual models (e.g. immersive CAVE
systems and immersive HMDs) (Korves and Loftus
1999).

A representation of various levels of virtual reality
as used in manufacturing is given in Figure 4. The
conventional (non-immersive) VR is on the left side.
In this case, the visualisation is available on
a computer screen that triggers the human-senses
of sight and hearing during VR experience but keeps
the user attached to the real world making the user
aware of what is going around e.g. sound, visuals and
haptic. The immersive VR (Figure 5) is on the right side
that can also trigger the sense of sight but isolates the
user from the real world and enables the user to
interact with the VR environment using special haptic
devices. Several studies have documented the rela-
tionship between the screen size and viewers’ sense
of being in the simulated scene (Simon and
Greitemeyer 2019). Additionally, the human senses
of touch (Bar-Cohen 2003), smell, and taste
(Ranasinghe et al. 2014) in addition to the sight and
3D sound (Begault and Trejo 2000) are being explored
by the research community. The modern-day use of
the term VR is associated with immersive-VR (Liu et al.
2017; Michalos et al. 2018; Liu et al. 2017) however,
the virtual simulation visualised on a computer screen
is also a VR technology but is of non-immersive nat-
ure. A measure to immersion is the feeling of pre-
sence (Simon and Greitemeyer 2019). However, this
study is aimed to signify the value of immersive VR in

human-robot simulations besides advantages of con-
ventional non-immersive VR.

A renaissance is being experienced in the research,
development and use of HMDs for VR. With significant
price reductions, the VR devices are gradually getting
accessible by the smaller companies and hobbyists.
A challenge associated with developing high-quality
VR experience has been the low computational power
of the devices, required for the refresh rate (needed to
smoothly translate head movement in the virtual
space), resulting in inadequate resolution coupled
with a low field-of-view (Hilfert and Markus 2016).
This challenge has now been solved by the ever-
increasing computational power of computers.

Like for any complex system, VR in design of
human-robot collaboration can make the user to
explore the environment offering an intuitive way to
identify design issues and optimise the HRC strategy.
In an HRC-VR, the user can guide the robot arm by
virtually interacting it, make changes in the layout by
using handheld controllers, make dimensional assess-
ments for layout optimisation and run the dynamic
simulation. Thereby, the three-dimensional VR visua-
lisation makes the production system better under-
standable for the end-users. An important feature is
that all the changes made within immersive VR
experience are translated to the simulation model

Figure 4. Immersive and non-immersive VR in connection with manufacturing application.

Figure 5. Immersive VR in practice (Agrawal 2018).
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that can generate robot program for the physical
robot.

2. Related work

Acquiring of information to predict the behaviour of
any complex system or process is useful to make the
process error proof before it goes into operation
(Pelliccia et al. 2018). A method for HRC workplace
design and task planning was described by (Tsarouchi
et al. 2017) that also comprised virtual facility layout
and evaluation of alternative designs. Both human and
robot were modelled in a unified simulation and the
model is used for task allocation problem. However,
immersive VR visualisation was not a part of this study.
A simulation-based task allocation approach between
mobile robots was discussed by (Michalos et al. 2014).
In this study, a semantic model representing the robot
and operations was used to assign the tasks to the
appropriate robot and generate robot paths.

VR, as an investigative tool, has been documented in
the design and validation process of complex systems
(Muhanna 2015). Considering the complexities of pro-
duction environment, the field of robotics and especially
collaborative robotics have received considerable atten-
tion from the VR research community. An approach to
link a robot with VR to evaluate the performance of
a robotic gripper has been presented by (Pelliccia et al.
2018). An early-stage demonstrator to highlight the
value of robot programming via VR was discussed by
De Giorgio et al. (2017) using Unity game engine. The
use of VR for hip prosthesis implantation using a robot
simulator was documented by Kaluschke et al. (2018).

An emerging trend in design and operation of com-
plex systems is a digital twin. The digital twin is a virtual
representation of elements and dynamic of a physical
system that supports the prediction and operation of
the physical system throughout its lifecycle. Combining
a digital twin and VR to design the manufacturing
system for visualisation and virtual commissioning uti-
lises the digital cope for VR visualisation. An architec-
ture was also proposed combining virtual prototype in
design of cyber-physical systems.

A recent work on workplace analysis and design
using virtual reality was presented by (Michalos et al.
2018). The writer used a ‘Spaghetti Chart’ as a lean
tool for decision-making during support to assembly
workstation layout design. An immersive CAVE sys-
tem was used to estimate operation completion time,

travelled distance and ergonomics. However, the sys-
tem was designed as a virtual animation where the
robot kinematics and digital human simulation were
out of scope. This simulation study was a standalone
VR experience.

The mentioned studies are not highlighting the
need and value of VR in a systematic HRC design
process. A systematic design process for an HRC sys-
tem combining simulation and VR with a digital twin
approach is needed. A unified simulation as part of
a larger framework can have interlinked benefits for
many design and development activities.

3. Virtual reality framework for HRC design

This section presents a framework (Figure 6) for
designing HRC workplace combining simulation and
VR. Designing a production system is a systematic,
goal-oriented and structured design process starting
from the idea to the start of production. A systematic
approach to an iterative and systematic engineering
design is Roozenberg’s Engineering Design Cycle.
Based on this cycle, the first element (ELEMENT-1) of
the VR-framework describes the steps when design-
ing an HRC system (Malik and Bilberg 2017). The
design of the product and its details initiate the pro-
cess, requirements are documented and analysed,
and in the synthesis phase, the design of the HRC
system is carried out. The design variables for design-
ing HRC system are suggested by Ore (Ore, Hansson,
and Wiktorsson 2017) as robot type, robot position,
gripper design, material position, workstation equip-
ment and humans. Roozenberg emphasised the need
of simulations for testing and analysis to remove
unpredicted undesirables in the early phase.

The ELEMENT-2 is the simulation environment for
test and validation. The purpose to use simulation is
to identify the errors and reach the final design in
shorter time and less effort. The simulation process
is a repetitive process of (Bilberg and Alting 1991)
modelling, analysing and optimising (Bilberg and
Alting 1991). All the production assets necessary for
simulation and corresponding to the elements of the
physical system are created as 3D CAD data. The
virtual robot model is designed with the inverse kine-
matics and is using the robot controller provided by
the robot manufacturer. The digital human model is
integrated into the simulationmodel. To make human
movements more realistic an RGB-D (Red, Green, Blue
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& Depth) camera for motion recording is used for
capturing motions of a real human. These RGBD sen-
sors can work both as (a) Realtime in simulation
model: in this case, it helps to determine the ergo-
nomics of a real operator; (b) to record the human
movements and use later in the simulation. A factor to
be considered is that the virtual model must be kept
simple and may not be of the equal complexity as the
physical system.

At this stage, the assembly sequence is alsomodelled
following the assembly precedent constraints and the
skills of human and robot (Malik and Bilberg 2019b). The
assigned tasks are modelled in the simulation by defin-
ing the key locations for picking and placing the com-
ponents. Adjustments of the robot motions maybe
required for pick and place locations both for robot
and human. With several iterations, the simulation is
achieved representing the real production system. The
result from this stage is an initial layout of theworkplace,
work task sequence and estimated cycle times.

In the simulation modelling phase, the precision and
accurate interpretation of the simulation results define

the authenticity of the whole design and development
process. At this stage, the useof VR canhelp thedesigner
and end-user to get into the scene and make realistic
evaluations. The end-user can experience the scene in
almost as final version thus enabling better and faster
evaluation.

Thereby, the ELEMENT-3 defined the process of utilis-
ing VR capability to mature the design. After this, the
digital model can be experienced with a head-mounted
display for immersive VR experience. The immersive
effect of visual and haptic VR assists the user to intui-
tively visualise the model and its dynamic simulation
and thereby deduce results that help to finalise the
HRC effectively. The interlinking of the VR process with
the simulation and finally to the HRC design cycle
reduced the design and development time.

The optimised model is then used to define the
bill-of-processes (BOP) and production equipment
required. When connected with the real robot, once
the simulation is completed, the robot codes are
generated and are downloaded to the physical
robot for further experimentation.

Figure 6. Framework for unifying simulation and VR for HRC design and planning.
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4. Experimental setup

4.1. HRC system

The production setup used for testing and demonstra-
tion is an assembly workstation where a human and
a robot are working together. The setup has been inves-
tigated for industrial production of battery packs that
need to be used with electronic linear-actuators in hospi-
tal beds. The production cell consists of a collaborative
robot namely UR-5 developed by Universal Robots. The
UR-5 robot has 6 degrees of freedom (DOF), a payload
capacity of 5 Kg and a maximum reach of 800 mm. The
gripper used with the robot is a SCHUNK parallel gripper.
The robot is used to take a portion of the total tasks of the
assembly process. The remaining tasks are carried out by
a human operator. The human operator in this case is
a female with a height of 172 cm and body mass index
(BMI) of <25. The fixture required to hold the product
duringHRC assembly ismade as 3Dprinting. The fixture is
needed both for the operator and the robotic tasks.

4.2. Developing the virtual-simulation model

The virtual simulation model is representing the above-
mentioned assembly workstation. The virtual model is cre-
ated in a CAD software named Siemens NX. The virtual
model consists of both active objects and passive objects.
The active objects represent those objects that are directly
used in the production e.g. humans, robots, machines, etc.,
whilepassiveobjects arenotdirectlyused inproductione.g.
safety fences, tables, etc. Both the active and passive equip-
ment in the virtual production system are then saved in JT
(Jupiter Tessellation),which is a ‘lightweight’3Ddata format.
This data is then imported into a continuous simulation tool
i.e. Tecnomatix Process Simulate (TPS) (Figure 7). The selec-
tion of the tool is entirely based on availability and compar-
isonof its capabilities toother similar software isbeyond the
scope of this study.

The human object is developed as a three-
dimensional deformable object. Various human pos-
tures (Figure 8) are combined to build the simulation
of human tasks e.g. pick and place a product. Each task is
divided into elementary phases (e.g. Go, Get, Put,
Position) and by compiling all these together a holistic
simulation of the human task is formed (Figure 7). The
skin of the human object is represented as a single
deformable mesh that updates dynamically in real
time as the virtual human is manipulated for a realistic
appearance.

4.3. VR equipment

Several HMDs based on varying technologies are
available in the market for immersive VR experience.
For this research, HTC Vive is used that consists of one
HMD and two handheld controllers (Figure 9). During
use, the HMD displays two different images for the
right and left eyes. The images are slightly shifted
relative to each other to make a stereoscopic image
(Dahl et al. 2017). The HMD and the controllers are
equipped with several light sensors for orientation
and position tracking in the room.

For this purpose, two laser emitters are installed in
each corner of the room (Figure 9). To enable uninter-
rupted tracking of the user whilemoving freely in the VR
space the laser emitters emit an arc of laser light in
sweeping pattern. Multiple spatial distributed photo-
diodes measure the time taken to activate the photo-
sensor. This helps the headset to track the exact position
in the VR space. The same technology is applied for the
hand controllers that assist in grabbing and manipulat-
ing objects.

4.4. Motion and posture tracking

To make a realistic human posturing, a virtual
reality motion-tracking device (Microsoft Kinect)
is used. This helps to drive the human model in
the scene. Motion tracking gives realistic insights
into how people perform a task or interact with
a product design. The software also helped to
record all the human motions and integrate
them later in the simulation (Figure 10). This
step is optional and is not mandatory. The
human motions can either be generated with
predefined human-posture blocks or by using
Kinect sensor for scanning the positions and
postures.

4.5. The VR environment

Finally, the virtual model is viewable in the VR hardware
(HMD). The VR hardware is activated using Steam gam-
ing platform. The simulation is also real time synced with
a real robot (Figure 15). The connection between a real
robot, a simulation environment and VR environment
enable the users to experience the HRC cell at a full
production scale and to program the robot with inter-
active manipulation.
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Figure 7. The virtual model of the HRC system in event-driven simulation.

Figure 8. Elements of human tasks in a virtual model.

Figure 9. VR hardware and its room setup.
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5. Results

This chapter presents the results achieved from the
experimentation. The intuitive and immersive visuali-
sation is a way to better understand the system and
eventually form better and faster designs. Therefore,
the immersive visualisation is the first thing to achieve
with VR application.

5.1. Immersive realistic visualisation

In the VR environment, the user can move around in the
virtual space either by walking physically or by teleport-
ing the self without any physical movement. For the
later, two hand-held controllers (Figure 11) are used to
generate teleporting instructions to the VR controller.
The same controllers are used to interact with the virtual
equipment and relocation of the equipment in the vir-
tual space. This enables the users to test the production
system and robot actions, as being in reality.

Using the control buttons, at the hand-held con-
trollers, the simulation is started by the user. The user

examines the dynamic simulation while being in the
VR scene and makes a pause and restarts the simula-
tion as and when needed. The user can examine the
placement of HRC objects by approaching them and
visualising them in different angles just like in the real
world (Figure 12). If an object needs repositioning, the
object can be picked and replaced or re-oriented by
using hand controllers. Since the human model is
now at the actual head-height of the user, the user
can examine the robot movements in a realistic way
and can examine if the robot reaches at or above the
human head height, increasing safety risks for human.

The robot is integrated with joint kinematics in the
simulation model. To visualise the movement and
reachability of robot, the user can interact with the
robot from its end-effector and can move it to differ-
ent positions while maintaining all its joint constraints
(Figure 13). If the robot arm is taken out of the reach
of the robot, a haptic vibration is initiated in the hand
controller, informing the user that the object being
accessed is out of the robot reach. Robot manipula-
tion lets the user to move it to a new position thus

Figure 10. Kinect sensor for accurate human-posture tracking.
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defining a new robot pose and path. The (re)defined
robot position will be transferred to the simulation
study in real-time and later robot codes may be gen-
erated. All the placements of the equipment can be
examined with measurement tools to measure the
distances between objects (Figure 13). If a distance
is observed to be readjusted the object is picked and
repositioned. Since the data being visualised in VR is
directly connected with the virtual event-based simu-
lation, all the changes defined during VR experience
are transferred to the simulation.

The optimal placement of robot, human and other
equipment is of utmost importance for collaboration
and shorter cycle times (see Figure 14). The desired
safety level also gets increased because of the co-
existence of humans and robots in the same

workspace. The following sections describe the steps
to achieve a better workstation layout:

(a) Collision analysis: Collisions are likely to occur in an
HRC system with human and robot entering each
other’s workspace. The simulation helps to detect
possible collisions and suggests optimisation for
robot trajectories or relocationof the robot or equip-
ment for equipment-related collisions. An important
feature of cobots is to halt in case of or before (near
miss) a collision and as soon the human leaves the
workspace the robot starts the production cycle.
However, frequent collisions tend to reduce the
productivity and therefore must be avoided.

(b) Reach test: Reach test determines the reach-
ability of a cobot and human in all desired

Figure 12. Event-based simulation and VR environment of a factory floor.

Figure 11. Controllers for immersive VR environment.
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locations within their workspaces and thereby
determines the most optimal placement loca-
tions for cobots and the equipment. In case of
a human, the task is achieved by creating
a virtual grasp-envelope to assess reachability

of human arms without bending the body
beyond safe limits.

(c) Placement test: Defining optimal placement
locations are necessary to minimise cycle
times and develop safe working conditions.

Figure 13. Analysis in VR by the user.

Figure 14. (1) Placement test in simulation for HRC planning; (b) Collision analysis between human and robot; (c) Vision analysis
through human’s eye in the simulation.
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Placement test achieves the goal by evaluating
the layout and defining a set of points from
where the cobot can reach its desired pick/
place locations and work coordinates.

(d) Vision test: This test enables to open
a window showing the view from the
human’s eye working in alongside the
robot. By viewing the workstation through
the eyes of the digital human model, the
possible obstacles in eye-sight can be exam-
ined and optimised.

5.2. Robot program in VR

An online connection between physical robot and the
robot in the simulation (Figure 15) can dynamically
transmit any movement made in physical space to the
robot in the virtual space and vice versa. Thus, avoid-
ing need to have any additional programing. Since
the simulation has robot paths in a robot understand-
able language, the robot program can be transferred
back to the simulation to make simulation run accord-
ing to the physical robot.

In this environment, the VR can be generated
online. The user in VR can drag the robot EOT to the
pick point and the key location is defined in the
simulation. Similarly, remaining points are stored in
the simulation, and a simulation cycle is generated.
That is transferred to the robot for task execution.
Another benefit of this method is that the robot can
be visualised in a larger factory setup. And the user in
the lab can experience the scene in a larger context.

5.3. Virtual chatbot as VR assistant

Additionally, a VR environment is developed using
Amazon Sumerian (Figure 16). The purpose of this envir-
onment is to link the machine state data (robot and the
assembly station) connected over the cloud as IoT
devices. Amazon Sumerian is used to create the 3D
virtual scene where a soft robot (virtual human charac-
ter) is used that is linked with the state-machine and can
read the performance messages being communicated
to the chatbot. The VR environment can be viewable by
multiple users at the same time where a virtual-human
assistant helps the users (as host). Human chatbots are
based on Amazon Lex technology which are embedded

Figure 15. Linking of a real robot, simulation and VR.
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with IoT cloud data linked to the real-time performance
of a robot or the whole system (Figures 17 & 18). Making
it a rich and a realistic VR experience for day-to-day
planning in future smart factories.

6. Discussion

From the literature and industrial practices, it is evident
that VR has been recognised as a tool to investigate the
behaviour of complicated or complex systems. A 3D
interactive and immersive VR can help acquiring max-
imum information than from a two-dimensional com-
puter screen. Although it is difficult to define the cost of
extracting this information, but for any given process if

the cost of information is less than wasting resources
(time, energy and material), then the information must
be traded-off (Grieves 2014). Since human-robot sys-
tems are complex and the errors identified at the later
stage can be expansive and fatal due to interaction of
a human with a machine, it is justifiable to acquire
maximum information during the design phase.

The development in VR is comparable to the tech-
nological development of engineering design from
paper-based drawings to 3D static computer models
to 3D dynamic simulations, and now interactive vir-
tual models. Each wave of technologies for extracting
the information was offering a new level of under-
standing for the designers to develop better designs

Figure 16. Virtual chatbot in the VR environment based on Amazon AWS.

Figure 17. Intelligent virtual-human assistant in the VR environment.
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with new analysis which previously were impossible
to make. Just as an example, with 2D drawings, mak-
ing mass property analysis was not possible but with
3D data, it is possible to make mass properties analy-
sis, dynamic interference analysis and many others.

The study demonstrated the usefulness of event-
based human-robot simulation linked with VR. The
structured framework helped to define the steps and
the stages when simulation and VR are helpful in the
HRC design process. This simplifies for the design
managers to better devise a VR strategy at the orga-
nisation level. Additionally, the VR is linked with a real
robot for faster programming. The demonstration is
made for an industrial case and the demonstrator was
tested with the workers (end-users) of the cobot-
based assembly cell. The demonstrator helped them
to understand the future production strategy.

Although the paper presents a few scenarios where
the virtual reality can support the HRC design process
however, the focus is on discussing the capabilities
that modern VR tools offer and by doing so to prompt
the readers to think of new applications of virtual
simulations integrated with immersive VR.

It is worth describing augmented reality (AR) as a
future research direction within simulations and HRC
systems’ design. An industrial survey on AR identified
AR as central to enabling this human centered intel-
ligent manufacturing approach (Masood and Egger
2019a). In contrast to completely replacing the physi-
cal world in as VR, AR augments a layer of digital
information on top of the physical world (Masood
and Egger 2019b). This can be useful to examine the
new robotic system, to be used for HRC, on top of
existing physical equipment. Further, the training and

robot programming can also get benefited by the
use AR.

7. Conclusion and future work

The value of HRC systems is apparent for flexibility
and higher automation in conventional manual tasks
but associated challenges are keeping the technology
away from complex and dexterous HRC industrial
operations. New methods of designing and validating
human-robot work systems are needed for safe and
fast embed into mainstream production. The use of
simulation, as a risk-free space, in design of complex
systems is not new however the advancement in
visualisation technologies is elevating its usefulness.
The paper discussed how the simulation and virtual
reality of visualisation, immersion, and hapticity can
be used to design and evaluate a human-robot pro-
duction system. A framework is presented for simula-
tion and VR-based validation of HRC.

With the help of the case study, the framework for
HRC design is demonstrated for its reliability and feasi-
bility. The tests helped to better visualise the work-
station, optimise the simulation by virtually entering
the scene and developing a safer workstation in less
time. The proposed framework also simplifies the robot
programming by reducing the number of steps
required (as the programming is achieved as a by-
product of validating the virtual assembly station).

The robot programming approach via VR as dis-
cussed by the authors is a possibility to explore further.
It is intuitive, it is easier to program the robot with
human-gestures in a virtual environment but the pro-
cess is still not industry ready. Another limitation is the

Figure 18. Speech behaviour of the virtual-human.
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use of hand-held controllers which doesn’t allow to
interact with the assets in the VR scene with natural
hand movements. It is also a hindrance for performing
assembly tasks by a human together with a virtual
robot. Although such hand tracking gloves have
been developed and are commercially available, yet
the technology is expansive and is hard to access by
low budget projects. Nevertheless, VR is a promising
technology and with its increasing ability to make
maximum sense of artificial reality, it has the potential
to alter the life of humans at the factory floor.
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1. Introduction

Modern manufacturing landscape is increasingly getting
complexed and today’s production plants are becoming multi-
plexes of highly complex electro-mechanical elements. The
complexity of these systems refers to the information content
that proliferates along the system’s lifecycle phases i.e. design,
development and operation. The advancement in virtualization,
sensing technologies and computing power has evolved the
concept of digital twins to design, develop and control complex
systems by offering a safe-virtual-space for testing and validation.

A digital representation that mirrors the real-time operating
conditions of a physical system is defined as a digital twin (DT)
[1]. The concept of digital twins originated from a hardware twin
developed in NASA’s Apollo program consisting of two identical
space vehicles. A different approach to the concept of DT as
‘Conceptual Ideal for PLM’ in relation to product lifecycle
management (PLM) was presented at University of Michigan
[2]. The approach was consisted of an idea that every system can be
a subset of two systems i.e. the physical system existing in the
physical world, and a virtual system existing in the virtual space
containing all (necessary) information of the physical system. The
bi-directional relation of physical artefacts with virtual models can
enable efficient product design, manufacturing and service
throughout the system’s life cycle [3].

As DTs are perceived to manage systems’ complexity in various
domains of sciences, significant focus has been observed to deal
with manufacturing-complexity driven by the need of customiza-

than ever. An aspect of it is human–robot collaboration (HRC) 

strives to use the best skills of humans and robots in a combina
to achieve a common task e.g. an assembly process which 

combination of dexterity, intelligence and sensing skills.
The HRC work environment is complex and dynamic. Si

these systems are supposed to offer high product variety, they n
to be able to continuously extend and adapt to various configu
tions during their operation. It is important that such systems
quickly validated during design, development and operat
Safety is another vital consideration in designing HRC worksp
[4,5]. New approaches to design and control HRC systems there
need to accommodate high complexity, safety, and efficiency

Realization of final products is greatly dependent u
assembly processes where end-product is achieved by integra
of parts and components. With growing demand of product var
by the end-users, various stages of product realization 

identified for their potential to enable variety such as des
fabrication, assembly, sales, or through adjustment during 

usage phase. However, assembly is considered the most impor
aspect of manufacturing to enable cost effective product vari
But it requires that assembly systems are designed and operate
handle variety oriented production [6].

Besides the significance of assembly work in manufactur
the application of collaborative robots in variety-oriented ass
bly systems is very limited. The challenges are manifold wh
safety of humans and frequent reconfigurations in the assem
work are of significance. This paper presents a simulation ba
digital-twin for the control of a human–robot collabora
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This paper discusses an object-oriented event-driven simulation as a digital twin of a flexible assem
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use of virtual simulation models developed in the design phase of a production system to operation
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and developing robot program accordingly. The methodology combines lean methods of ma
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tate of the art

he desire for increasing manufacturing flexibility and produc-
y is a key driver for research in human–robot collaboration
cially in assembly systems [7]. HRC offers the opportunity to
ease the degree of production automation without having to

 flexibility. A keynote paper “Cooperation of humans and
hines in assembly lines” [7] concluded that for closer
eration of humans and robots, besides ensuring safety of
worker, newer methods of programming the HRC systems will
equired.
RC is seen as a complex biomechatronic architecture from
gn perspective and the design decisions are extensively
orted by computer-aided simulation models for validation
failure assessments [8]. As the design and operation are
itionally disconnected life-cycle phases from data-usage point
iew, these simulation models gradually get useless along the
em’s life cycle as the system evolves from design to operation.
hese CAD (Computer Aided Design) based simulation models
ain maximum details of the desired performance of the
uction system and have the potential to be integrated at all
ls of system’s life span [9,10]. By using sensing technologies,
internet connectivity, these simulation models can be
ected to the physical events in operation phase forming a

tal twin [11]. The efficacy of digital twins can accommodate the
of already developed simulation models from design phase to
operation phase for intelligent control of complex systems e.g.
. During operation, the digital twin can escalate productivity
offering the methods for fast reconfiguration of an HRC
mbly with each production changeover and can lead to new
rings. A reference model for implementation of a digital twins
anufacturing was proposed by Schleich et al. [3]. It ensures the
el properties such as scalability, interoperability, expansibility
fidelity throughout the system’s life cycle.
he concept of DT as connecting a virtual simulation model with
al control-system and a real production-system has been
ussed by Khan et al. [11]. The authors presented an offline
oach for comparing a virtual simulation model against a
ification model that is receiving sensor signals from a physical
em. The comparison reveals the operational success or failure
d on conformity or non-conformity of specification model and
simulation model. During the design phase of HRC, the
ility of a disconnected digital twins has been discussed in Ref.

 for layout planning, reachability of human and robot for
ous locations and human ergonomic analysis.

 wide range of DTs based solutions in manufacturing are
lable in literature but the efforts to implement them for
mbly flexibility with human–robot interaction is rather
ted. A holistic approach needs to be addressed for integrating
ational activities in HRC with product data, simulations and a
rol system. This can utilize the fidelity of design related CAD

 in event-based simulation to support assembly process
ning, dynamic work-load balancing and workspace optimi-
n attributed towards production space dynamics.

ystem overview

he basis for an event-driven simulation-based digital twin
g as a counterpart of the human–robot assembly system is

potential, thereby distributing the tasks into manual and robotic
tasks.

Module-2 is a library of function-blocks that are representing
the assembly tasks and trigger the task events. Connected to the
function-blocks is an event-based simulation of human and robot
which is a representation of the actual production system. The
simulation executes each task according to event trigger-signals
received from function-blocks and generates operation plans
calculating estimated cycle times. The simulation already has
defined key-positions (pick and place points), therefore minimum
information is needed to develop robot program. Module-3 is a
decision engine that receives the data from simulation, assigns
appropriate resource for a balanced production schedule and
generates a control program. Module-4 is the control section for
the operator and the robot. The robot program is sent to the robot
controller for execution on the robot. The human task-instructions
can be communicated at the screen in front of the operator.

4. Digital twins for human–robot collaboration

4.1. Digital twins for tasks distribution and work-load balancing

This section forms a method to make a dynamic work-load
balancing of the assembly tasks based on the skills of humans and
robots. Each task is a set of various activities e.g. picking the part,
moving the part to assembly location, and mounting the part in
required orientation. Since humans and robots have distinct skills,
various factors can influence the suitability of a task for the robot

Fig. 1. Digital twins in HRC assembly.
trated in Fig. 1.
or this study, the DT advantages for HRC are focussed at skill-
d tasks distribution between human and robot, generating an
mized robot trajectory, balancing the workload during
uction, and generating robot program. This dynamic control
uman–robot collaboration is evaluated especially for variant
nted production environments.
he system consists of four modules. Module-1 is an engine that
mposes a product assembly into various tasks and evaluates

 based on physical properties and assembly characteristics.
 task is then assigned a numerical score for their automation
APP
e.g. physical and geometrical properties of the components,
assembly characteristics, safety implications, feeding and joining
method involved. Method to quantify the automation complexity
of assembly tasks has been discussed by Samy and ElMaraghy [13]
which takes care of assembly attributes contributing to automa-
tion complexity and a qualitative score as a representation for
automation potential is generated.

All assembly tasks in a cycle are evaluated for ease of
automation against various attributes (Fig. 2). A unique score is
assigned representing the ease of automating an assembly task
given the complexity of an HRC environment.
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The data is then sent to the task-execution program (function-
blocks) that is communicating with the simulation. The simulation
makes the first run of the process to find accurate cycle times for
each robotic and human task. Once the cycle times are evaluated,
the final tasks assignment is performed to balance the workload of
the assembly process. The balancing of the workload is performed
based on the logic that determines the task precedent constraint,
ease of automation (starting from highest in a descending order)
and availability of the resource (i.e. human and robot) and assigns
the task to the appropriate resource. This data is then sent again to
the simulation to generate final control program.

4.2. Digital twins enabled workload monitoring

Manual assembly cells are prone to time variability in cycle times.
The human factors e.g. instability of humans with respect to work
rate, skill level, motivation and failure-sensitivity for complex
processes are reasons for the possible time variability. Additionally,
changeover times can also create imbalance in the line. Human
factors continue to play their role in man-machine systems.

A Lean tool “Yo-i-don” in Toyota Production System is used to
take care of human-variability in assembly cells. The Japanese
words (Yo-i-don) are translated as "ready, set, go,". It is

The comparison of the simulated signals with measured o
help to identify the failure mode. The measured signals 

compared continuously with simulated signals. In case o
deviation, the data is sent to the simulation for necess
optimization. A temporary instruction is communicated to 

robot, which surpasses the original program. As soon as the sys
returns to the normal state, the robot program is reverted
original tasks.

For example, if the work-in-process at location 6 increases, 

taken as a blockage, and a signal is initiated to the control system
redefines the control logic and instructs the robot to leave
original tasks and start performing subsequent tasks on 

product at work-in-process (originally defined for the operat
thus saving time for the human.

As soon the work-in-process decreases the robot resum
performing its original tasks. Further, with every changeo
based on the cycle times at predecessor and successor station
the HRC station, the simulation re-schedules the tasks to bala
the assembly-line.

4.3. Online optimization of robot trajectories

Based on the allocation of tasks and human engagement w
the robot, an appropriate level of human–robot collaboratio
determined. The levels are based on the variables of time 

space-sharing and are a trade-off between cycle-times and sa
implications. It is important that the HRC system is made safe
fellow human(s) for which several approaches are available bot
theory and practice. As per ISO15066, speed and separa
monitoring need to be implemented in industrial HRC. This 

cause the robot to have varying speeds based on the distance fr
the human and in some situations, a complete halt would requi
the operator gets too close to the robot. Industrial 3D camera s
as SafetyEye can be used for this objective [14].

A Kinect sensor is used to monitor human positions and 

presence inside the work space. This study focuses on the poten
of DT in HRC to track the interference-volumes between hum
and robot (Fig. 4), and the frequency of interferences. This dat
then utilized to optimize robot trajectories periodically
accommodate for the locations where human often enters. 

historic data of human positions will make simulation to get s
learned about constantly occurring human–robot collisions 

generate robot trajectories free from possible human intervent

4.4. Generating robot control program

The purpose of this step is to generate program instructions

Fig. 3. Feedback in HRC assembly cell for signalling of critical events.

Fig. 2. Digital-twins supported assembly tasks distribution in HRC.
rial
ch-

Fig. 4. Volume of robot trajectories and possible human collision.
synchronization of the processes for balancing the work-pace by
coordination of the fellow operators to make sure that everyone
finishes the tasks in given time window thereby minimizing the
delays. If an operator at a workstation is getting delayed, a bulb
lights-up alerting the fellow operator to help the colleague in
completing the task. Once the delayed tasks are completed the
whole production system will resume.

In the proposed DT driven assembly cell, “Yo-i-don” is
implemented to take care of human variability. Fig. 3 shows the
points where different sensors are used to signal the control
system for critical events happening at the assembly cell.
APP 1
the robot to perform the assigned tasks. The current indust
approaches to teach collaborative robots are through tea
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dants, hand-guiding and offline-programming. For each of
e methods, in assembly with multiple robotic tasks, several
points are needed to be taught to the robot for which
ificant manual work is required. Additional refinements are
ed to take care of the interferences with human and other
liary equipment.
he DT method has key positions for the robot already saved in
imulation model. Once the tasks assignment is completed and
tic tasks are identified, the tasks are simulated in the virtual
ronment to generate robot trajectory. The intermediate
tions are generated automatically, and robot avoids any
ible collision with the equipment. These paths are then saved
n SRC file which is loaded to the robot. Additionally, for
amic changes, the robot instructions are passed in form of a
sage that surpasses original robot program.

n assembly case study

he case used in this study is a sub-assembly of a linear-
ator as shown in Fig. 5. The product is currently assembled as a
ual process and is investigated for HRC production.
he simulation used in this study is a 3-dimensional virtual
lation model of human–robot cooperation. Tecnomatix
ess Simulate software is selected and is used as a simulation

 during the experiment. The software helped in three
ctions: (1) designing the digital-twin as a 3D virtual
esentation of the HRC workstation for the experiment (3D
els of the equipment are designed in CAD software and are
orted in the simulation software), (2) estimating cycle times
defining the robot trajectory, and (3) communicating with
tion blocks for tasks execution. The virtual simulation model is
t in four layers of modelling (creation of 3D CAD objects),
ics (placement of CAD objects in the scene), behaviour
ematics of robots and human), and rule (assembly process
ence), as suggested by Tao and Zhang [15].
he virtual model of robot is a pre-defined kinematic model of
0 robot. The Human package of the software is used to develop
gital human for process verification. The digital human is a
rmable mesh technology based human figure representing
ally accurate body shapes to virtually map out complex tasks.
he computer used for deploying the experimental setup is
gured with an Intel Core i7 processor and 16 GB RAM running
indows 10 operating system. Another computer, connected
thernet to simulation-computer, maintains a communication

 the robot and is equipped with Intel 2.7 GHz Core i7 CPU and
B RAM running on Windows 7.

Based on the task precedent constraint, the ease of automation
and availability of the resource, the tasks are assigned to the
appropriate resource. Assembly of tasks 1, 2, 3 and 4 are pick &
place and screwing tasks and are assigned to robot. The tasks 5, 6,
7 and 8 are kept manual. The sequence is sent to the simulation.
Based on pre-defined key-locations a simulation is developed
generating a control program.

The proposed assembly station receives sub-assembly from
preceding station, and robot mounts parts 1, 2, 3 and 4. After this,
the subassembly turns around and is transferred to the operator.
Operator picks-up parts 5, 6 and 7, forms a sub-assembly and
assembles it on the main-assembly followed by the screwing task.
The work in-process monitoring (to take care of human factors) is
validated with the task 8 where the robot can perform the screwing
task if there is increased work in process. Frequent occurring
human-positions are integrated with the simulation model to form
an obstacle-envelope to optimize the robot trajectories.

6. Conclusion

The realization of digital twins is progressing but is facing
challenges due to insufficient synchronization possibilities be-
tween physical and digital spaces and the lack of high-fidelity
simulation models at various levels of details. In this paper a
digital-twin driven human-robot assembly system is presented for
industrial application of HRC in variant oriented assembly systems.
Results show that the approach supports the notion of automation
while maintaining assembly flexibility. The method can extend the
industrial applicability of HRC for newer as well as legacy assembly
cells. The future work will consider the seamless integration of
different modules with minimum manual intervention.
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achieve. This paper explores the opportunities of using a digital-twin to address the 
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built as a ‘front-runner’ for validation and control of design, build and operation of a 
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in the field of cobotics are given. 
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1. Introduction 

In the recent decade, a kind of silent revolution has changed the way manufacturing is planned and 

performed. One key influencing factor for this development is the ongoing digitalization of all aspects of 

industries, including the new ways of how technologies are integrated into production systems. This 

leads to a new manufacturing landscape with shorter product life cycles, mass personalization and 

interaction of humans and robots in close proximity. Thus, the modern manufacturing landscape is 

increasingly getting complex and production plants are becoming multiplexes of highly complex electro-

mechanical elements. The complexity of these systems refers to the information content (ElMaraghy et 

al. 2012) that proliferates along the system’s lifecycle. Another dimension of systems’ complexity is the 

unexpected interaction of elements (e.g. in human-machine interaction) resulting in a robust 

organization and memory (Wang et al. 2019).  

The hybrid combination of human and automation has the potential to offer production flexibility, 

product mix and reconfiguration (Müller, Vette and Geenen 2017). An approach to enable human-

machine collaboration is using new generation of industrial robots or Robotics 2.0. The next generation 

of industrial robotics are human-friendly robots, named as collaborative robots or cobots. The flexibility 

of a cobot is enabled by its kinematical degrees of freedom (that allow it to reach every coordinate of its 

workspace in multiple configurations), easier programming, lightweight structure, safer and the variety 

of manageable tools, sensors and other supporting devices (Djuric, Urbanic and Rickli 2016) 

(Michniewicz and Reinhart 2016). Cobots, together with advanced safety technologies, are designed to 

form workspaces with the right amount of automation (Müller, Vette and Scholer 2016) creating a 

balance between flexibility of manual processes and efficiency and repeatability of machines (Thomas 

et al. 2016). Nevertheless, the design, redesign, frequent reconfiguration due to product changeovers, 
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and close cooperation with humans are the challenges that are keeping HRC away from its maximum 

potential. 

The design, build and operate, process for these emerging manufacturing systems require that safe 

virtual space be developed for test and validation, before taking any policy into real practice  (Bilberg 

and Malik 2019). An answer to this is the concept of a digital twin (DT) driven by the advancement in 

virtualization, sensing technologies and computing power (Stark, Fresemann and Lindow 2019). The 

concept of digital twins has been increasingly discussed in literature, and is these days seen as a key 

concept to revolutionize manufacturing and its processes.  

The concept of DT was evolved from a hardware twin that was developed in NASA’s Apollo program 

that consisted of two identical space vehicles. During the space mission, one vehicle remained on the 

ground while the second space-vehicle went up-to the space. The ground vehicle was continuously 

mirroring the flight conditions of the in-orbit vehicle to enable ground experts to better assist astronauts 

in orbit (Schleich et al. 2017). A different approach to the concept of DT as “Conceptual Ideal for PLM” 

was presented at University of Michigan (Kahlen, Flumerfelt and Alves 2016) in relation to product 

lifecycle management (PLM). The approach was consisted of an idea that every system can be a subset 

of two systems i.e. the physical system existing in the physical world, and a virtual system existing in the 

virtual space containing all (necessary) information of the physical system. The bi-directional relation 

of physical artefacts with virtual models can enable efficient product design, manufacturing and service 

throughout the system’s life cycle (Schleich et al. 2017).  

However, the idea of having an informational twin to understand the complexity of a physical system is 

not something new. Engineering design and build problems have always been solved through an 

informational twin. In earlier times, the virtual informational twin was a sketch in human-mind but 

limited in its ability to answer questions as the complexity grows. Up until fairly recently the information 

content of any physical system was extractable only by being in the close proximity to that object 

(Grieves and Vickers 2017a). After the developments of standard measuring tools, only in the mid-20th 

century, it became possible to draw a virtual model as a 2-dimensional (2D) CAD (computer aided 

design) object and later as 3D models, and then as simulations. However, these CAD objects were 

hanging in an empty virtual space and time independent (Kahlen, Flumerfelt and Alves 2016). With 

simulation and dynamic behavior analysis, it is now increasingly becoming possible to determine the 

behavior of the object or system before it becomes real.  

The aspect that is in addition to the existing ideation of an informational twin is extending the usefulness 

of the virtual models developed in the design process to the lifecycle of a product or system. Product 

lifecycle management (PLM) systems are getting sophisticated, and combined with ever increasing 

computational power, creation of high-fidelity digital models is becoming a possible. Almost all famous 

PLM systems are now using the term of digital twin. The two challenges that emerge here are making of 

the high-fidelity virtual models; and their linking with the physical assets. The next step is to make it 

intelligent enough that it assesses itself and makes sense of the environment (Grieves 2019). 
Nevertheless, the need is to better define the purpose of having a virtual twin and what complexities 

need to be solved in a given context. 

The paper aims to answer the question that can a digital-twin contribute in addressing the complexity 

manifestation of an HRC production system? Based on an industrial case study, this paper demonstrates 

the development of a digital twin and investigates its usefulness. The case is an assembly problem 

because assembly is a labor-intensive work and has high potential for human-robot interaction. The 

case company is located in Denmark that represents a high-wage economy and is facing the challenges 

of globalization. Lastly, the case is aimed for a human-robot collaboration where human and robot are 
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sharing the space and the time, meaning a high degree of collaboration. Secondly, the case is explored 

for a HMLV setup. 

The rest of this article is organized as follows. First, a theoretical background is given on all key areas of 

this research: complex systems, interactions between humans and robots, as well as on digital twins and 

its related HRC complexity. The empirical part is an industrial case study which analyzes how the digital 

twin can be integrated in the whole manufacturing process. Finally, results are presented, and an 

evaluation of the digital twin implementation is given. The article closes with a discussion on 

implications for research and practice. 

 

2. Background 
 

2.1. Complexity in manufacturing system 

Systems’ theory defines a system (Grieves 2012) as: ‘two or more components that combine together to 

produce from one or more inputs one or more results that could not be obtained from the components 

individually’. The components in a system (as individual entities) contain and (their mutual interaction) 

produce information. The quantity of this information proliferates along the system’s life cycle making 

it increasingly difficult for an external observer to study or predict its future behavior. The hardship 

faced by an observer to study a system refers to its complexity. However, there is a little agreement on 

the term complexity and how it is understood in various contexts. Nevertheless, the two important 

dimensions in a system, giving rise to its complexity, are the amount of information content of the 

system and the predictability of interaction-behavior. 

 

Figure 1: Cynefin framework of systems’ phases of knowing (Snowden 2002). 

Another approach to understand systems’ complexity is the Cynefin diagram (Figure 1) that describes 

systems in four phases of knowing i.e., simple, chaotic, complicated and complex (Snowden 2002). The 

differentiating property of each of these systems’ phase is their behavioral predictivity. Simple systems 

are entirely predictable with obvious and transparent inputs, operations and outputs. Complicated 

systems are also predictable, but they have a network of connected components. Networked 

components are multi-component structures but the connection between the components is linear and 
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straight forward. An example of a complicated system is a mechanical watch (Grieves and Vickers 

2017a). Whereas complex systems are a large network of components with many to many 

communications and with sophisticated information processing that makes the behavior of the system 

difficult to predict. Complex systems have a property of surprise, as in ‘I didn’t see that coming’, and 

such a surprise can even be fatal (Grieves and Vickers 2017a).   

The predictability of a systems is important if the ‘surprise’ can result in an accident, especially if the 

system involves the interaction with humans. There are other elements of time, energy and effort that 

can result in economic-wastes if the system fails.    

 

2.2. Interaction of humans and robots seen as a complex system 

Humans are complex. Not only as a group of humans, but even as an individual, they denote a complex 

and hard to predict behavior (Snowden 2002). The interaction of humans with a simple or complicated 

system can escalate the total information content and fabricate unpredictability; or shape ‘complexity’. 

This is evident from the Perrow’s work, ‘Normal Accidents’ (Perrow 2011) on describing the inherent 

danger of complex systems and pointed to a common thread of ‘human-element’ when they are 

interacting with complex systems (Grieves and Vickers 2017a).  

A growing trend in manufacturing is automation with human-friendly robots or cobots. Cobot is a 

hardware in the class of industrial robotics designed to be safer to work alongside humans. They are 

central to the idea of developing human-in-the-loop-automation (Figure 2). Due to the hardware 

possibility to place them closer to the humans, several forms of HRC architectures can be shaped (Figure 

2) in the dimensions of human-robot team composition, level of interaction and safety layers applied 

(Malik and Bilberg 2019a). The more integrated they are into each other’s workspace the more 

complicated it will get.  

 

Figure 2: Human-robot collaborative workstation (Malik and Bilberg 2019b). 

 

By having human interaction, a technical system becomes a socio-technical system such as human-

machine interaction and may display a complex behavior. Since humans are prone to errors, human-

robot systems do not always perform flawlessly. Humans have not been proven good at making sense 

of the information streaming to them, especially in stressful situations. Robots are also not good at sense 
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making because they do what they are programmed for. Such systems can fail without warning and can 

even fail dramatically and catastrophically. A minor error can lead to a major failure (Grieves and 

Vickers 2017a). Several approaches have been identified to make the HRC systems safer for the fellow 

humans. The ISO 15066 technical specification forms a basis for safety needs when implementing 

cobots. From the system’s complexity theory, the complexity of an HRC system can be described in four 

different dimensions i.e., many parts, non-linearity, connectivity between elements and adaptation.  

An answer to the complex behavior of an HRC is to somehow predict the future under maximum known 

variables. Computer simulation of a production system is composed of all the virtual-elements that are 

needed to develop the physical system. The model can be used, in a simulation, to generate dynamics 

and predict system’s performance. Moving it further, the model can be linked to the physical assets and 

can act as ‘front’ run’ to assist humans to make correct sense of the developing situations (Grieves and 

Vickers 2017a). Decreasing the time between the front run and actual run is the success of a DT to act 

as a control system.  

 

2.3. Simulation based digital-twins  

Simulation-based virtual prototypes of physical products are of sheer prominence in research and 

practice to support decision making in manufacturing systems’ design and operation (Flores-Garcia et 

al. 2015). Digital simulations provide insights into complex production systems to develop and test new 

operating policies before implementing them in the real world (Mourtzis, Doukas and Bernidaki 2014) 

(Uhlemann, Lehmann and Steinhilper 2017). Significant benefits of reduction in development time and 

cost are achievable with virtual experimentation (Azab, AlGeddawy and others 2012). In the field of 

industrial robotics, virtual simulation is a well-known concept to plan, predict, scale and safely test 

different scenarios in planning and optimization (Schluse and Rossmann 2016). For ergonomic studies, 

digital human modelling offers possibility to integrate a computer-rendered avatar in a simulated 

workspace to examine the ergonomic issues (Chaffin 2008). A notable work on digital human modelling 

for ergonomic analysis in workspace design has been discussed in (Chaffin 2008) (Poirson and Delangle 

2013).  

These virtual models are created as the first form containing maximum details of the proposed physical 

system. However, in practices, these virtual models get obsolete once the system has evolved into its 

operational phase. The concept of a digital twin emphasizes to utilize the virtual models during 

operation by linking each virtual-element to the corresponding physical assets. And then use it as a 

mirror and ‘front-runner’ to what is happening at the shop floor. Such a digital representation that 

mirrors the real-time operating conditions of a physical system is defined as a digital twin (DT) (Rosen 

et al. 2015).  

Grieves (Grieves and Vickers 2017b) classified digital twins into DT-prototype and DT-instance. The 

first type contains informational sets required to describe and produce the physical system while the 

former denotes to a digital representation physically linked to the physical system for optimization 

analytics. Even without a real-time connectivity (DT-prototype) the digital model of the production 

system can make it possible to experiment several what-if scenarios for faster, safer and better design. 

Once the design is completed, the virtual plant can be connected to a real controller to detect potential 

errors. This method is referred to as virtual commissioning (VC). VC helps in reduction of development 

time by virtual testing and integration well before the real commissioning (Lee and Park 2014). Next, 

the same digital model is extended for real-time communication with the physical system for 

performance optimization on system level.  
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A recent comprehensive work on digital twins (Stark, Fresemann and Lindow 2019) for production 

systems, defined a digital twin as, “a digital representation of an active unique product or service or 

production system that is characterized by certain properties or conditions used in order to analyze, 

understand and improve the product, product service system or production”.  

As with all twins, there is a first born. In the case of digital twins for production systems, the first born 

is the virtual or the digital twin because the idea, shape, functionality always precedes the actual 

realization of the physical form of the product. First born almost always have an advantage over the 

later sibling. However, the physical model is extremely important without which the digital twin is 

merely a fantasy (Grieves and Vickers 2017c). 

 

3. Digital twins in HRC systems 

Digital twins in literature have been studied for simple or chaotic decision making. In theory, the 

usefulness of digital twins has been documented for complex systems by predicting the unpredictable. 

The significance of digital twins for HRC systems as future research direction has been discussed in the 

keynote paper (Wang et al. 2019) of the CIRP (Society of Production Engineering) to combine and align 

the function, structure and behavior of an HRC cell together with symbiotic interplay of the human in 

virtual models. Grieves (Grieves 2019) also documented the field of cobotics having potential value by 

using DT.  Malik and Bilberg have discussed the relevance of DT in HRC (Malik and Bilberg 2018) 

(Bilberg and Malik 2019). However, the test beds are needed to verify the phenomenon.  

 

Figure 3: Digital twin in an HRC system. 

When it comes to HRC space, a digital twin needs to be corresponding to three dimensions of the work 

cell i.e., man, machine and work. For an HRC setup, the digital twin model is shown in Figure 3. The 

digital twin is developed earlier than the physical twin. Although, at this stage, there is no physical 

system existing, but the digital space is referring to a future physical system. Moving towards 

development, the digital twin data is utilized to develop the elements of the physical system, hence, the 
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information content of the digital twin is driving the development process and each element in the 

physical space is developed corresponding to a counterpart in the virtual space.  

 

Figure 4: The digital twin model for system evaluation (adapted from (Naticchia et al. 2019)). 

 

 

Figure 5: Dimensions of a digital twin, adapted from (Stark, Fresemann and Lindow 2019). 

At both phases, a probe, sense, respond and act (PSRA) cycle is used (Figure 4). A digital twin (prompt 

assessment) model integrated with PSRA cycle has been discussed by (Naticchia et al. 2019)for 

emergency situations in high-rise building. The prompt assessment model is used here for HRC design 

and operation. In the DT process, PSRA cycle has a switch towards simulation based future assessment 

where a forward simulation is generated under the changed variables, a future is predicted, and a 

strategy is developed that is implemented in the physical space. In the design and development phases 

this cycle is driven manually, and the ‘sense’ is mostly a manual activity. However, during the operation 

phase, when the components are linked to the virtual system’s elements, the PSRA cycle is made 

automated. Human effort still needs to be involved when a solution to the given situation is generated 

and is presented to the human-user before implementing it. The digital twin developed and discussed 

in the following sections is presented in various dimensions (Figure 5) of a digital twin as documented 

by (Stark, Fresemann and Lindow 2019). 

It is important that a digital twin needs to create value for the user of that system. When linking the 

physical elements back to their virtual parents, not all elements need to be connected. This is an 
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important decision because information retrieval has a cost and tradeoff with time, energy and effort. 

For example, the rotation of the screw-driver can be tracked in the virtual model to know real-time 

torque, and speed. However, if in the given case, this information is not creating any value then it is of 

no use and is only complicating the process.  

 

4. The digital twin of an HRC production system: an industrial case 

The case used to demonstrate the development of a digital twin is from a manufacturing company using 

a human-robot assembly cell to produce battery-packs (Figure 6).  The battery pack, in the given case, 

is used to power electronic linear-actuators used in hospital beds for linear movement. The battery-

pack consists of 15 unique parts and 21 assembly tasks (including testing and orientation tasks). The 

HRC cell is designed to replace a manual assembly cell consisted of two human-operators assembling 

the product.  

 

Figure 6: The product to be produced in the digital-twin HRC system and the manual cell being used in the case 

company. 

 

The complete assembly process is decomposed in to tasks and each task are evaluated for its ease of 

HRC automation. HRC assembly evaluation is different from design-of-process for robotic or manual 
assembly as additional parameters particularly for safety implications need to be considered. A 

complexity-based task allocation method (Malik and Bilberg 2019b) can be used to decompose each 

task into its attributes to identify the tasks with a higher potential for automation (Figure 7). A total of 

4 tasks are selected to be designated to the robot corresponding to 32% of the manual cycle time. The 

remaining 17 tasks are kept as manual. Consequently, a process plan is developed to balance the 

assembly process  
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Table 1: Task allocation and process balancing of the HRC assembly cell. 

Task No. Human tasks Time (sec) Robot tasks Time (sec) 

1 P&P base plate 3,0  
 
 
 
 
 
37,0 

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

 

2 Apply sticker 5,5 

3 Scan the sticker 3,0 

4 Place Spring 2,0 

5 Mount holder and pin 7,0 

6 Pick assembly and place bush 2,5 

7 Pick and place in fixture 4,0 

8 Mount PCB 3,0 

9 Screwing 7,0 

10   
  

P&P batteries 16,0 

11 Mount cables 11,0  
 
30,0 

  
  
  
  

 

12 Turn batteries 5,5 

13 Foam pieces 6,5 

14 Foam shield 7,0 

15   
  

P&P in testing station 10,0 

16 P&P top cover 3,0  
 
22,0 

  

17 Apply inside sticker 6,0 

18 Apply outer sticker 10,0 

19 P&P top cover on assembly 3,0 

20    Fix screws 24,0 

21 Pick & deliver the product 10,0 

Total human-time 89,0 Total robotic-time 60,0 

 

The design of an HRC system is a structured process from knowing the product to be produced, process 

specifications, production system’s specifications, test and operation (Malik and Bilberg 2017). Similar 

steps are needed when building the virtual model of the production system. After generating necessary 

product and process information, the next step is to select the required means of production and the 

design of the production space. For means of production, for each robotic task, a gripping device is 

needed to pick the parts securely and move to the point of action or delivery, a part presentation strategy 

is needed defining how the parts are presented to the robot for picking the right part from the desired 

location each time and fixtures for the robot to hold and accurately assemble the parts at desired 

locations. 
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Figure 7: Attributes of a task to make human-robot allocation strategy (Malik and Bilberg 2019b). 

 

Therefore, the proposed assembly workstation is comprised of a robot-manipulator and a human 

completing the assembly in a human-robot collaborative work fashion. The robot manipulator is a 

Universal Robot UR-5 e-series. The robot has 6 degrees of freedom, a payload capacity of 5 kg and a 

reach of 850 mm. The gripper used with the robot is a parallel SCHUNK gripper EGP 64-N-N-B with a 

finger length of 40 mm. The gripper in its default design is not enough to handle large parts (>120mm) 

used in the case study. Therefore, extended end-effectors are designed to be produced with additive 

manufacturing.  

For all the manual tasks, part storage trays are required to present the parts and fixtures are needed to 

assemble the product. There would be some additional equipment needed to complete the assembly. 

Finally, a safety mechanism is required between the human and the robot.  

 

4.1. Building blocks for a production system’s digital twin 

The resources required to carry out assembly are modeled as 3D CAD parts and assembly files. The 

virtual models (corresponding to the agents of the physical system) can be classified into three 

categories with regards to how they are created. For any equipment to be used in the assembly cell a 

corresponding CAD model can be (1) supplied by the equipment vendor; (2) downloaded from the PLM 

library for standard industrial equipment; or (3) designed and modeled by the designer (especially for 

the custom designed parts). In the last scenario, additional work may be needed to define the dynamic 

behavior of the system. Siemens NX is used in this case to create the custom designed parts.  

Finally, the virtual workstation is designed as a detailed 3D assembly model. The equipment and 

resources required to complete the assembly station are assembled together in the virtual model to 

form a virtual assembly station and generate a bill of materials and processes (Figure 8). Since the 

assembly model shows the final design of the production system, any necessary changes can be made at 

this stage to optimize the layout and equipment. A mechanical simulation can help to generate dynamic 

behavior of assemblies, and changes, if necessary, can be made. 
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An approach used in CAD assembly data is assembly-configurations. The configuration approach helps 
to form various configurations of the same model in the virtual environment. The configurations are 
driven by parametric features of the parts where one feature derives the design of the next feature. This 
way various design configurations can be built for the same system to test what-if scenarios.  
 

 
Figure 8: The structured process of designing a production system (adapted from  (Chavarr’ia-Barrientos et al. 

2018)). 

 
The robot digital model is received from the manufacturer. The kinematics, joint limits and joint 

rotations speeds are defined. Similarly, the dynamic behavior and constraints of other equipment such 

as, gripper is defined. Realistic male and female human models, with deformable mesh technology, are 

used to represent visually accurate body shapes to map out and optimize complex work activities on the 

computer. ANSUR II (Anthropometric survey of US army personnel) database (Gordon et al. 2014) is 
integrated to generated digital human models. Since the case-factory is located in Denmark, an average 

size of human population is selected from Danish statistics report 2017 (Denmark 2017). The selected 

human corresponds to: height: 182cm, BMI: < 25, waist to hip ratio (for females). The human motions 

are generated by combining various postures at different time intervals (Figure 9).  

 

Figure 9: Human postures in the virtual model to create visually accurate human tasks. 
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4.1.1. The digital twin environment 

            The digital twin environment is the space where the dynamic virtual model is created. It is a 3D 

space where the virtual models of the production agents based on computer aided design (CAD) models 

are imported or created. The environment should offer the options to sync data with other relevant 

software e.g. CAD modeler, statistical analysis tool, data logger from the physical system etc. PLM 

packages offer such flexibility these days. The software used for this project is Tecnomatix Process 

Simulate (Figure 10). As suggested by Tao (Tao et al. 2017) the virtual model is built in four layers i.e. 

geometry (creation of 3D CAD objects), physics (placement of CAD objects in the scene), behavior 

(kinematics of robots and human), and rule (assembly process sequence).  

 

Figure 10: The digital twin environment (Malik et al. 2019). 

 

4.1.2. Product digital twin 

The PLM digital-twin cycle starts from the design of the product and its digital twin. In the case example, 

the product design is supposed to remain unchanged, therefore a virtual twin of the product is only 

necessary to model the virtual production system. By bringing up the phenomenon of factory-as-a-

product (Ustundag and Cevikcan 2017) the production system can be regarded as a product and its 

digital twin can also denote to the conception of a product digital twin. In that context the complete 

assembly cell is created from scratch and corresponds to factory-as-a-product.   

 

4.1.3. Workstation digital twin 

The assembly cell is proposed to be a human-robot collaborative cell where humans and robots can 

share the workload (Figure 11). Considering the contrasting attributes of an industrial environment as 

compared to a lab environment, the assembly cell is supposed to be designed with minimum and simple 

configuration coinciding to the minimum investment costs.  
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Figure 11: Digital twin workstation. 

 

4.1.4. Operations digital twin 

A static virtual model of the production system is conceived from the section 4.1.3.  The next step is to 
define the dynamic behavior of human and robot to execute the tasks. The behavior of a production 
system can be attributed towards discrete as well as continuous variables. At this stage, the performance 
under continuous variables need to be estimated therefore a continuous time-based simulation is used. 
Another reason of creating a continuous simulation is to connect the aspects of assembly process to the 
rules and logics that derive and govern the process (Popovivc et al. 2015).  

 

Figure 12: Modelling of assembly tasks in the digital twin. 
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The flow of material is defined as assembly precedence constraint and each component is assembled 
according to the defined sequence. The operation tree lists all the operations for the robot, human and 
machines (Figure 12). Operation sequence is the time-based Gantt chart while logics are the rules that 
govern transition from one operation to the next. These rules are based on logic operators and can be 
applied to any entity e.g., posture of robot, gripper position, human presence and product arrival at 
certain position controlled via virtual sensors. 
 
Virtual sensors can act as physical sensors at this stage and can be applied to detect the presence or 
position of an entity. The sensors used in the virtual model are listed in Table 2 while their locations are 
shown in Figure 11. A transition logic is shown in Figure 10 that shows the arrival of product to station 
B executes the robotic operation if the robot is at Home which is checked with joint value sensor. If all 
the logic is fulfilled, the operation 2 is executed.  
 
Table 2: Task allocation and process balancing of the HRC assembly cell. 

Sr Nr. Sensor type Description 
1 Proximity The sensor is activated when an object enters with a specified 

distance from a selected resource  
2 Photoelectric The sensor is activated when an object crosses the path of a defined 

beam emitted from the sensor 
3 Property Is activated when an object with a certain property enters in a 

specified range 
4 Joint value Sensor to obtain online feedback of a specified joint 
5 Joint distance A sensor linked to the joint of a device or robot doe its detection range 

 

 

4.2. Building the physical twin 

This chapter explains the physical twin of the digital twin model. The physical twin (Figure 13) is 

conceived once the design validation is completed in the virtual model. For simplification, the tests and 

analysis performed at the virtual model are explained in the following chapter.  

 

Figure 13: The physical twin. 
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The physical twin (the physical production cell) is developed as a modular fixturing table that equips a 

UR-5e robot (Figure). The gripper used with the robot is an electric 2-fingers parallel SCHUNK gripper 

EGP 64-N-N-B with a finger length of 50 mm. The gripper in its default design is not enough to handle 

large parts (120mm) as used in the case study. Therefore, extended gripper end effectors are designed 

to be produced with additive manufacturing.  

The fixture required to hold the product during HRC assembly are made with 3D printing. The fixture is 

needed both for the operator and the robotic tasks. Suction device is designed for gripping parts with 

no gripping features available. An electric screw driver is another device that robot needs to handle. 

Mountings to hold these devices are designed with 3D printing to enable the robot to grasp the devices 

during operation. The screwdriver is connected to the ABC controller that can be used to control the 

screwing operation.  

 

5. Results and evaluation of the digital twin 

The time-based simulation run provides the estimation of the cycle times. It became evident that the 

process will take 86 seconds for the human and 56 seconds for the robot to complete one assembly.  

5.1. Layout optimization with digital twin 

Optimal placement of production resources is important in a production setup to avoid wastes of human 
movements. The co-existence of humans and robots imposes further safety related implications to be 
considered when designing the layout. A digital model of the proposed system can support the design 
process. In this regard, the following experiments (Figure 14) helped to achieve a better layout: 

 

 
Figure 14: Blue boxes denote areas where the robot can be placed given the reach location while red areas are 

places where robot (if placed) can’t reach to the point of operations. The grasp envelops of the human operator. 
The envelope shows the areas where the human can reach without bending the body. 
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(a) Reach test: Reach test helped in determining whether a robot or human can safely reach all desired 
locations of their workspace in given layout. Thereby the most optimal locations for cobot placement 
are identified. In case of a human, a grasp envelope showed the reachability of human arms without 
bending the body.  
 
(b) Placement test: The placement test can be used to find optimal placement locations for the cobot, 
human and the production equipment. The goal is to have minimum cycle times, minimum collisions 
and safer working conditions. The test defined a range of locations where the equipment can be placed.  
 
(c) Vision test: The vision-window test enabled the scene to be viewed through the eyes of the digital 
human model. This helped to optimize the layout with different human positions and locations to avoid 
possible obstacles within the eye-sight. 
 
(d) Collision test: In an HRC, where humans are interacting with cobots and frequent production changes 
are desired resulting in frequent changes in human-robot trajectories to move from one point to other, 
collisions are likely to occur. Although cobots are designed for workspace where a collision between 
human and robot is likely to happen, however frequent collisions reduce productivity. Efforts must be 
made to identify a robot’s placement location and define its trajectories accordingly to have minimum 
collisions with the fellow human. A robot swept volume identified the robot occupied-area to keep 
minimum human activity in that area.  
 
(d) Ergonomic analysis: Manual work is associated with various human performance concerns including 
work postures, load on human body during weight lift and task frequency. A large variety of ergonomic 
issues of production systems can be simulated and tested early in the design phase (Chaffin 2008). In 
this study a motion capture device, Microsoft Kinect, is used to get accurate and realistic human motions. 
It integrates the mechanics of gaming technology into the Tecnomatix software to have higher degree of 
connectedness between human and the software. The human-operator performed the assigned tasks in 
front of a 3D camera. The motions are real-time connected to the virtual environment and help made 
ergonomic and biomechanical load analysis. 
 
 

5.2. Dynamic task allocation 

To complete the assembly process humans and robots have both unique and common capabilities. These 

capabilities can be identified for the task allocation problem (Müller, Vette and Geenen 2017) (Ranz, 

Hummel and Sihn 2017) thereby forming a decision making arena where the tasks are assigned to robot 

and the human for better performance. Through several simulation instances, a workflow is developed. 

The simulation also estimated the task completion times and the active and idle times for robots and the 

human. By having this overview, a modification to the assembly sequence is developed to minimize the 

idle times and better use each resource. 

This section forms a method to make a dynamic work-load balancing of the assembly tasks based on the 

skills of humans and robots. Each task is a set of various activities e.g. picking the part, moving the part 

to assembly location, and mounting the part in required orientation. Since humans and robots have 

distinct skills, various factors can influence the suitability of a task for the robot e.g. physical and 

geometrical properties of the components, assembly characteristics, safety implications, feeding and 

joining method involved. Method to quantify the automation complexity of assembly tasks has been 

discussed by (Samy and ElMaraghy 2010) which takes care of assembly attributes contributing to 

automation complexity and a qualitative score as a representation for automation potential is generated.  

The DT method has key positions for the robot already saved in the simulation model. Once the tasks 

assignment is completed and robotic tasks are identified, the tasks are simulated in the virtual 

environment to generate robot trajectory. The intermediate positions are generated automatically, and 
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robot avoids any possible collision with the equipment. These paths are then saved in a script file which 

is loaded to the robot.  

The data is then sent to the task-execution program (function-blocks) that is communicating with the 

simulation. The simulation makes the first run of the process to find accurate cycle times for each robotic 

and human task. Once the cycle times are evaluated, the final tasks assignment is performed to balance 

the workload of the assembly process. The balancing of the workload is performed based on the logic 

that determines the task precedent constraint, ease of automation (starting from highest in a descending 

order) and availability of the resource (i.e. human and robot) and assigns the task to the appropriate 

resource. This data is then sent again to the simulation to generate final control program. 

 

5.3. Robot control program  

A great deal in robotic applications is associated with the need of expertise and effort to program the 

robots (Rossano et al. 2013). Even in case of cobots – with an easier programming interface - the 

programming is still a time consuming and tedious task for industrial applications. With the use of a DT, 

the robot program is intuitively generated in a simulation environment. Once the desired operation is 

tested virtually with defined robot trajectories and transition logics the robot program is transferred to 

the connected cobot that starts working as the robot in the digital twin (offline). An online connection 

between physical and virtual robot can dynamically transmit any movement made in physical space to 

the robot in the virtual space and vice versa (Figure 15). Thus, avoiding any need to have any additional 

programing. Since the simulation has robot paths in a robot understandable language, the robot 

program can be transferred back to the simulation to make simulation run according to the physical 

robot.    

 

Figure 15: The robot program in physical and digital twin. 
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General purpose robot controller can be used to run the simulation however accurate movements can 

be generated by using manufacturer specific robot controller which is UR 3.5 for UR5 robot used in the 

case example. The robot controller translates robot movements into robot understandable language.  

 

5.4. Online collision optimization  

An online collision-test helped to identify possible collisions in a mixed reality followed by an 

optimization of robot trajectories and placement of equipment. When online the virtual robot as a digital 

twin imitates every motion that is made by the physical robot and vice versa. If the physical robot is in 

an empty area, the virtual model can be populated with tools, objects and equipment to create the future 

scene of the physical space. Thus, a task executed at the physical robot (where a failure can be incurable) 

enables to make fail-safe analysis in the virtual space. 

In Figure 16, a digital twin model is used to make safety assessments with an online connection. The 

robot is selected for collision analysis with operator. After this the task is executed in the physical robot 

without any operator or any expansive equipment. A possible collision is identified and triggered the 

need for robot path optimization.  

A Kinect sensor is used to monitor human positions and the presence inside the work space. This study 

focuses on the potential of DT in HRC to track the interference-volumes between human and robot 

(Figure 4), and the frequency of interferences. This data is then utilized to optimize robot trajectories 

periodically to accommodate for the locations where human often enters. The historic data of human 

positions will make simulation to get self-learned about constantly occurring human-robot collisions 

and generate robot trajectories free from possible human intervention. 

 
 Figure 16: Online optimization of robot trajectories.  
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5.5. Human-robot interface  

The goal with human-robot collaborative workstation is to share the workload between human and 

robot. The humans are continuously interacting with the robot in their workspace. This defies a need of 

having interaction interfaces between human and robot. Several approaches are discussed to have this 

interaction. By using data logging the data for all incidents is being collected. The data is stored on a 

cloud repository. The data is communicable to the operator at a smart watch or smart phone. Myo 

armband is another device (Figure 17) to enable the interaction between the operator and the robot. 

Myo can send instructions via gestures that make the robot to move as per defined instructions for each 

gesture.  

 

Figure 17: Hand gestures as interface between human and robot.  

A challenge in HRC is human safety. By coupling human, robot, digital twin and game engine, the robot 

can be made to adapt to human’s movements. Vive trackers (Figure 18) here can help to see human’s 

movements and make robot to maintain a distance from the operator’s hands.  

 

Figure 18: Vive trackers as safety device between human and robot.   
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5.6. Enabling flexibility in a Lean way 

In a dynamic environment, time variability is likely to happen due to human factors, dynamic robot path 

optimizations, and parts replenishment. A lesson learned from Toyota Production System to balance the 

process is the use of ‘Yo-i-don’ concept translated as ‘ready-set-go’. It is the synchronization of the 

production process by coordination of the fellow operators making sure that everyone finishes the tasks 

in given time window. The tool is devised to take care of human variability where the nearest operator 

leaves its work and helps the delayed operator to get the work done. The production is resumed once 

there is no more delayed work-in-process. 

In the presented DT driven HRC setup, “Yo-i-don” is implemented taking care of human flexibility and 

variability. The critical events are being communicated to the virtual system, if the work in process is 

delayed by any reason, either for the robot or the operator, a signal is measured and generated. The 

comparison of the simulated signals with measured ones help to identify the deviation mode. The data 

is sent to the simulation for necessary optimization. A temporary instruction is communicated to the 

robot, which surpasses the original program, or the operator finishes some of the robotic tasks and once 

there is no more delayed work-in-process production is reverted to original tasks. 

For example, if the work-in-process at location 6 increases, it is taken as a blockage, and a signal is 

initiated to the control system. It redefines the control logic and instructs the robot to leave its original 

tasks and start performing subsequent tasks on the product at work-in-process (originally defined for 

the robot), thus saving time for the robot. As soon the work-in-process decreases the robot resumes 

performing its original tasks. Furthermore, with every changeover, based on the cycle times at 

predecessor and successor stations of the HRC station, the simulation re-schedules the tasks to balance 

the assembly-line. 

 

5.7. Data logs and smart operator instructions 

In this study, this is made possible through a cloud-based service “Insights” offered by Robotiq for UR 

robots with real-time performance metrics, optimization analytics and alerts for a robot, thus 

continuously updating the DT.   

 

6. Discussion and further research  

HRC manufacturing system is discussed as a network of production elements and that jointly form a 

unified whole to produce the final product. The development in ICT technologies and computing power 

is enabler to have this decentralized decision making. Robots, as a source of mainstream automation, 

are getting closer to the human-work space. The boundaries between humans and machine workspace 

are getting blurred. The interaction of humans and machines has been described as a complex 

phenomenon. 

When it comes to operational phase, achieving a real-time updating of the virtual model according to 

the physical dynamics has opportunities but several challenges. Dynamic task distribution in a given 

product family is achieved with the given experiment. Easier robotic programming helped to avoid 

programming as a separate task. However, the adaptability of the robot in fraction of a seconds is needed 

to adapt to human movements.  The conception of a digital twin is advantageous and need to be explored 

further. Embedding artificial intelligence into the data collected can make the system get self-learned 

and make decisions according to the past experience.  
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The following table summarizes the key learnings from this HRC in practice: 

Challenge Solution and success factors 
Layout optimization with digital twin 
 

Layout optimization of a physical HRC system through a 
digital twin is fully achievable with available tools and 
techniques. The integration of a dynamic digital human 
model makes it easier to generate adaptive human-robot 
trajectories.  

Dynamic task allocation 
 

As the task allocation problem arises when both the human 
and the robot are able to accomplish a task. By defining the 
tasks’ rating, it becomes possible for the simulation to 
allocate the tasks between human and robot depending 
upon their availability and score.  

Robot control program  
 

The robot program is one big advantage of using digital 
twins. The program is communicable in both directions 
between digital and physical twin.  

Online collision optimization  
 

By having an online linking between physical robot in an 
empty space and a virtual robot populated with virtual 
equipment in a virtual environment helped to make safe 
estimations of any possible collisions during operation 

Human-robot interface  
 

Several forms of human-robot interfaces can be developed 
using a DT. The purpose is to make human able to 
communicate intuitively with the robot e.g. hand gestures, 
and smart watch. 

Enabling flexibility and high-mix low-
volume production 
 

The digital twin is used to have process balancing to take 
care of increased work in process. Since the key locations 
are saved in the simulation, for any change in task execution, 
the robot needs to adapt to a new path and reach the defined 
location. Thereby, robot or human can temporarily bypass 
their original tasks to help each other in accomplishing the 
waiting tasks.  

Human ergonomic analysis 
 

Digital human models can be used to perform human tasks 
and evaluate the biomechanical loads, fatigue and stress 
levels. This is an interesting area to be explored further in 
relation to a digital twin 

 

As always, this kind of research has also several limitations. However, these limitations also offer several 

insights for further research, which is outlined in the following. 

First of all, this research was done in a single case study setup. The case was chosen based on several 

criteria; however, more cases are needed. For this, we call for more research on use cases in the 
combination with man, machine and work in a digital-twin setup. Also, cultural influences might also 

have an impact on HRC combinations, which were not explicitly considered in this setup. For instance, 

mimics and gestures have a very different meaning in different cultural environments. If this is 

considered, HRC can be even more efficient. So similar studies in other countries, e.g. in Asia, are 

encouraged. Finally, also more longitudinal studies would offer interesting insights in the dynamics of 

HRC in a digital twin setup. 
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7. Conclusion 

A human robot collaborative system is a complex system which can be managed with a probe, sense and 

respond approach. Its usefulness is based on its promise of being agile, adaptable and safe for human 

colleagues. This requires that the system is designed, validated and controlled with innovative 

approaches. The idea of a digital twin simulates the behavior of the system as a ‘forward run’ by creating 

time dependent virtual models of the physical system. With each change in production parameters new 

variables are simulated to predict a future behavior. The behavior can be visualized and results are 

assessed without the risk of any financial loss or human injury. This risk would be present in real 

production.  

In the design phase the digital twin was used to design each component of the assembly system by 

considering its dynamics in relation to the rest of the system and its life-cycle. The dynamic simulation 

helped enable quantitative analysis of the feasibility or business vale of the proposed solution. The 

assessment tools also made it possible to choose the right equipment given the layout size constraints. 

With advances in information and communication technologies, the DT can continuously be evolved in 

real time offering greater usefulness at system level. The main contributions of this paper are as follows. 

(1) It presents the need and usefulness of digital twins in designing, developing and operating human-

robot production systems. (2) A demonstrator is presented of an HRC digital twin based on an industrial 

case; Several results from design to operation of an HRC system are discussed.  
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